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2021 Annual Meeting Schedule*
Held virtually | *Schedule is subject to change

Tokyo LA NYC London Amsterdam DAY 0 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3

UTC JST PDT EDT BST CEST Monday, April 19 Tuesday, April 20 Wednesday, April 21 Thursday, April 22

11:00 20:00 4:00 7:00 12:00 13:00

Pre-recorded videos and posters 
available for on demand viewing

Pre-recorded videos and posters 
available for on demand viewing

Pre-recorded videos and posters 
available for on demand viewing

11:15 20:15 4:15 7:15 12:15 13:15

11:30 20:30 4:30 7:30 12:30 13:30

Poster Session 3 
75 mins 

11:45 20:45 4:45 7:45 12:45 13:45

12:00 21:00 5:00 8:00 13:00 14:00

12:15 21:15 5:15 8:15 13:15 14:15

12:30 21:30 5:30 8:30 13:30 14:30

12:45 21:45 5:45 8:45 13:45 14:45

13:00 22:00 6:00 9:00 14:00 15:00

CORTEXPLORE Demo Workshop Data Blitz 
60 mins

13:15 22:15 6:15 9:15 14:15 15:15

13:30 22:30 6:30 9:30 14:30 15:30

13:45 22:45 6:45 9:45 14:45 15:45

14:00 23:00 7:00 10:00 15:00 16:00 Presidential Welcome

Data Blitz 
60 mins

Data Blitz Discussion 
Sessions 

30 mins14:15 23:15 7:15 10:15 15:15 16:15
2020 Early Career Talk 

30 mins
14:30 23:30 7:30 10:30 15:30 16:30 Panel III Discussion 

Azim 
30 mins14:45 23:45 7:45 10:45 15:45 16:45 Panel I Discussion 

Levine 
30 mins15:00 0:00 8:00 11:00 16:00 17:00

Opening Virtual  
Reception

Data Blitz Discussion 
Sessions 

30 mins

Break 
30 mins

15:15 0:15 8:15 11:15 16:15 17:15 Break 
15 mins

15:30 0:30 8:30 11:30 16:30 17:30

Individual I 
60 mins

2021 Early Career Talk 
30 mins

Individual III 
60 mins

15:45 0:45 8:45 11:45 16:45 17:45

Ripple Neuro Demo Workshop
16:00 1:00 9:00 12:00 17:00 18:00

Break 
30 mins

16:15 1:15 9:15 12:15 17:15 18:15

16:30 1:30 9:30 12:30 17:30 18:30
Break 

30 mins

Panel II Discussion 
Sternad 
30 mins Distinguished Career 

Award 
45 mins

16:45 1:45 9:45 12:45 17:45 18:45

Pre-recorded videos and posters 
available for on demand viewing

17:00 2:00 10:00 13:00 18:00 19:00

Data Blitz 
60 mins

Individual II 
60 mins

17:15 2:15 10:15 13:15 18:15 19:15
Members' Meeting

17:30 2:30 10:30 13:30 18:30 19:30

17:45 2:45 10:45 13:45 18:45 19:45

18:00 3:00 11:00 14:00 19:00 20:00 Data Blitz Discussion 
Sessions 

30 mins

Poster Session 2 
75 mins 

18:15 3:15 11:15 14:15 19:15 20:15

18:30 3:30 11:30 14:30 19:30 20:30

Poster Session 1 
75 mins

18:45 3:45 11:45 14:45 19:45 20:45

19:00 4:00 12:00 15:00 20:00 21:00

19:15 4:15 12:15 15:15 20:15 21:15
Tucker-Davis Technology Demo 

Workshop
19:30 4:30 12:30 15:30 20:30 21:30

19:45 4:45 12:45 15:45 20:45 21:45
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Program ContentsAbout NCM
The Society for the Neural Control of Movement (NCM) is an 
international community of scientists, clinician-investigators 
and students all engaged in research whose common goal is 
to understand how the brain controls movement.

NCM was conceived in 1990 by Barry Peterson. With 
an initial leadership team that also included Peter Strick 
and Marjorie Anderson, NCM was formally established to 
bring together scientists seeking to understand the neural 
mechanisms that guide meaningful activities of daily life, 
primarily through the brain’s control of the eyes, head, trunk, 
and limbs. Early members consisted largely of systems 
neurophysiologists, behavioral, computational and theoretical 
neurobiologists, and clinician-investigators interested in 
disorders of motor function.

From the outset the goal of NCM was to provide a useful 
gathering of investigators in an informal and casual setting 
to present and discuss where we are in a diverse and 
complex field, where we should be going and how we might 
best proceed as a community with multiple perspectives 
and approaches. The meeting was to be unique in style, 
such that sessions were formulated and proposed by small 
groups of members, each and geared to inform the larger 
attending community through focused presentations and 
discussions integrated into themes reflecting the diversity 
of the membership. Sessions would change in content with 
each yearly meeting. 

The inaugural NCM Conference took place in April 1991 
on Marcos Island, Florida, with roughly 140 attendees. The 
success of the initial years promoted longevity and expansion 
of NCM and its conference, both in attendance (now over 
250) and the breadth of scientific content. Sessions cover 
all levels of inquiry--from perception to genetic expression, 
and from whole organism to intracellular function, while 
also including computational and theoretical approaches. 
Sessions have expanded to include a variety of formats and 
durations to accommodate diverse needs and interests, 
while poster sessions have been augmented to yield highly 
popular, vibrant and flexible forums of scientific interchange. 
This highly regarded and robust conference continues to 
meet in desirable, family-friendly locations typically in late 
April/early May every year.

About NCM  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

Letter from the President . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2
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General Conference Information . . . . . . . . .  6

Special Meetings & Events .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  8

Annual Conference Schedule .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  9
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Letter from the President
This year I threw out my template for this letter. As I write it, the world is a mix of some 
glimmers of hope combined with further retreats in the face of resurgent Covid.  
The emerging hope is good, since we’re pretty much run out of adjectives to describe 
the calamities of the past year. We’ve been challenged in ways most of us hadn’t 
imagined 18 months ago. In the midst of the chaos, the rapid development of vaccines 
and Zoom technologies has been remarkable; some of these changes will stick with us 
for the better. Although I spend too much time sitting at home working on manuscripts,  
I count myself very lucky, compared to the challenges faced by many others. 
Despite largely cancelling last year’s meeting and moving to a virtual format this year, 
NCM remains strong financially. We were very fortunate to have been able to renegotiate the 
financial commitments we’d made for the 2020 and 2021 meetings with very little anticipated loss. 
NIH, with the support of Daofen Chen, has allowed us to use the funding from the R13 grant that was awarded  
a year and a half ago toward the expenses of this virtual meeting. 
And by a host of other measures, we are doing well. We currently have 563 members, the highest number in the history of 
the society! We had seven nominees for open board positions the Spring. Following the earlier panel proposals, we received 
a remarkable 131 additional submissions for oral presentations. Obviously we couldn’t program the great majority of those, 
but by adding a new “blitz talk” category, we were able to accommodate quite a few. Most of the others were accepted as 
posters, of which we have 239. As of April 7, we had 582 meeting registrants for the 2021 virtual meeting.
Because of the desire that our program represent current, state-of-the-art research, we made the decision to start from 
scratch with the program for this year, with two exceptions. Those exceptions are two of our three keynote addresses.  
Mickey Goldberg and Tamar Makin had been selected to give the Distinguished and early career award addresses in 2020; 
they will instead, be speaking at this year’s meeting. We have a bonus this year, in the person of Ilana Nisky, winner of the  
2021 early career award.
A challenge of hosting an international virtual meeting is timing. The world-wide web is able to bring us together, but we still 
are faced with world-wide time zones. We’ve shifted start times several hours across days to try to accommodate different 
continents. Individual talks are the component of the meeting most like what we’re used to, each session a series of 12-minute 
presentations followed by 3 minutes of questions. All of the 30 minutes allocated to panels during the program will be devoted 
to a moderated discussion. Make sure you’ve viewed the prerecorded panel presentations ahead of time! The blitz talks will 
be live, and short and fast; hold onto your hats and your questions. Following each blitz session, we will hold several parallel 
discussions, each with several of the blitzers, grouped at least loosely by topic. Posters will also be made available ahead of 
time and may, if the presenter desires, be accompanied by a short video summary. We will use “Gather.town”, which will allow 
you to stroll through a virtual space to discuss posters with ever-changing groups of colleagues. Don’t overlook the fact that 
we will open the meeting, as always, with a reception. Bring your own drinks and music.
As in previous years, we have selected ten NCM trainee award winners, all of whom are speaking at one time or another. They 
are featured in the program book with their bios. This year we can’t use our colloquial reference to “travel awards”, but the 
honor is the same. In fact, it’s appropriate that we refer to these not in terms of travel awards, but in terms of the fuller range of 
honors and opportunities that these awards represent. 
We also recently welcomed three new members, Neeraj Gandhi (University of Pittsburgh), Wilsaan Joiner (University of 
California, Davis), and Jennifer Semrau (University of Delaware) to the NCM board of directors. Adrian Haith returns to the 
board for a second term. Their terms will begin officially at the end of this meeting.
I have always ended this letter with a nod to Marischal De Armond, Michelle Smith, and Podium Conference Specialists; this 
year is no different. Their support is essential to a smoothly running meeting, but there is little question this year, that the virtual 
meeting would not have happened without their efforts. Thanks, again!
Enjoy the meeting…

Cordially, 
Lee Miller, President

http://www.ncm-society.org
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NCM Leadership
Elected members govern the Society for the Neural Control of 
Movement. These members comprise the Board of Directors 
who in turn elects Officers that comprise the Executive 
Committee. The Society’s Bylaws govern how the Board 
manages the Society.

Officers and Board members are elected for three-year terms 
and may be re-elected to one additional contiguous term. The 
current Board comprises the following Officers and Directors:

Board Members
Name Institution Country Term
Alaa Ahmed2 University of Colorado USA 2018 - 2021

Scott Grafton2 UCSB USA 2018 - 2021

Dagmar Sternad2 Northeastern University USA 2018 – 2021

Adrian Haith1 Johns Hopkins University USA 2018 – 2021

Pieter Medendorp2 Donders Institute Netherlands 2019 – 2022

Claire Honeycutt1 Arizona State University USA 2019 – 2022

Kazuhiko Seki1 National Center of Neurology 
& Psychology

Japan 2019 – 2022

Megan Carey1 Champalimaud Center of the 
Unknown

Portugal 2019 – 2022

Juan Alvaro Gallego1 Imperial College London UK 2020 – 2023

Andrea d’Avella1 Universita degli Studi di 
Messina

Italy 2020 – 2023

Joseph Galea1 University of Birmingham UK 2020 – 2023

Gelsy Torres2 University of Pittsburgh USA 2020 – 2023

Heather McGregor* University of Florida USA 2020 – 2022
1 Serving first 3 year term 2 Serving second 3 year term * Trainee Board member

Incoming Board Members
The following members will begin their term at the 2021 Annual Meeting:

Name Institution Country Term
Neeraj Gandhi1 University of Pittsburgh USA 2021 – 2024

Adrian Haith2 Johns Hopkins University USA 2021 – 2024

Wilsaan Joiner1 University of California, Davis USA 2021 – 2024

Jennifer Semrau1 University of Delaware USA 2021 – 2024

Lee Miller,  
President &  
Conference Chair

Kathleen Cullen,  
Vice President &  
Scientific Chair

Rachael Seidler,  
Treasurer & Secretary

Brian Corneil,  
Development  
Officer

Officers  
  (Executive  
    Committee)

BOARD SERVICE 
Nominations for NCM Board service open 
in January. Nominations must come from 
members in good standing, and only 
members are invited to stand for election. 
To learn more about Board service or if you 
are interested in serving on the NCM Board, 
please discuss your interest with one of 
NCM’s Board members or Officers, or send 
an email to management@NCM-Society.orgNCM Administration

Association Secretariat &  
Conference Management  
management@ncm-society.org

Podium Conference Services
Michelle Smith  
Marischal De Armond

http://www.ncm-society.org
mailto:management%40NCM-Society.org?subject=
mailto:management%40ncm-society.org?subject=
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Membership Information
NCM membership is open to all scientists, principal 
investigators and students from around the world, pursuing 
research whose goal is to understand how the brain controls 
movement. Memberships are valid September 1 through 
August 31 each year. 

Benefits
NCM membership includes the following benefits:

 � Opportunity to submit proposals and abstracts for 
sessions at the Annual Conference 

 � Opportunity to submit proposals for satellite meetings 

 � Opportunity to register for Annual NCM Conferences at 
reduced registration rates 

 � Access to the member resource database and other 
members’ web services 

 � Professional development and networking 

 � Access and ability to respond directly to job opportunity 
postings 

 � Ability to post job opportunities 

 � Access to online NCM resources and Annual Conference 
proceedings 

 � Access to scholarships (Grad Students and Post Docs)

 � Opportunity to vote in Annual Elections of NCM Board 
members 

 � Opportunity to stand for election to, and serve on, the 
NCM Board of Directors 

 � Regular email updates and notices
To become an NCM Member, please visit the website - 
https://ncm-society.org/membership/membership-benefits

NCM History 
Since 1991 NCM’s annual conferences have provided a forum for leading edge research, scholarly debate, the interchange 
of ideas, and a platform for many exceptional established and emerging researchers in the field of Neural Science. We are 
proud that this has all been accomplished in some of the nicest destinations in the world. Our history is strong and our future is 
bright.

Conference Dates City Country Hotel

29th Annual Meeting* April 23 – 27, 2019 Toyama Japan Toyama International Conference Centre

28th Annual Meeting* April 30 – May 4, 2018 Santa Fe, NM USA Hilton Buffalo Thunder

27th Annual Meeting* May 1 – 5, 2017 Dublin Ireland The Clayton Hotel Burlington Road

26th Annual Meeting April 24 – 29, 2016 Montego Bay Jamaica Hilton Rose Hall Resort

25th Annual Meeting* April 20 – 24, 2015 Charleston, SC USA Francis Marion Hotel

24th Annual Meeting* April 21 – 25, 2014 Amsterdam Netherlands Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky

23rd Annual Meeting* April 16 – 20, 2013 San Juan, Puerto Rico USA El San Juan Hotel & Casino

22nd Annual Meeting* April 23 – 28, 2012 Venice Italy Hilton Molino Stucky

21st Annual Meeting* April 26 – 30, 2011 San Juan, Puerto Rico USA El San Juan Hotel & Casino

20th Annual Meeting* April 20 – 25, 2010 Naples, FL USA Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club

19th Annual Meeting* April 28 – May 3, 2009 Waikoloa, HI USA Waikoloa Beach Marriott Resort & Spa

18th Annual Meeting April 29 – May 4, 2008 Naples, FL USA Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://ncm-society.org/membership/membership-benefits/
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Conference Dates City Country Hotel

17th Annual Meeting* March 25 – April 1, 2007 Seville Spain Melia Sevilla

16th Annual Meeting* April 30 – May 7, 2006 Key Biscayne, FL USA Sonesta Beach Resort

15th Annual Meeting April 12 – 17, 2005 Key Biscayne, FL USA Sonesta Beach Resort

14th Annual Meeting* March 25 – April 3, 2004 Sitges Spain Melia Sitges

13th Annual Meeting April 22 – 27, 2003 Santa Barbara, CA USA Fess Parker’s Doubletree Resort

12th Annual Meeting* April 14 – 21, 2002 Naples, FL USA Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club

11th Annual Meeting March 25 – 30, 2001 Seville Spain Melia, Sevilla

10th Annual Meeting April 9 – 17, 2000 Key West, FL USA Wyndham Casa Marina Resort

9th Annual Meeting* April 11 – 19, 1999 Kauai, HI USA Princeville Resort

8th Annual Meeting April 14 – 22, 1998 Key West, FL USA Marriott Casa Marina Resort

7th Annual Meeting* April 8 – 16, 1997 Cozumel Mexico Presidente Intercontinental

6th Annual Meeting Apri 16 – 21, 1996 Marco Island, FL USA Radisson Suite Beach Resort

5th Annual Meeting April 18 – 25, 1995 Key West, FL USA Marriott Casa Marina Resort

4th Annual Meeting* April 13 – 22, 1994 Maui, HI USA Maui Marriott Resort (Lahaina)

3rd Annual Meeting April 13 – 18, 1993 Marco Island, FL USA Radisson Suite Beach Resort

2nd Annual Meeting April 21 – 26, 1992 Marco Island, FL USA Radisson Suite Beach Resort

1st Annual Meeting April 6 – 11, 1991 Marco Island, FL USA Radisson Suite Beach Resort

http://www.ncm-society.org
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General Conference Information
Pheedloop Virtual Conference Platform
Pre-registration is required. If you have not yet registered, 
please visit the website to access the Registration form. 
Please note that late registrations may incur a delay in 
accessing the virtual content.

Registered delegates can access the virtual conference 
here:

All conference sessions will take place through the virtual 
portal.

Registration and Information Assistance
Assistance regarding registration or for any questions,  
please contact the NCM team via email at  
management@ncm-society.org 

A member of the team will be available during conference 
hours for support. 

Annual Meeting Online Code of Conduct
As a representative of your institution or organization, the 
standards and code of conduct of your institution are in 
effect when participating in the online programs delivered by 
the Society for the Neural Control of Movement (NCM).

NCM encourages open and honest intellectual debate 
within a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere during online 
sessions and through official NCM social media channels. 
To help maintain an open and respectful community of 
scientists, NCM does not tolerate illegal or inappropriate 
behavior and condemns inappropriate or suggestive acts or 
comments that demean or harass another person by reason 
of gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, 
physical appearance, ethnicity/race, religion (or lack thereof), 
or that are generally unwelcome or offensive to other 
members of the community.

As participants in online sessions hosted by NCM, attendees 
are expected to follow the specific online code of conduct 
listed below.

Unauthorized Recording
With permission from presenters, NCM will record 
presentations and Q&A sessions for rebroadcast, including 
on-demand options for a period of time; however, 
unauthorized recordings may not be performed by 
attendees. The audio or video recording of presentations by 
any means, the photography/screen-shots of presentations, 
and printed or electronic quotes from papers, presentations 
and discussion during the Meeting, including question and 
answer periods, poster sessions and networking events 
without written consent of presenter or speaker is prohibited. 
These restrictions apply to all attendees and are intended 
to cover social networks, blogs, or any other publication, 
distribution, communication or sharing of information 
presented or discussed during the Meeting.

Unregistered attendees
Registration for the virtual meeting is complimentary for 
members of the society, and all participants are required to 
register. Registration ensures understanding and compliance 
with the Code of Conduct and provides accurate registration 
numbers for software demands. If you encounter difficulty 
registering, please contact the Secretariat for support via 
email at management@ncm-society.org 

By registering for the Meeting, attendees acknowledge and 
agree to the Code of Conduct.

Breaches of this Code of Conduct can result in elimination 
from the virtual meeting and disqualification from participating 
in future meetings and events. Please address any concerns 
about the behavior of another attendee during the meeting to 
the Society Secretariat management@ncm-society.org. 

Please contact the Society Secretariat for further clarification.

CONFERENCE 
ACCESS

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://ncm-society.org/virtual-registration/
mailto:management%40ncm-society.org?subject=
mailto:management%40ncm-society.org?subject=
mailto:management%40ncm-society.org?subject=
https://pheedloop.com/ncm2021virtual/login/auth/?redirect=/ncm2021virtual/virtual/
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Poster Information 
There are three Poster Sessions during the Meeting and 
posters have been allocated to either one of the sessions 
based on poster themes. Poster information is available 
throughout the conference through the virtual conference 
platform and live discussion will occur during the dedicated 
poster sessions through Gather.town. Poster presenters 
should be available during their scheduled poster session in 
the Gather.town platform for discussion.

All posters have a dedicated “poster booth” in the poster hall 
of the Pheedloop platform. The poster booths will have a pdf 
of the poster, information regarding the poster authors, the 
abstract and a 3 – 5 minute video of the poster. Delegates 
can leave messages and chat directly with the poster 
presenter through their poster booth at any time during the 
conference. During the dedicated poster sessions, poster 
presenters will be located in the Gather.town platform in their 
respective keyword area for ease of discussion.

Poster Session 1 
April 20:18:30 – 19:45 UTC

Poster Session 2 
April 21: 18:00 – 19:15 UTC

Poster Session 3
April 21: 11:45 – 13:00 UTC

Information on Poster Authors (Lead), Poster Numbers and 
Poster Titles begins on page 68. For a complete copy 
of all the poster abstracts, a digital abstract booklet can 
be downloaded from the Member Only section of the NCM 
Website. 

http://www.ncm-society.org
http://www.podiumconferences.com
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Special Meetings & 
Events 
General info

Monday, April 19
15:00 – 16:00 Opening Reception

Location: Join us in Gather.town to engage with fellow 
delegates and prepare for the week

Monday, April 19
16:00  Ripple Neuro Demo

Location: Pheedloop

Join Ripple for a demo on their system and a chance to 
win a prize for participating

Wednesday, April 21
13:00 – 14:00 CORTEXPLORE Demo

Location: Pheedloop

Join CORTEXPLORE for a demo of their system

19:15 – 20:15  Tucker-Davis Technologies Demo

Location: Pheedloop

Join Tucker-Davis Technologies for a demo of their 
system

Thursday, April 22
17:30 – 18:00 Members’ Meeting

Location: Pheedloop

Join us to hear about the society’s financial situation, 
membership numbers, future and for discussion and 
feedback from the community on the code of conduct and 
reporting structure.

The Medical Rehabilitation Research Resource Network
(MR3) is a consortium of six centers nationwide providing

expertise, technology, and resources to support clinical and
translational research in medical rehabilitation across a wide

range of disciplines and disease focus areas.

The MR3 Network is supported by the
National Institutes of Health Eunice

Kennedy Shriver National Institute for
Child and Human Development
(NICHD), in partnership with the
NCMRR, the NCCIH, the NIDCD,

the NINR, the NINDS, and the NIBIB.
Together, these resources enhance

and strengthen the medical
rehabilitation research landscape

nationwide.

Visit us online to learn more about
opportunities in medical rehabilitation

research, including:
• Fellowships / Sabbaticals

• Visiting Scholar Opportunities
• Advanced Training Workshops

• Online Presentations / Webinars
• Pilot Study Programs
• Consultation Services

• Research Cores / Databases
• Rehabilitation News

Center for Smart Use of
Technologies to Assess Real-

World Outcomes 
(C-STAR)

Join our mailing list to receive the latest news from the MR3 Network.
Website: ncmrr.org     Email: ncnm4r@musc.edu

The MUSC National Center of NM4R is proud to serve as home of the MR3 Network coordinating center.

Focus: Mobile Technology

Restore Center

Focus: Technology-
Related Rehabilitation

C-PROGRESS
Focus: Pediatric 

Rehabilitation

National Center of
Neuromodulation

for Rehabilitation (NM4R)

Focus: Neuromodulation
for Rehabilitation

Learning Health Systems
Rehabilitation Research

Network
Focus: Inplementation Science,

Learning Health Systems

Alliance for Regenerative
Rehabilitation Research &

Training (AR3T)
Focus: Regenerative

Rehabilitation

NIH grant P2C HD10899

NIH grant P2C HD101913

NIH grant P2C HD086844

NIH grant P2C HD101895

NIH grant P2C HD101912

NIH grant P2C HD086843

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://ncmrr.org
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Annual Conference Schedule
All discussion and presentation sessions will be held through the Pheedloop Virtual Conference Platform with poster sessions 
and the opening reception occurring via Gather.town

Note all times are in UTC

DAY 0 | Monday April 19, 2021

15:00 – 16:00 OPENING RECEPTION 
Gather.town

16:00 Ripple Neuro Demo
Pheedloop

DAY 1 | Tuesday April 20, 2021

14:00 – 14:15 PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME
Lee Miller, NCM President

14:15 – 14:45 2020 EARLY CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION
Homo Cyberneticus: Neurocognitive embodiment of artificial limbs
Tamar Makin, University College London

14:45 – 15:15
Sponsored by Sutter 
Instruments 

PANEL I DISCUSSION – PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR
Making movement happen: A panel presentation to integrate descending 
control from the brain to the spinal cord
Chair: Ariel Levine¹
Presenters: Ariel Levine¹, Julien Bouvier², Vibhu Sahni³, Gregoire Courtine4

¹NIH, ²CNRS, ³Burke Neurological Institute, 4EPFL

15:15 – 15:30 BREAK

15:30 – 16:30 INDIVIDUAL I
A novel stochastic optimal control framework to simulate control and move-
ment of non-linear systems and its application to standing balance and goal-
directed reaching
Presenting Author: Tom Van Wouwe
Authors: Tom Van Wouwe¹, Lena Ting¹, Friedl De Groote¹
¹KU Leuven

Cerebellar Purkinje cells encode an internal model of vestibular reafference 
by predicting the consequences of voluntary self-motion
Presenting Author: Omid Zobeiri
Authors: Omid Zobeiri¹, Kathleen Cullen²
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins University

®

®
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15:30 – 16:30 cont’d Proprioceptive cortex provides veridical feedback of arm movement and 
forces during force field adaptation
Presenting Author: Kyle Blum
Authors: Kyle Blum¹, Raeed Chowdhury², Matthew Perich³, Lee Miller¹
¹Northwestern University, ²University of Pittsburgh, ³Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

Evidence for a common mechanism supporting invigoration of movement 
and perceptual decision-making
Presenting Author: Kahori Kita
Authors: Kahori Kita¹, Yue Du¹, Adrian Haith¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

16:30 – 17:00 BREAK

17:00 – 18:00 DATA BLITZ I
Rapid motor responses reflect explicit sensory and goal-related priors
Presenting Author: Jonathan A. Michaels
Authors: Jonathan A. Michaels¹, Jack Zheng¹, Jeffrey Weiler¹, J. Andrew 
Pruszynski¹
¹Western University

Motor preparation contribution to express visuomotor responses in human 
upper limb muscles
Presenting Author: Samuele Contemori
Authors: Samuele Contemori¹, Gerald Loeb², Brian Corneil³, Guy Wallis¹, 
Timothy Carroll¹
¹The University of Queensland, ²University of Southern California, ³Western University

Control of movement deceleration by the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum
Presenting Author: Ehsan Sedaghat-Nejad
Authors: Ehsan Sedaghat-Nejad¹, Paul Hage¹, Jay Pi¹, Reza Shadmehr¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

Movement variability is actively regulated in speech
Presenting Author: Ding-lan Tang
Authors: Ding-lan Tang¹, Caroline Niziolek¹, Benjamin Parrell¹
¹University of Wisconsin-Madison

The mouse nucleus propositus relays eye movement information to head 
direction network during navigation
Presenting Author: Hui Ho Vanessa Chang
Authors: Hui Ho Vanessa Chang¹, Aamna Lawrence², Kathleen Cullen²
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins University

http://www.ncm-society.org
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17:00 – 18:00 cont’d Pitfalls in quantifying exploration in reward-based motor learning and how to 
avoid them
Presenting Author: Nina van Mastrigt
Authors: Nina van Mastrigt¹, Katinka van der Kooij¹, Jeroen BJ Smeets¹
¹Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Monkeys exhibit flexible control strategies in a virtual balancing task
Presenting Author: Raeed Chowdhury
Authors: Raeed Chowdhury¹, Salah Bazzi², Mohsen Sadeghi², Emily Oby¹, 
Dagmar Sternad², Patrick Loughlin¹, Aaron Batista¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, ²Northeastern University

Prefrontal-motor and somatosensory-motor cortical network interactions 
during reactive balance are associated with distinct aspects of balance 
behavior in older adults
Presenting Author: Jacqueline Palmer
Authors: Jacqueline Palmer¹, Aiden Payne¹, Lena Ting¹, Michael Borich¹
¹Emory University

High-bandwidth transmission to the ventral intermediate (VIM) nucleus from 
peripheral stimulation highlights possibility of non-invasive treatment for 
children with movement disorders
Presenting Author: Jessica Vidmark
Authors: Jessica Vidmark¹, Estefania Hernandez-Martin¹, Terence Sanger²
¹University of California, Irvine, ²University of California, Irvine and Children’s Hospital of Orange 
County (CHOC)

Data-driven models of stroke gait dynamics can discriminate individual 
differences better than discrete gait descriptors
Presenting Author: Taniel Winner
Authors: Taniel Winner¹, Trisha Kesar², Gordon Berman², Lena Ting¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University, ²Emory University

18:00 – 18:30 DATA BLITZ DISCUSSION SESSIONS
Join a session of your choice to continue discussions with the data blitz presenters

18:30 – 19:45 POSTER SESSION 1
Join us in Gather.town to talk to poster presenters face to face

http://www.ncm-society.org
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13:00 – 14:00 CORTEXPLORE DEMO
Pheedloop

14:00 – 15:00 DATA BLITZ II
Grip-specific neural population dynamics are not shared between action and 
observation in the frontoparietal cortical grasping network
Presenting Author: James Goodman
Authors: James Goodman¹, Stefan Schaffelhofer², Hansjörg Scherberger¹
¹German Primate Center, ²cortEXplore GmbH

Sparse subspace analysis - a dimensionality reduction tool to find 
interpretable neural subspaces within and between populations
Presenting Author: Joshua Glaser
Authors: Joshua Glaser¹
¹Columbia University

The energetic basis for smooth arm movements
Presenting Author: Jeremy Wong
Authors: Jeremy Wong¹, Tyler Cluff¹, Art Kuo¹
¹University of Calgary

Stiffness perception is scaled according to asymmetrical hemispherical 
maps
Presenting Author: Shani Arusi
Authors: Shani Arusi¹, Raz Leib², Ilana Nisky¹
¹Ben Gurion University, ²Technical University of Munich

The role of parvalbumin expressing neurons in the spinal cord deep dorsal 
horn (dPVs) in multimodal sensory processing for locomotion
Presenting Author: Nofar Engelhard
Authors: Nofar Engelhard¹, Mark Gradwell¹, Adin Aoki¹, Tara Shrier¹, Victoria 
Abraira¹
¹Rutgers University

Characteristics and stability of sensorimotor activity driven by isolated 
muscle activations in a human with incomplete tetraplegia
Presenting Author: Robert Nickl
Authors: Robert Nickl¹, Manuel Anaya¹, Tessy Thomas¹, Matthew Fifer², David 
McMullen³, Margaret Thompson², Daniel Candrea¹, Luke Osborn², William 
Anderson¹, Brock Wester², Francesco Tenore², Nathan Crone¹, Pablo Celnik¹, 
Gabriela Cantarero¹
¹Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, ²Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, ³National Institute 
of Mental Health, National Institutes of Health

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://www.cortexplore.com
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Coordination of quadriceps muscles before and after VL paralysis in rats 
demonstrates neural regulation of joint stresses
Presenting Author: Cristiano Alessandro
Authors: Cristiano Alessandro¹, Filipe Barroso², Matthew Tresch³
¹University of Milano-Bicocca, ²Spanish Research Council (CSIC), ³Northwestern University

De-noising EMG using dynamical systems models of multi-muscle activity
Presenting Author: Lahiru Wimalasena
Authors: Lahiru Wimalasena¹, Jonas Braun², Mohammad Reza Keshtkaran¹, 
Cristiano Alessandro³, Juan Álvaro Gallego³, Matthew Tresch³, Lee Miller³, 
Chethan Pandarinath¹
¹Emory University/ Georgia Tech, ²École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, ³Northwestern 
University

A new view on the spinal network mechanisms underlying rhythmic 
movements
Presenting Author: Rune Berg
Authors: Rune Berg¹, Henrik Lindén¹
¹University of Copenhagen

15:00 – 15:30 DATA BLITZ DISCUSSION SESSIONS
Join a session of your choice to continue discussions with the data blitz presenters

15:30 – 16:00 2021 EARLY CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION
Modeling human sensorimotor control for better control of surgical robots
Ilana Nisky, Ben Gurion University of the Negev

16:00 – 16:30 BREAK

16:30 – 17:00 PANEL II DISCUSSION – PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR
Motor control beyond reach: Challenges and insights from complex manual 
skills
Chairs: Dagmar Sternad¹ & Andrea d’Avella5

Presenters: Dagmar Sternad¹, Marta Russo¹, Antonella Maselli², Christian 
Rutz³, Aude Billard⁴, Andrea d’Avella5 
Confirmed Discussants: Dagmar Sternad¹ & Andrea d’Avella5

¹Northeastern University, Policlinico Tor Vergata, ²Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, ³University of St. 
Andrews, ⁴Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL), 5University of Messina

17:00 – 18:00 INDIVIDUAL II
The dynamics of manipulable objects are represented categorically as 
families or individuals
Presenting Author: Evan Cesanek
Authors: Evan Cesanek¹, Zhaoran Zhang¹, James Ingram¹, Daniel Wolpert¹,  
J. Randall Flanagan²
¹Columbia University, ²Queen’s University

http://www.ncm-society.org
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17:00 – 18:00 cont’d Playing the piano with a robotic third thumb: Assessing constraints of human 
augmentation
Presenting Author: A. Aldo Faisal
Authors: Ali Shafti¹, Shlomi Haar¹, Renato Mio¹, Pierre Guilleminot¹,  
A. Aldo Faisal¹
¹Imperial College London

Finger enslavement patterns after stroke are qualitatively different from 
coactivation patterns in the healthy hand
Presenting Author: Jing Xu
Authors: Jing Xu¹, Timothy Ma², Sapna Kumar³, Kevin Olds⁴, Jeremy Brown⁴, 
Jacob Carducci⁴, Alexander Forrence⁵, John Krakauer⁴
¹University of Georgia, ²National Institute of Health, ³Moss Rehabilitation Research Institue, ⁴Johns 
Hopkins University, ⁵Yale University

Evaluating the impact of startle on speech production in individuals with 
post-stroke aphasia and apraxia
Presenting Author: Zoe Swann
Authors: Zoe Swann¹, Claire Honeycutt¹
¹Arizona State University

18:00 – 19:15 POSTER SESSION 2
Join us in Gather.town to talk with poster authors face to face

19:15 Tucker-Davis Technologies Demo
Pheedloop

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://www.tdt.com
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11:45 – 13:00 POSTER SESSION 3
Join us in Gather.town to talk with poster authors face to face

13:00 – 14:00 DATA BLITZ III
Contextual inference underlies the learning of sensorimotor repertoires
Presenting Author: James Heald
Authors: James Heald¹, Máté Lengyel², Daniel Wolpert¹
¹Columbia University, ²Cambridge University

Implicit visuomotor adaptation without movement
Presenting Author: Olivia Kim
Authors: Olivia Kim¹, Alexander Forrence², Samuel McDougle²
¹Princeton University, ²Yale University

M1 GABA relates to functional connectivity changes and retention in 
visuomotor adaptation: A 7T MRS study
Presenting Author: Caroline Nettekoven
Authors: Caroline Nettekoven¹, Sinead Brady², William Clarke³, Uzay Emir⁴, 
Jacob Levenstein², Pierre Petitet², Muriel Panouilleres⁵, Velicia Bachtiar⁶, 
Jacinta O'Shea², Heidi Johansen-Berg², Ned Jenkinson⁷, Charlotte Stagg²
¹University of Cambridge, ²Wellcome Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, FMRIB, Nuffield 
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, ³Wellcome Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, FMRIB, 
University of Oxford, ⁴School of Health Sciences, Purdue University, ⁵Université Paris-Saclay CIAMS, 
⁶Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd, ⁷University of Birminghamn

Brain and behavioral evidence for reweighting of vestibular inputs with long-
duration spaceflight
Presenting Author: Kathleen Hupfeld
Authors: Kathleen Hupfeld¹, Heather McGregor¹, Vincent Koppelmans², 
Nichole Beltran³, Igor Kofman³, Yiri De Dios³, Roy Riascos⁴, Patti Reuter-
Lorenz⁵, Scott Wood⁶, Jacob Bloomberg⁶, Ajitkumar Mulavara⁶, Rachael 
Seidler¹
¹University of Florida, ²University of Utah, ³KBR, ⁴University of Texas Health Science Center at 
Houston, ⁵University of Michigan, ⁶NASA Johnson Space Center

Effect of varying levels of sensory prediction error on the internal model 
prediction and suppression of reafferent signals in the deep cerebellar nuclei
Presenting Author: Robyn Mildren
Authors: Robyn Mildren¹, Omid Zobeiri¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

Manipulating a whip - learning to control dynamically complex objects
Presenting Author: Moses C. Nah
Authors: Moses C. Nah¹, Reza Sharif Razavian², Aleksei Krotov², Mahdiar 
Edraki², Marta Russo³, Neville Hogan¹, Dagmar Sternad²
¹MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), ²Northeastern University, ³Policlinico Tor Vergata & 
IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia

http://www.ncm-society.org
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13:00 – 14:00 cont’d Back to reality: Differences in learning strategy in a simplified virtual and a 
real throwing task
Presenting Author: Zhaoran Zhang
Authors: Zhaoran Zhang¹, Dagmar Sternad²
¹Columbia University, ²Northeastern University

The hot and cold streaks in reinforcement learning
Presenting Author: Mitsuaki Takemi
Authors: Mitsuaki Takemi¹, Risa Saito¹, Midori Kodama², Daichi Nozaki¹
¹The University of Tokyo, ²NTT Service Evolution Laboratories

Train one, gain two: Tool use and syntactic skills improve each other via 
shared neural patterns in the basal ganglia
Presenting Author: Simon Thibault
Authors: Simon Thibault¹, Raphaël Py¹, Angelo Mattia Gervasi¹, Martin 
Lövden², Véronique Boulenger³, Alice Catherine Roy³, Claudio Brozzoli¹
¹Lyon Neuroscience Research Center - INSERM, ²Karolinska Institutet, ³Dynamique du Langage - 
CNRS

14:00 – 14:30 DATA BLITZ DISCUSSION SESSIONS
Join a session of your choice to continue discussions with the data blitz presenters

14:30 – 15:00 PANEL III DISCUSSION – PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR
Sensorimotor processing for forelimb movement
Chair: Eiman Azim¹ 
Presenters: Eiman Azim¹, Sliman Bensmaia², Corinna Darian-Smith³, Kazuhiko 
Seki⁴ 
Confirmed Discussant: Chris Versteeg5

¹Salk Institute for Biological Studies, ²University of Chicago, ³Stanford University School of Medicine, 
⁴National Institute of Neuroscience, National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry, 5Feinberg School of 
Medicine, Northwestern University

15:00 – 15:30 BREAK

15:30 – 16:30 INDIVIDUAL III
Beyond somatotopy: functionally relevant information content distributed 
across S1 and M1 Homunculus
Presenting Author: Dollyane Muret
Authors: Dollyane Muret¹, Victoria Root², Dani Clode¹, Aurelie Tarall-Jozwiak³, 
Tamar Makin¹
¹UCL, ²University of Oxford, Wellcome Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, ³Queen Marys Hospital

http://www.ncm-society.org
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15:30 – 16:30 cont’d Firing rate changes in motor cortex during corrective reaching show 
repeated patterns of condition-independent activity coupled with increased 
neural variability
Presenting Author: Adam Rouse
Authors: Adam Rouse¹
¹University of Kansas Medical Center

Cortical responses during overt force production and corresponding covert 
motor imagery
Presenting Author: Brian Dekleva
Authors: Brian Dekleva¹, Jennifer Collinger¹
¹University of Pittsburgh

Probing motor adaptation in an artificial neural network model
Presenting Author: Barbara Feulner
Authors: Barbara Feulner¹, Matthew Perich², Lee Miller³, Raeed Chowdhury⁴, Juan Gallego¹, Claudia 
Clopath¹

¹Imperial College London, ²Mount Sinai, ³Northwestern University, ⁴University of Pittsburgh

16:30 – 17:15 DISTINGUISHED CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION
Corollary discharge and oculomotor proprioception: Two strategies for 
spatially accurate movement
Michael E Goldberg, Columbia University

17:15 – 17:45 MEMBERS’ MEETING
All members of NCM are welcome to attend

http://www.ncm-society.org
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Surgical Planning and Navigation 
Workshop at NCM 2021

Real-time Navigation in Mixed-Reality

Surgical Planning

April 21st
3:00 pm CEST / 9:00 am EDT

Based on the created surgical plan, we will perform surgical procedures on
a 3D replica of the surgical subject. More in detail, we will train you on how
surgical instruments can be guided in real-time with neuronavigation
support. With our HoloDeck Technology, we will overlay the real
surgical environment with 3D holographic models of the subject’s inner 
anatomy to allow for following the surgical plan precisely.

In our workshop, we provide in-depth training on image-guided
surgeries. Together, we will create a digital copy of a surgical
subject based on its MRI, CT and fMRI images. This 3D-model will
serve for virtually planning and simulating procedures, such as
the implantation of a microelectrode arrays, or the injection of
pharmacological substances. 

@cortexplore

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://www.cortexplore.com
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HEADLINE TITLE

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR 
ADVANCED ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

Trek Processor
The smallest commercial neural interface 

system for stimulating and recording 
signals on hundreds of channels. With 
wireless data transmission, integrated 

battery, and data storage, the Trek 
processor is a portable platform for 

advanced electrophysiology, 
neuromodulation, neuroprosthesis 
development, and brain machine 

interface experiments.

���������������������������

Nano2 & Nano2+Stim
Front Ends

Developed under DARPA, DoD and SBIR 
funding, Ripple’s proprietary ASICs allow 
you to stimulate and record at 30 ksps on 

every channel. Designed for 
high-impedance microelectrodes, the 

Nano2 Front Ends digitize neural signals 
at the electrode to eliminate motion 

artifact and reduce external noise.

��������������������������

Jessi Mischel, Director of North 
American Sales, will be presenting 
a live demo of our equipment via 
Zoom (https://bit.ly/3ungsNz)

������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������

������������
�����	������������

LIVE PRODUCT DEMO
MONDAY, APRIL 19TH
12 PM EST

sales@rppl.com   |   801-413-0139   | rippleneuro.com

LINK R-32 Implant 
With the Grapevine LINK, researchers can 

conduct long-term recording without 
percutaneous wires and attach custom 

electrodes to match specific 
experimental requirements. The external 
transceiver is magnetically coupled with 

the implanted receiver, inductively 
powering the implant and allowing for 
state-of-the-art wireless data telemetry 

across the skin. 

�����������������������������

High channel count, low latency 
system for multi modal, closed loop 
brain computer  interfaces 

Closed loop stimulation

API support for MATLAB and Python

Integration with Kinarm, motion 
trackers, eye trackers, reward systems, 
force plates, grip force, and other I/O 
equipment

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://rippleneuro.com
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Team, Individual, & Blitz Talk Abstracts
Tuesday April 20, 2021

14:15 – 14:45 2020 EARLY CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION

Homo Cyberneticus: Neurocognitive embodiment of artificial limbs
Tamar Makin, University College London
Technology is progressing at a remarkable pace, providing us with wearable robotic technologies to substitute, 
and even supplement, our own limbs, freeing humans from the biological constraints of their own bodies. 
But can the human brain embody these exciting technologies as new body parts? I will describe very recent 
neuroimaging and behavioural studies we’ve been conducting in amputees who use prosthetic limbs to substitute 
their missing hand function. I will then present ongoing studies examining what happens to people’s (intact) 
biological body representation after they are provided with robotic augmentation – a Third Thumb. We find that 
although brain resources originally devoted to body representation can be utilised to represent an artificial limb, 
the representational features of a prosthesis do not mimic that of a biological hand. These studies provide a first 
glimpse into neurocognitive opportunities and limitations towards artificial limb embodiment.

14:45 – 15:15 PANEL I DISCUSSION – PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR TO 
DISCUSSION SESSION
Sponsored by Sutter Instruments 

Making movement happen: A panel presentation to integrate descending control  
from the brain to the spinal cord
Chair: Ariel Levine1

Presenters: Ariel Levine¹, Julien Bouvier², Vibhu Sahni³, Gregoire Courtine4

¹NIH, ²CNRS, ³Burke Neurological Institute, 4EPFL

Motor control of the body is accomplished through the cooperative actions of the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral 
nervous system and it is executed through the “final common pathway” of spinal motoneurons. Five pathways 
convey motor commands and modulatory cues generated within motor centers of the brain to the spinal cord: the 
cerebellospinal, reticulospinal, vestibulospinal, rubrospinal, and corticospinal tracts. Together, these pathways are 
critical for all voluntary movement of the body, as underscored by the paralysis that follows severe spinal cord injury. 
We will present our recent work on the organization and functional roles of selected aspects of these pathways and 
how this knowledge may be used to bring recovery to injured patients. In the opening talk, Ariel Levine will highlight 
the cellular diversity in the spinal cord and reveal core principles that link cell types, spatial organization, and 
function. She will also show how diverse neuronal types are recruited by the cerebellum and the role of this specific 
descending connectivity in motor behavior. Next, Julien Bouvier will focus on the brainstem reticular formation. 
He will present novel data that highlight a functional diversity with projection-specialized neuronal subtypes that 
each control a specific spinal segment. This body oriented functional specialization may underlie the execution of 
individual motor actions of coherent and multi-faceted behaviors. Third, Vibhu Sanhi will build on this concept of 
cell-type specialization by axonal target and further exemplify it for the cortico-spinal tract. Importantly, he will touch 
upon the developmental signals that instruct the formation of such an exquisite connectivity “roadmap” and how 
these signals might have promising roles for axonal regeneration. Finally, Grégoire Courtine will illustrate how these 
executive circuits and their supra-spinal commands can be brought back into action in paralyzed animal models 
and injured patients. He will in particular show how epidural electrical stimulation may amplify residual descending 
commands and by so enable voluntary movements following spinal cord injury. We will then discuss both a 
global understanding of how descending motor control systems are structured, as well as the unique features 
and contributions of each system. We will consider anatomical clues, such as which spinal cord populations and 

http://www.ncm-society.org
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segments are targeted by each descending pathway, as well as functional clues, such as what types of movements 
and motor features are governed by each descending pathway. Finally, we will build on this knowledge to examine 
targeted rehabilitative and stimulation strategies for patients suffering from severe spinal cord injury. We hope that 
this discussion will reveal the gaps and critical next steps in building the molecular, connectomics, and functional 
“maps” of descending motor control not only in the intact, but also in the diseased and damaged nervous system.

15:30 – 16:30 INDIVIDUAL I

A novel stochastic optimal control framework to simulate control and move-ment of non-linear systems 
and its application to standing balance and goal-directed reaching
Presenting Author: Tom Van Wouwe
Authors: Tom Van Wouwe¹, Lena Ting¹, Friedl De Groote¹
¹KU Leuven

Stochastic optimal control (SOC) has been proposed as a theory of motor coordination [1] explaining movement 
kinematics and variability based on minimizing the effects of physiological noise on the performance of a task-level 
goal. Due to computational limitations however, SOC has only been applied on simple mechanical models that 
typically do not account for nonlinear inter-segment interactions and muscle mechanics. Yet, non-linear mechanics 
can contribute significantly to the required modulation of feedback and feedforward control to stabilize movement 
against noise. Here, we present method for SOC that allows efficient simulation of nonlinear stochastic systems. 
Non-Gaussian distributions of the stochastic state trajectory are approximated by Gaussian distributions, allowing 
the state space to be described by the mean state and state covariance ‘P’. The dynamics of ‘P’ is described by 
the continuous Lyapunov equation (cfr. propagation rules of the Extended Kalman Filter). The resulting augmented 
deterministic optimal control problem is solved using direct collocation and gradient-based optimization. We 
applied this SOC method to muscle-driven (Hill-type muscles) simulations of perturbed standing balance (single-
joint) and reaching (two-joint). In both cases we solved for feedforward muscle controls and feedback gains 
that minimized expected effort (expected muscle excitations squared) while satisfying a specified task goal. Our 
muscle-driven inverted pendulum model of standing was controlled by proprioceptive and vestibular feedback. 
In agreement with experiments and SOC simulations with linear torque driven models, we predicted sensory 
reweighting in favor of vestibular information with increasing platform rotation magnitude and loss of balance for 
vestibular loss subjects [2]. In addition, our simulations allowed insight in muscle-level motor control strategies. 
They predicted muscle co-activation as a minimal effort strategy to withstand platform translations - but not 
rotations - that was larger when accounting for short-range stiffness in the muscle model. Our two-segment 
muscle-driven arm model of reaching was controlled by time-varying feedback from endpoint kinematics. The 
simulations predicted experimentally observed reactive muscle activity and kinematic trajectories in response to 
perturbations depending on target shape [3]. Our simulations of the perturbed kinematic trajectories were in better 
agreement with experiments than simulations based on point mass models. In conclusion, our novel framework 
allowed us to demonstrate that SOC predicts task-dependent modulation of feedforward (co-contraction) and 
feedback muscle controls that is dependent on musculoskeletal dynamics and sensory noise. The efficiency of our 
framework opens the door for stochastic optimal control simulations of whole body movement such as walking. [1] 
Todorov, Nat Neurosci, , 2004. [2] Petarka, J Neurophysiol, 2002. [3] Nashed et al. J Neurophysiol, 2012.

http://www.ncm-society.org
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Cerebellar Purkinje cells encode an internal model of vestibular reafference by predicting the 
consequences of voluntary self-motion
Presenting Author: Omid Zobeiri
Authors: Omid Zobeiri¹, Kathleen Cullen²
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins University

The ability to distinguish between self-generated (reafference) vs. externally-applied (exafference) sensory signals 
is fundamental for ensuring accurate motor control as well as perceptual stability. This is particularly evident in the 
context of the vestibular system, in which the same central neurons that receive direct afferent input also project 
to motor neurons that control vestibulo-spinal reflexes (VSR). Notably, while VSRs are essential for providing a 
postural response to unexpected perturbation, they are impeding during self-generated motion. Previous studies 
by our group have shown that the brain builds an internal model of the expected consequences of voluntary 
self-motion that cancels the vestibular reafferent inputs to the central VSR neurons in the vestibular and deep 
cerebellar nuclei. Accordingly, here we recorded from Purkinje cells in the anterior vermis in two rhesus monkeys 
during comparable active & passive head movements. We first recorded neuronal responses to vestibular-only 
and neck proprioceptive-only passive stimulation. We found that the Simple spike activity encoded both stimuli 
in a direction-dependent manner. Accordingly, for each Purkinje cell, we first developed a model of the dynamics 
of simple spike response based on passive head and body movements kinematics in each direction. We then 
passively applied both vestibular and proprioceptive stimuli simultaneously (i.e., passive head-on-body rotations) 
and found that Purkinje cells linearly integrated these two inputs. Then to compare each neuron’s responses to 
active versus passive movements, we fit comparable models to neuronal responses during preferred and non-
preferred active head movements. We found that neuronal sensitivities were markedly attenuated in the active 
condition (~60%, p<0.01). The reduction in single Purkinje cells modulation during active motion is surprising given 
they inhibit the vestibular nuclei/deep cerebellar nuclei. However, our modeling suggests that the cancellation signal 
could be explained by the convergence of a population of Purkinje cells. Finally, we tested whether the attenuated 
responses during the active movement is a result of neck motor inputs to the Purkinje cells. We found that while 
in the majority of the Purkinje cells, the neck motor signals affect the simple spike firing, a simple linear model that 
integrates motor signal with the sensory feedback cannot explain the suppressed simple spike response during 
active movements. Taken together, these results provide new insights into the computations performed by Purkinje 
cells in the anterior vermis that could underlie the generation of an internal model involved in vestibular reafference 
suppression. These findings suggest that (i) single cerebellar Purkinje cells implement nonlinear sensorimotor 
integration to differentially encode active vs. passive head movements and (ii) the population of Purkinje cells cancel 
vestibular reafference signal in their targets.

Proprioceptive cortex provides veridical feedback of arm movement and forces during force field 
adaptation
Presenting Author: Kyle Blum
Authors: Kyle Blum¹, Raeed Chowdhury², Matthew Perich³, Lee Miller¹
¹Northwestern University, ²University of Pittsburgh, ³Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

The brain readily adapts its motor output to facilitate movement in changing environments, like reaching 
movements made above or below water. Adapting such movements requires both flexible motor output and 
reliable feedback about the movements themselves and the external forces acting on the body. Most previous 
adaptation studies have focused on behavioral data, although a few have examined how motor regions change 
in these contexts. To our knowledge, no electrophysiology studies have examined the role of proprioception - the 
sense of body position, movement, and forces - in motor adaptation. Sensory feedback about the state of the body 
is critical to correct movement errors and somatosensory cortex is necessary for motor learning in monkeys, cats, 
and mice. However, it is still unclear whether proprioceptive somatosensory cortex is itself adapted or continues 
to provide veridical feedback about the adapting movements. To address this gap, we studied neural activity from 
somatosensory and motor cortex as monkeys adapted to planar reaching in a viscous curl field. We recorded the 
spiking activity of populations of neurons in Brodmann’s area 2 - a proprioceptive area of somatosensory cortex 
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- along with similar recordings in primary motor cortex (M1) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). We explored the 
encoding of movement errors in area 2 by training movement direction decoders in a null field condition and testing 
during the force field and washout epochs. We then compared the results from area 2 to those from M1 and PMd. 
Unlike the motor areas, area 2 displayed only abrupt changes in decoding performance corresponding to the 
onset and offset of the curl field epochs. We studied these changes in a population of simulated neurons driven 
by modeled muscle spindles and concluded that they were largely input-driven effects, not related to intrinsic 
changes within area 2. Further, area 2 consistently represented a series of passive movements applied to the arm 
between trials throughout adaptation. To examine neural changes throughout adaptation more closely, we used 
demixed principal component analysis (dPCA) to extract dimensions within the population activity that covaried 
with the state of adaptation, treating the sensory and motor regions independently. We found that adaptation-
related dimensions accounted for 13% of the variance in M1 and 14% of the variance in PMd throughout exposure 
to the force field and washout. In contrast, adaptation-related dimensions accounted for little variance in area 2 
(3%). Together, these results suggest somatosensory cortex plays a unique role in adaptation. While motor areas 
of cortex alter their intrinsic activity, presumably reflecting the formulation and execution of a new motor plan, area 
2 maintains consistent representation of the movement and forces on the arm, likely providing veridical feedback 
about movement error -- a necessary element for adapting movements to new environments.

Evidence for a common mechanism supporting invigoration of movement and perceptual decision-making
Presenting Author: Kahori Kita
Authors: Kahori Kita¹, Yue Du¹, Adrian Haith¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

The speed of our movements - often referred to as ‘vigor’ - can vary depending on circumstances. In particular, it is 
well established that the promise of earning a reward leads us to move faster. Potential rewards also lead to lower 
reaction times (RTs), suggesting that the process of deciding where to move and preparing the movement can 
also be invigorated by reward. Normative computational theories have outlined how both the vigor of movement 
and the speed of decisions may be determined by optimizing analogous trade-offs between available rewards and 
the costs of acting or deciding more quickly (Manohar et al., 2017). It has also been proposed that there may be 
a mechanistic link between movement vigor and decision speed, via a common underlying neural mechanisms 
responsible for determining both (Thura, 2020). Evidence in favor of such a shared mechanism is inconclusive, 
however (Reynaud et al., 2020). Although reward seems to be a reliable way to elicit changes in movement vigor, 
it is not the only way that movement vigor can be altered. People can easily voluntarily vary the speed of their 
movements if instructed to do so. It is unclear, though, how this might affect the speed of their perceptual decision 
making. If decision-making and movement vigor do indeed share a common mechanism of invigoration, then 
instructing people to vary their movement speed ought to also affect the speed of their decisions. To test this, we 
performed an experiment in which we required participants (N = 12) to perform center-out reaching movements to 
shoot through targets presented at unpredictable locations. In different blocks, participants were asked to move at 
different speeds (slow ~0.31 m/s, medium ~0.55 m/s, or fast ~1.00 m/s). We assessed their perceptual decision-
making ability in each block by using a forced-reaction-time approach to assess how rapidly they were able to 
identify the target location and prepare the appropriate movement (Haith et al., 2016). Specifically, participants were 
required to initiate their movement synchronously with a metronome and we varied the amount of preparation time 
they were allowed by presenting the target at different delays prior to the time of movement initiation. This yielded 
a speed-accuracy trade-off, from which we estimated the average speed of preparation by fitting a cumulative 
Gaussian distribution to this trade-off. Estimated preparation times in the slow condition (211.2 ± 8.6ms) were 
significantly longer than in the medium (180.1 ± 6.0ms) and fast (182.3 ± 7.2ms) conditions (p < 0.01), suggesting 
that instructing participants to move more rapidly also caused them to detect the target location and prepare 
their movements more rapidly, even though this was not instructed. Our results provide evidence in support of the 
hypothesis that urgency in decision making and invigoration of movement may be guided by a common underlying 
mechanism.
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Rapid motor responses reflect explicit sensory and goal-related priors
Presenting Author: Jonathan A. Michaels
Authors: Jonathan A. Michaels¹, Jack Zheng¹, Jeffrey Weiler¹, J. Andrew Pruszynski¹
¹Western University

As we move through the world, the brain must constantly integrate new sensory information with our prior 
expectations so that we select the most appropriate action to achieve our goals. Many reaching experiments 
have demonstrated that contextual information can modulate the magnitude of rapid feedback responses (40-
105ms, referred to as long-latency) in arm muscles following unexpected mechanical perturbations and that 
cortical processing plays a key role in these responses. Furthermore, these rapid responses do not simply reflect 
a final movement decision, but rather continually reflect an ongoing noisy decision-making process. However, 
it’s unclear whether trial-to-trial changes in prior expectations about potential goals and sensory information 
can be immediately integrated into our rapid muscle responses. To address these questions, we performed two 
experiments in which human participants were seated in a planar robotic exoskeleton (KINARM) and given explicit 
visual cues on each trial about the probability of which of two goal targets they would have to move to following 
an elbow perturbation (Experiment 1, N = 14), or which of two elbow perturbations (i.e., flexion or extension) they 
would encounter before moving to a target (Experiment 2, N = 20). Each target location or perturbation direction 
had a variable probability cued by differently sized arrows (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%), and perturbations were 
applied such that the hand was pushed into or away from the goal target. In both experiments, the kinematic 
trajectory of the hand following perturbations away from the target was modulated by the cued target and 
perturbation direction probability, showing the fastest movements for expected conditions and the slowest 
responses for unexpected conditions. Crucially, we found that rapid responses in the arm muscles that were 
stretched following perturbations that moved the hand away from the target linearly scaled with the cued probability 
of that condition within ~70ms of the perturbation. These results could not be explained by anticipatory muscle 
contraction before the perturbation, which were not significantly different between probability conditions, nor by 
participants ‘guessing’ on individual trials. These findings show that long-latency muscle responses flexibly reflect 
prior information about movement goals and sensory expectation, allowing the motor system to rapidly prepare the 
appropriate repertoire of motor responses depending on context. Future studies will examine how cortical circuits 
may facilitate the integration of incoming visual and somatosensory information with priors to continually control 
movement.

Motor preparation contribution to express visuomotor responses in human upper limb muscles
Presenting Author: Samuele Contemori
Authors: Samuele Contemori¹, Gerald Loeb², Brian Corneil³, Guy Wallis¹, Timothy Carroll¹
¹The University of Queensland, ²University of Southern California, ³Western University

The cerebral cortex can predict future events from contextual cues, thus facilitating the initiation of stimulus-
directed responses. Notably, although the complex computations of cortical sensorimotor networks limit the 
minimum response onset time, humans can produce express visuomotor muscle responses encoding the 
location of visual stimuli within 80-100ms of their presentation (stimulus-locked responses, SLRs). The rapidity 
and inflexibility of SLRs suggest subcortical visuomotor transformations, potentially via the tecto-reticulo-spinal 
pathway. Recent data that SLRs are facilitated by increased predictability of stimulus timing and location suggests 
that the putative subcortical SLR network is modulated by cortical top-down expectations. An open question is 
at what stage cue-induced SLR modulations exert their effect along sensory-to-motor transformation within the 
putative subcortical SLR circuit. For example, cue-induced SLR effects might be due to pre-stimulus preparation 
of expected movements, or facilitation of sensorimotor transformation of expected stimuli. We recorded EMG 
activity from shoulder muscles while 16 subjects made right or left horizontal arm movements to address targets 
at one of four locations: (I) right-top; (II) right-bottom; (III) left-top; (IV) left-bottom. Thus, a single uniplanar right, 
or left, reach was required for both top\bottom targets in the right, or left, hemi-field. On each trial, a symbolic 
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arrow cue appeared on the central fixation spot >1s before target presentation and pointed toward one of the four 
possible target locations. The arrow cued the right\left target location with 75% validity. The top\bottom location 
was cued with 75% validity for valid right\left cue conditions, and 50% validity for invalid right\left cue conditions. 
Validly cueing the right\left target location led to significantly more SLRs (13/16 subjects) than invalid cues for reach 
direction (5/16 subjects). When the reach direction was validly cued, SLR initiation time (~87ms) and magnitude 
(~74μv) were similar for both targets on the vertical axis, irrespective of top\bottom cue validity. Thus, cue-induced 
expectations about the vertical target location did not modulate the SLR. The fact that both target locations on the 
vertical axis required the same movement could promote the preparation of a single motor response compatible 
with the cued reach direction. This could have facilitated the integration of motor signals with any visual input 
appearing congruently with the prepared response within the putative subcortical SLR pathway, irrespective of the 
top\bottom cue validity. Our results are consistent with a motor preparation contribution to SLRs, however, a broad 
top-down priming of the collicular visual map that encodes the cued hemi-field is not excluded. Further studies are 
necessary to disentangle motor preparation and spatial visuomotor facilitation contributions to express visuomotor 
responses.

Control of movement deceleration by the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum
Presenting Author: Ehsan Sedaghat-Nejad
Authors: Ehsan Sedaghat-Nejad¹, Paul Hage¹, Jay Pi¹, Reza Shadmehr¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

Damage to the cerebellum affects many aspects of behavior, including the ability to precisely end a movement. 
This suggests that Purkinje cells (P-cells) might control movement termination. Yet, P-cell activity is modulated long 
after movement ends. Recently, we hypothesized that the fundamental unit of computation may be a population 
of P-cells that share the same preference for error, i.e., the input from the olive organizes P-cells into groups. 
We recorded from the oculomotor vermis of the marmoset cerebellum during visually guided saccades. Each 
trial started by jumping the target in a random direction. Upon detection of the primary saccade, we induced an 
error by jumping the target again. Subjects experienced a sensory prediction error at the offset of the primary 
saccade and subsequently made a corrective saccade. We recorded from 134 P-cells in two monkeys, including 
35 pairs of simultaneously recorded P-cells. Each P-cell had a complex spike (CS) response to the direction of 
target displacement. However, because each target displacement was followed by a saccade, it was unclear 
whether the CS tuning was in response to the sensory event (target displacement) or a prelude to a movement 
(saccade). To disentangle the possibilities, we measured saccades that were not driven by target displacement. 
Without the sudden appearance of a visual stimulus, saccades were not preceded by a CS. Thus, complex spikes 
conveyed a sensory prediction error, not a movement error. Using CS tuning we organized P-cells and measured 
their population simple spikes (SS). The population SS response exhibited a burst just before saccade onset, 
then a partial pause during deceleration. Importantly, the pause duration precisely predicted saccade duration. 
Remarkably, when saccade velocity was lower and duration was longer, the burst that preceded the saccade was 
smaller, and the pause during the saccade lasted longer, revealing sensitivity to saccade vigor. As the saccade 
amplitude became larger, the transition from burst to pause became later, demonstrating a sensitivity to the onset 
of the deceleration phase. Thus, organizing P-cells into populations produced SS activity that was a predictor of 
saccade velocity, direction, and duration. Next, we considered the fact that control of the deep cerebellar nucleus 
depends not just on the firing rate of P-cells, but also the timing of their spikes. We measured simultaneous activity 
of 35 pairs of P-cells and found that before saccade onset, and during acceleration, despite the burst of SS the 
probability of synchrony remained at baseline. However, during deceleration the simple spikes became 30% more 
synchronized than baseline. In summary, organizing P-cells into populations that shared CS tuning resulted in SS 
activity that was sensitive to the timing of deceleration. Spiking in the population became synchronized during 
deceleration, suggesting that P-cells play a significant role in predicting how to end the movement.
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Movement variability is actively regulated in speech
Presenting Author: Ding-lan Tang
Authors: Ding-lan Tang¹, Caroline Niziolek¹, Benjamin Parrell¹
¹University of Wisconsin-Madison

Although movement variability is often attributed to unwanted noise in the motor system, recent work has 
demonstrated that variability may be actively controlled. Specifically, baseline variability in upper limb control 
can be selectively increased and decreased depending on task demands. To date, research on regulation of 
motor variability has relied on relatively simple, laboratory-specific reaching tasks. It is not clear how these results 
translate to complex, well-practiced, real-world tasks or to actions controlled via non-visual feedback. Here, we 
test how variability is regulated during speech production, a highly over-practiced motor behavior that relies on 
auditory and somatosensory feedback. Separate groups of healthy speakers were exposed to a real-time auditory 
perturbation designed to affect the perceived variability of their speech. The inward-pushing group (N=24) received 
a perturbation that shifted every production towards the center of that participant’s distribution for each vowel (the 
vowel “targets”). The outward-pushing group (N=22) received the opposite perturbation, a shift of every production 
away from these targets. As a control, we analyzed an existing dataset with no auditory perturbation (N=25). 
As expected, the control group showed no change in variability over the course of the experiment. Participants 
exposed to the inward-pushing perturbation consistently increased produced variability while the perturbation was 
applied ( 5.0 mels, p < 0.001) as well as after it was removed ( 4.4 mels, p < 0.001). Further, in this group, baseline 
variability was predictive of the change in variability (p < 0.001): participants with lower variability in the baseline 
phase showed larger variability increases. This suggests that lower perceived variability “frees” the motor system to 
be less precise. Unexpectedly, the outward-pushing perturbation also increased produced variability ( 4.3 mels, p 
= 0.001), but inconsistently across different vowels and dimensions of control; variability returned to near baseline 
levels when the perturbation was removed ( 2.2 mels, p = 0.125). Variability changes were not predicted by 
baseline variability. These results are consistent with a state-space model of motor adaptation that corrects for trial-
to-trial errors without any changes in intrinsic variability, as those errors are amplified by this perturbation. Indeed, 
in this group, participants increased vowel centering, a measure of within-trial correction (movement toward the 
median from vowel onset to vowel midpoint), suggesting the perturbation resulted in an increased sensitivity to 
errors in feedback. The lack of observable decreases in variability in response to the outward-pushing perturbation 
differs from previous results in limb control and suggests speech may naturally be produced at the lower limit of 
possible variability. Together, these results suggest that variability, even in complex tasks such as speech, is actively 
regulated.

The mouse nucleus propositus relays eye movement information to head direction network during 
navigation
Presenting Author: Hui Ho Vanessa Chang
Authors: Hui Ho Vanessa Chang¹, Aamna Lawrence², Kathleen Cullen²
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins University

The vestibular system plays a crucial role in our everyday life as it ensures gaze and postural stabilization and the 
sense of self-motion by detecting the head motion in space. Previous work done in rodents (i.e. mice and rats) has 
led to the view that the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (NPH) and the supragenual nucleus (SGN) in brainstem relay 
vestibular information from the vestibular system to the head direction (HD) network. However, the NPH has also 
been long-known to comprise the oculomotor integrator, which plays an essential role in eye movement control by 
holding the eye at an eccentric position in orbit after the saccade. Further, a study in non-human primates (Dale 
& Cullen, 2013) established that neurons in the NPH predominantly encode eye-related rather than head-related 
movement signals during both passively-generated and voluntary head movements. To date, however, it remains 
unknown whether neurons in the NPH of rodents encode eye-related and/or head-related movement signals. We 
hypothesized that NPH neurons in mouse, as in primate, preferentially encode eye-related signals during passive-
generated and voluntary movement. Accordingly, we recorded the activity of NPH neurons with both with tungsten 
electrodes and/or 960 recording-site Neuropixel probes. Eye movement was simultaneously recorded with an 
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AMR magnetic field sensor. Head-retrained behavioral protocols (Beraneck & Cullen 2007; Medrea & Cullen, 
2013) including vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR), optokinetic reflex (OKR), and changes in static eye position (SEP) 
to dissociate eye and head movement sensitivities. Our preliminary results indicate that neurons in the NPH of 
mice primarily encode eye-related information during both passive and active head movement. Notably, neurons 
demonstrated a nonlinearity that consisted of a decrease in gain with increasing amplitude. Overall, our results 
provide the first evidence that NPH neurons primarily encode eye movements rather than head movements in mice. 
Thus our findings suggest that NPH neurons relay an eye-related signal to the HD network.
Pitfalls in quantifying exploration in reward-based motor learning and how to avoid them
Presenting Author: Nina van Mastrigt
Authors: Nina van Mastrigt¹, Katinka van der Kooij¹, Jeroen BJ Smeets¹
¹Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

In reward-based motor learning, humans have to learn a movement based on binary success information. 
An essential aspect of this learning is to explore one’s possibilities to obtain reward. How can we quantify this 
exploration? Interpreting parameter estimates from models fitted to actual learning data is complicated. Therefore, 
we developed a simple method to estimate exploration. Humans have been shown to be more variable following 
failure than following success. If one assumes that variability following success reflects inevitable motor noise, 
the additional variability post failure will reflect exploration. When studying changes in average behavior (as in 
reward-based motor learning), variability can best be estimated from trial-to-trial changes in movements. Can 
we estimate the exploration reliably from such trial-to-trial changes? To answer this question, we determined 
whether our method could reconstruct the exploration underlying learning as described by four existing reward-
based motor learning models. We simulated learning for various learner and task characteristics and estimated 
exploration. If we simply determined the additional variability in subsequent trials, this method appeared to be 
sensitive to learner and task characteristics. We identified two pitfalls in quantifying exploration based on trial-to-
trial changes. Firstly, the use of performance-dependent feedback can cause correlated samples of motor noise 
and exploration on rewarded trials. This biases these estimates of exploration depending on the balance between 
motor noise and exploration. Secondly, the trial relative to which trial-to-trial change is calculated may or may not 
contain exploration. As a result, the difference in trial-to-trial changes underestimates exploration. To circumvent 
these problems, we developed the additional trial-to-trial change (ATTC) method. By moving the reference trial 
one trial back and subtracting trial-to-trial changes following specific sequences of trial outcomes, exploration can 
reliably be estimated for three of the four models that we used. This allows for model-free estimation of exploration 
if humans regulate exploration based on binary trial outcome. The ATTC has some limitations. It does not provide 
reliable results if exploration depends on a history of trial outcomes, rather than only on success in the previous 
trial. Furthermore, it requires experiments with a high number of trials since only specific trial sequences contribute 
to ATTC estimates of exploration. As a result of the pitfalls we identified, comparing trial-to-trial change-based 
variability estimates post failure and post success as reported in the literature may give a biased impression of 
actual exploration. In conclusion, if exploration is a binary function of the outcome of the previous trial, the ATTC 
method allows for a model-free quantification of exploration.
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Monkeys exhibit flexible control strategies in a virtual balancing task
Presenting Author: Raeed Chowdhury
Authors: Raeed Chowdhury¹, Salah Bazzi², Mohsen Sadeghi², Emily Oby¹, Dagmar Sternad², Patrick 
Loughlin¹, Aaron Batista¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, ²Northeastern University

Our current understanding of arm movement control comes primarily from studies involving simple behavioral 
tasks, like point-to-point reaches. However, many of the movements we make with our arms are not simple, 
requiring continual sensory feedback to perform adequately. To study the neural control of more natural 
movements, we must begin exploring behavior during highly feedback-driven tasks. An example of such a task is 
balancing a pole on your palm, where you must continually make adjustments to prevent the pole from falling, and 
each balancing attempt is unique. Such a task provides an ideal window into how the nervous system generates 
the constant feedback-driven adjustments necessary for many real-world behaviors. We trained monkeys to 
perform a virtual, visually-guided balancing task. The task started with a cursor, analogous to the tip of the pole, 
in the center of a screen. The cursor position was inherently unstable--at each time step, the cursor velocity was 
proportional to the sum of the cursor position and the monkey’s hand position. In essence, this means that without 
any arm movement, the farther the cursor went to one side, the faster it would go towards the edge of the screen. 
The monkey’s goal in the task was to counteract the movement of the cursor with that of its hand, keeping the 
cursor within 5 cm of the center for 6 seconds. Arm movements on individual trials were highly varied, and no two 
trials were identical. This behavioral richness made it unsuitable for typical trial-averaged neural analyses. Instead, 
we began by carefully analyzing the behavior on individual trials. Within individual trials, monkeys seemed to switch 
between qualitatively different control schemes, suggesting that they may have had different movement goals at 
different times through a trial. We assessed this hypothesized control-switching model by fitting the arm movement 
with a switching linear dynamical system, using the cursor position and velocity as inputs. This resulted in three 
interpretable control schemes: 1) simple restoration, which involved tracking the cursor to bring it back to center; 2) 
rescue movement, which involved a quick movement to stop the cursor in place; and 3) sensory deadzone, where 
the monkey held the hand still in response to low cursor velocity. A primary goal of this work is to understand the 
neural underpinnings of highly feedback-driven behavior. Our control-switching model of behavior suggests that 
neural activity may also exhibit similar switching behavior, with each state exhibiting different neural signatures. 
For example, a rescue movement may carry a neural signature similar to that of a discrete reach, with separate 
planning and execution phases. Through ongoing work, we intend to explore how our behavioral model informs 
cortical activity as monkeys perform this highly feedback-driven task.

Prefrontal-motor and somatosensory-motor cortical network interactions during reactive balance are 
associated with distinct aspects of balance behavior in older adults
Presenting Author: Jacqueline Palmer
Authors: Jacqueline Palmer¹, Aiden Payne¹, Lena Ting¹, Michael Borich¹
¹Emory University

Heightened reliance on the cerebral cortex for postural stability with aging is a well-known but poorly understood 
phenomenon. Cortical activity and interactions between cortical regions that may underpin behavioral aspects of 
balance ability most closely linked to falls in older adults is unclear. Here we investigated the relationship between 
motor cortical activity, measured as beta power, and circuit-specific cortico-cortical interactions, measured 
as beta coherence, versus behavioral assessments of different aspects of individual balance ability. Using 
electroencephalography (EEG), we assessed motor cortical beta power and beta coherence between prefrontal 
and somatosensory regions with motor cortical regions during standing balance recovery reactions to support-
surface perturbations in a group of older adults (n=15). First, we found that individuals with greater balance 
performance decline during a concurrent cognitive dual task elicited unintentional stepping reactions at lower 
perturbation magnitudes during single-task performance. Perturbation-evoked increases in beta power over motor 
cortical regions were negatively associated with general clinical balance function, measured by the miniBEST. While 
beta coherence between somatosensory and motor cortical regions did not change during balance reactions, 
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greater somatosensory-motor coherence during baseline standing posture was associated with higher clinical 
balance function. At the group-level, beta coherence between prefrontal and motor cortical regions reduced during 
balance reactions. Older adults with the highest post-perturbation prefrontal-motor coherence showed greater 
cognitive dual task interference and had lower individual thresholds for eliciting stepping reactions in response 
to perturbation. Consistent with findings in younger adults, our results support motor cortical beta activity as a 
potential biomarker for individual level of balance challenge in older adults. Our findings identify distinct interactions 
between prefrontal and somatosensory regions with the motor cortex linked to specific aspects of balance 
behavior in older adults. Prefrontal- and somatosensory-motor cortical networks could potentially serve as effective 
neural targets for precision-medicine efforts aimed at fall-prevention in older adults based on individual behavioral 
and neurophysiologic deficits. Our results further suggest that prefrontal-motor cortical network recruitment is a 
common neural substrate underpinning cognitive dual-task interference and the upper-edge of individual reactive 
balance capacity, which are strong behavioral predictors for falls.

High-bandwidth transmission to the ventral intermediate (VIM) nucleus from peripheral stimulation 
highlights possibility of non-invasive treatment for children with movement disorders
Presenting Author: Jessica Vidmark
Authors: Jessica Vidmark¹, Estefania Hernandez-Martin¹, Terence Sanger²
¹University of California, Irvine, ²University of California, Irvine and Children’s Hospital of Orange County (CHOC)

High-frequency peripheral nerve stimulation has recently emerged as a noninvasive alternative to thalamic deep 
brain stimulation (DBS) for treatment of essential tremor, but has not yet been investigated for use in childhood 
movement disorders, such as dystonia. Since stimulation in the thalamic ventralis intermediate nucleus (VIM) 
has been clinically helpful in a subset of dystonic children, it is possible that a similar benefit could be obtained 
noninvasively, conditioned upon peripheral stimulation providing reliable activation of VIM. We hypothesize that this 
condition is in fact met, based on the theory that precise, stable motor control requires high-fidelity, high-speed, 
and low-latency transmission of sensory information, including proprioceptive and tactile signals. While the human 
voluntary motor output is estimated to have an update frequency of around 10 Hz, sensory responses may operate 
at a higher frequency. For example, to determine the onset of touch, the response rate must be at or above 10 
Hz, with periods shorter than the reaction time. Therefore, transmission of high temporal frequency signals is 
important in peripheral sensation, and the speed of transmission must be rapid, above 50 m/s. We investigated 
this hypothesis by exploring the frequency response and transmission delay in high-speed pathways that convey 
proprioception to the sensory thalamic nuclei via cerebellum, in 10 pediatric patients undergoing DBS for dystonia. 
We used a new technique for DBS targeting in children with dystonia, allowing for simultaneous recordings from 
multiple thalamic nuclei while stimulating peripherally. Sensory evoked potentials (SEPs) were recorded during 
stimulation of the median nerve at the wrist based on monophasic 1-ms pulses at 5 Hz, or as bursts of 100-ms 
pulse trains at 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 140 Hz, or 170 Hz, repeated every 200 ms (5 Hz) during a period of 4 minutes for 
each train. As expected, only the primary sensory thalamic region (VIM) has a robust SEP to burst stimulation at 
5 Hz, whereas secondary projection regions (ventral oralis anterior/posterior, Voa/Vop, or ventral anterior, VA) do 
not. Our results show that the sensory output is able to represent stimulus frequencies at least as high as 170 Hz, 
with a peak sensitivity between 50 Hz and 100 Hz, and short transmission delay of 12-14 ms, in most children. 
This high-bandwidth, low-latency transmission path from the median nerve to thalamus is consistent with our 
hypothesis that rapid and accurate sensory information is vital for the control of coordination and movement via the 
cerebello-thalamic pathway. This in turn supports the possibility of noninvasive modulation of thalamic activity in 
children with dystonia, meaning that a subset of children could have clinically beneficial response through peripheral 
stimulation, which is safer, cheaper, and more accessible than the currently used invasive deep brain stimulation.
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Data-driven models of stroke gait dynamics can discriminate individual differences better than discrete 
gait descriptors
Presenting Author: Taniel Winner
Authors: Taniel Winner¹, Trisha Kesar², Gordon Berman², Lena Ting³
¹Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University, ²Emory University, ³Geogia Institute of Technology and Emory University

In people with post-stroke hemiparesis, there is considerable heterogeneity in gait impairment that is not sufficiently 
captured by common descriptors of gait. Moreover, to optimally augment gait dynamics using technological 
devices such as exoskeletons, predictive dynamical models of gait are essential. Currently, researchers typically 
collect gait kinematic and kinetic data across multiple gait cycles, but the data are usually reduced to discrete 
summary variables (e.g. peak anterior ground reaction force), ignoring the continuous biomechanical dynamics that 
generate them. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with long short-term memory (LSTM) can generate complex 
sequences and predict the future dynamics of a system. We hypothesized that individual differences in gait could 
be captured by the internal parameters of an RNN trained on kinematic data; we call these “RNN gait signatures”. 
We tested whether individuals with and without stroke could be discriminated against using RNN gait signatures. 
We formulated three different gait data descriptors for each 45s walking trial of each individual (5 able-bodied, 8 
stroke survivors) and gait speed (6 each): 1) 26 discrete summary variables (13 averaged variables for each leg), 
2) Six phase averaged joint angles (bilateral hip, knee, and ankle flexion angles) and 3) RNN gait signatures. To 
develop RNN gait signatures, we trained an RNN model using continuous joint angles of all trials. For each trial, we 
extracted the model’s internal activations, applied principal component analysis, and phase-averaged the first 6 
principal component magnitudes. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers were used to discriminate gait groups 
(able-bodied or stroke) or individuals for each data type. Overall, RNN gait signatures more accurately discriminated 
groups and individuals than either discrete summary variables or joint angles. SVM classification accuracy was 
100% for both RNN gait signatures and discrete variables, and higher using RNN gait signatures compared to joint 
angles (93.9 ± 4.1%, p << 0.001). SVM classification of individuals was most accurate using RNN gait signatures 
(99.4 ± 2.3%), only slightly lower using discrete variables (98.0 ± 4.0%, p < 0.007), and considerably lower using 
kinematics (83.8 ± 8.7%, p <<0.001). Notably, RNN gait signatures could discriminate between gait groups with 
similar accuracy as discrete variables which include both kinematic and kinetic measures. RNN gait signatures 
outperformed kinematics in distinguishing individuals, suggesting that RNN models implicitly capture force to 
motion relationships that kinematics data alone cannot. Improving our ability to distinguish gait characteristics post-
stroke using RNNs may enable the development of individually-tailored rehabilitation interventions to improve gait.

Wednesday April 21, 2021

14:00 – 15:00 DATA BLITZ II

Grip-specific neural population dynamics are not shared between action and observation in the 
frontoparietal cortical grasping network
Presenting Author: James Goodman
Authors: James Goodman¹, Stefan Schaffelhofer², Hansjörg Scherberger¹
¹German Primate Center, ²cortEXplore GmbH

Neurons in the frontoparietal cortical grasping network respond during both the execution and observation of 
an action. This observation has been used to support numerous theories linking motor control and cognition 
but remains poorly understood at the neuronal population level. To address this, we use chronic multi-electrode 
arrays to record simultaneously from neuronal populations in the macaque primary motor (M1), premotor (F5), and 
posterior parietal (AIP) cortices as animals either grasp a variety of different objects or observe a human subject 
doing the same. We find a lack of distinct functional neuronal classes in any of these cortical areas; instead, 
neurons exhibit a continuum of preferences for action and observation. The lack of clear neuron classes affirms 
that the link between action and observation may indeed be better understood in the framework of neuronal state 
space. Using targeted dimensionality reduction techniques, we find dimensions of neural activity that are shared 
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between action and observation contexts, which decrease in prominence from AIP to F5 to M1. However, this 
shared activity does not include a shared representation of grip type, as assessed using classification methods that 
allow for response scaling and latency differences between the two contexts. We also fit linear dynamical systems 
to these data and fail to find a common dynamical structure underlying the disparate grip representations between 
action and observation. Activity during observation therefore lacks congruence with the precise grip-specific 
representations and dynamics seen during action. These results suggest that the link between action observation 
and action execution is weaker than anticipated in the frontoparietal network.

Sparse subspace analysis - a dimensionality reduction tool to find interpretable neural subspaces within 
and between populations
Presenting Author: Joshua Glaser
Authors: Joshua Glaser¹
¹Columbia University

Populations of neurons exhibit diverse and dynamical patterns of activity that are associated with different 
behaviors and internal states. For example, the correlation structure of motor cortex neurons’ activities completely 
changes between planning and movement. Typical dimensionality reduction techniques, like PCA, find entangled 
low-dimensional representations in which individual dimensions reflect a mixture of the structure found in different 
behaviors (e.g. a mixture of planning and movement-related activity). This generally precludes interpreting individual 
dimensions and understanding which modes of activity are unique to different behaviors, which are shared, and 
which are unrelated to known behavior. Here, we introduce sparse subspace analysis (SSA), a dimensionality 
reduction method that aims to find interpretable low-dimensional representations, or neural subspaces. SSA 
encourages the low-dimensional representation to be sparse so that it finds dimensions that are only used at 
some times (e.g. only during planning or movement). Importantly, SSA is not only designed for single populations, 
but is also able to find more interpretable shared subspaces between neural populations, enabling a clearer 
understanding of how shared structure changes over time. To verify our approach, we first demonstrate in 
simulations that SSA leads to more disentangled low-dimensional representations than PCA and reduced rank 
regression (for one and two neural populations, respectively). Crucially, this increased interpretability does not 
significantly impact our ability to accurately reconstruct the neural activity. We next demonstrate the utility of 
SSA on multiple datasets. SSA, which only receives neural activity (and not behavioral data) as input, is able to 
rediscover that 1) the motor cortex activities used for movement and planning reside in separate dimensions; 
and 2) activities shared from dorsal premotor cortex to primary motor cortex reside in separate dimensions 
during planning and movement. We finally use SSA to uncover that dorsal premotor cortex represents movement 
uncertainty using the same neural subspace in which planning occurs. Our results demonstrate how SSA is a 
valuable tool for researchers to probe their data to find interpretable modes of neural activity within and across 
populations.
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The energetic basis for smooth arm movements
Presenting Author: Jeremy Wong
Authors: Jeremy Wong¹, Tyler Cluff¹, Art Kuo¹
¹University of Calgary

Introduction Reaching is thought to be governed more by kinematics than energetics or dynamics. The variance 
of the hand’s position is affected by signal-dependent noise (Harris & Wolpert, 1998), and is reduced if reaching 
movements are smooth. But energetic cost could also affect reaching, since metabolic cost decreases during 
adaptation (Huang & Ahmed, 2012). But, known contributions to energetic cost in reaching, such as mechanical 
work, fail to explain the smooth reaching motions observed empirically. However, other aspects of muscular energy 
cost might explain smoothness. Motions such as human rhythmic leg swinging (Doke & Kuo, 2007) reveal a less-
appreciated cost for rapidly changing muscle activation and its associated calcium transport (Chastiosis, 1987). 
The cost per contraction is predicted to increase with force rate (time-derivative of force). We hypothesized that 
force-rate could also apply to reaching and explain its metabolic cost. We used a cyclic reaching task to test this 
hypothesis and applied that cost in an optimal control model that predicts smooth reaching. Methods Subjects 
(N=10) performed bimanual planar reaching movements about the shoulders (KINARM). Cyclic movements 
were made between two targets, and amplitude and frequency were varied together to increase force-rate 
but fix mechanical work. We estimated metabolic power using respirometry and tested its dependence on the 
hypothesized force-rate cost, plus a cost for average positive mechanical power. Results & Discussion Energy 
expenditure increased substantially with the hypothesized force-rate cost. Net metabolic rate increased 3.6-fold, 
from about 5.3W to 19.0W across frequencies ranging from 0.58 Hz to 1.36 Hz. Average positive mechanical 
power was approximately constant, force amplitude increased slightly (1.33 fold), and movement speed decreased. 
Energy cost could not be explained by work, force, or speed, but was linear with force-rate. The cost from 
force-rate was small (less than 5%) at low frequencies, but large (73%) at the highest frequency (peak speed 
0.4m/s). We applied this cost to optimal control of discrete, fixed duration movements (Harris and Wolpert 1998) 
minimizing the energy cost derived from our experiment. Optimal trajectories were smooth and closely resemble 
those predicted for variance. Present models (Uchida et al. 2016) do not include a force-rate cost and cannot 
explain the empirical findings. Accuracy (movement variance) remains an important factor in reaching but is not 
needed for smoothness. Effort/energy have also been proposed as factors (Todorov & Jordan 2002, Uno et al. 
1989) but lacked a physiological mechanism such as force-rate. Energy minimization may explain decreasing 
expenditure with adaptation, and speed-mass relations (Bruening et al. 2019). Finally, it increases the compatibility 
of arm movements with locomotion (Kuo et al., 2005) and other animal behaviors (Alexander 1996), where energy 
expenditure is thought important.

Stiffness perception is scaled according to asymmetrical hemispherical maps
Presenting Author: Shani Arusi
Authors: Shani Arusi¹, Raz Leib², Ilana Nisky¹
¹Ben Gurion University, ²Technical University of Munich

Estimating object’s stiffness is usually done by squeezing it using one or both hands. Since we lack stiffness 
sensors, the sensorimotor system relies on information about the amount of object deformation and the magnitude 
of the interaction forces to estimate stiffness. However, the way that the sensorimotor system processes these 
multi-dimensional, time-dependent signals into a single quantity is still unknown. Here, we compare stiffness 
perception between the hands, and propose new evidence for such mechanism, and specifically, a difference 
between the hemispheres in stiffness estimation. One way to estimate stiffness while considering the information 
of the entire interaction with the object is by calculating the relation between force and deformation. There are two 
ways to calculate these relations as an estimation of stiffness or as an inverse of the estimation of compliance. 
Ideally, both estimations yield the same value. However, due to neural delay in the sensory feedback the linear 
relation breaks resulting in an overestimation of the inverse compliance and an underestimation of the stiffness 
compared with the nominal stiffness level. The sensorimotor system can calculate a weighted average between 
those estimations, and equal weights will result in the nominal stiffness level; yet uneven weights do not necessarily 
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mean that the stiffness perception must be biased as the absolute difference between estimated values can 
remain correct. Perceptual biases will be revealed 1) if additional delay is introduced [Lieb at el.2018] or 2) if there 
is asymmetry between the hemispheres such that the weights for each hand are different. If the first hypothesis 
is true, we expect an underestimation of objects that are touched with the left hand compared to the right hand. 
However, if the second hypothesis is true, participant’s stiffness perception will be biased so that an identical 
internal delay could even cause to an overestimation of the stiffness of objects that are touched with the left hand 
compared to the right hand. In our experiment, right- and left-handed participants examined the stiffness of pairs 
of objects, standard and comparison objects. They either touched both objects with the left or right hand or 
touched each object with different hand. Participants held a robotic device in each hand, and experienced force 
feedback proportional to the amount of object deformation. After interaction with both objects, participants were 
asked to report which object feels stiffer. For left-handed participants, we found no perceptual bias in stiffness 
estimation across all conditions. However, for the right-handed participants, when the comparison and standard 
objects were examined using different hands, we found an overestimation of objects that were probed with the left 
hand compared to the right hand. These results together with our observation from Leib at el.2018, can only be 
explained by asymmetric processing between the hemispheres.

The role of parvalbumin expressing neurons in the spinal cord deep dorsal horn (dPVs) in multimodal 
sensory processing for locomotion
Presenting Author: Nofar Engelhard
Authors: Nofar Engelhard¹, Mark Gradwell¹, Adin Aoki¹, Tara Shrier¹, Victoria Abraira¹
¹Rutgers University

How does our brain process sensory information to shape behavioral responses? To tackle this fundamental 
question, we must have a mechanistic understanding of neuronal networks that integrate diverse sensory 
modalities and transform them into neural codes of motor action. The spinal cord, harboring both sensory and 
motor circuits, is well-suited to exploring questions about sensorimotor integration. Indeed, a direct link between 
sensory input and motor output has been demonstrated by Sherrington’s pioneering work on the proprioceptive 
reflex pathway. However, it is unclear whether spinal cord circuits can integrate different modalities of sensory input 
required for modulation of complex motor actions such as locomotion. During locomotion, tonic information about 
muscle tension and speed from proprioceptors must integrate with phasic input from touch receptors in the skin 
to adjust motor response. Interestingly, the two sensory modalities converge in an area of the spinal cord called 
the deep dorsal horn, known to contain a large pool of pre-motor neurons. This suggests that interneurons in the 
deep dorsal horn participate in multimodal sensorimotor processing for locomotion. Using genetic tools in the 
mouse, we identified a group of deep dorsal horn Parvalbuin expressing interneurons (dPVs) that represent ~30% 
of the neurons in the area. Combining intersectional genetics, imaging and functional experiments, we demonstrate 
that dPVs are inhibitory neurons that integrate touch and proprioceptors inputs to directly contact motor neurons. 
Equipped with a better understanding of dPVs input and output connections, we asked whether this circuit 
participates in motor performance. Utilizing intersectional genetics and pharmacology, we induced ablation of dPVs 
in mice (dPVOFF), while their littermates in which dPVs were intact (dPVON) were used as controls. When tested 
on a balance beam assy, dPVOFF mice did not show a change in the number of foot slips. However, dPVOFF 
tended to cross the beam faster than dPVON mice. Finally, to characterize dPVs’ role in locomotion, mice walked 
on a treadmill at speeds ranging from 10 to 80 cm/s, while all four paws were videotaped from below. dPVOFF 
mice showed an increase in stride frequency during high speed, but not low speed locomotion. Taken together, our 
results suggest that during high speed walk, dPVs regulate the duration of the step cycle in response to incoming 
phasic cutaneous input.
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Characteristics and stability of sensorimotor activity driven by isolated muscle activations in a human with 
incomplete tetraplegia
Presenting Author: Robert Nickl
Authors: Robert Nickl¹, Manuel Anaya¹, Tessy Thomas¹, Matthew Fifer², David McMullen³, Margaret 
Thompson², Daniel Candrea¹, Luke Osborn², William Anderson¹, Brock Wester², Francesco Tenore², Nathan 
Crone¹, Pablo Celnik¹, Gabriela Cantarero¹
¹Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, ²Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, ³National Institute of Mental Health, National Institutes of 
Health

Somatotopy and stability of movement representations in the sensorimotor cortex is fundamental to how motor 
control is encoded and crucial for brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) that decode these representations into motor 
output. Previous characterizations considered body map composition and stability separately, with those looking at 
changes over time typically limited to injury (e.g. stroke) or targeted interventions (e.g. intense motor training). Here 
we characterized the bilateral sensorimotor map associated with isolated muscle contractions in a quadriplegic 
human and its stability across short (minutes) to long (day) time intervals. To construct the map, we concurrently 
recorded surface electromyograms (EMG) with multiunit activity (MUA) in bilateral primary motor (M1) and 
somatosensory (S1) cortices in a quadriplegic as he executed (or attempted to execute) different isolated muscle 
contractions across the entire body (56 muscles). To assess stability, we repeated isolated motor contractions 
of the intact extensor carpi radialis (ECR) on the orders of minutes, hours, and days. For each measurement 
period, we compared 3 stability metrics: (1) spatial stability of somatotopy, defined by the frequency that small 
cortical areas remained active over time; (2) firing pattern stability, defined by the amplitude and shape of MUA, 
and (3) graded-spatial stability, defined by the consistency of firing strength across the map. Isolated muscle 
activations across the entire body revealed significant M1 and S1 MUA for arm muscles (intact and de-efferented), 
sparse activity for head and core muscles, and no activity for muscles below the trunk, with latency patterns in 
M1 preceding those in S1. The majority of MUA coded exclusively for contralateral muscle contractions (85%), 
with lesser MUA coding exclusively for ipsilateral (5.3%) and bilateral (14%) muscles. Stability of the cortical ECR 
representation uniquely varied over the period of consecutive measurements and by brain area. Spatial stability 
significantly declined on the order of hours, though longitudinally it was higher in sensory than motor areas and 
higher for contralateral than ipsilateral hemispheres. Likewise, firing rate stability declined on the order of minutes 
to hours with greater stability in S1 than M1 MUA. In contrast, graded-spatial stability was maintained for longer 
intervals compared to stability metrics of either spatial or firing rate alone. Together, these findings suggest that 
MUA in M1 and S1 codes multiple regions on both sides of the body, in a fractured and partially overlapping 
arrangement with sensory and contralateral areas consistently exhibiting higher stability than motor and ipsilateral 
areas. This is suggestive of M1 (especially ipsilateral) being more malleable over time than sensory areas. 
Importantly, though MUA activity of the sensorimotor body map changes within hours, when spatial distribution and 
firing rate are combined, stability becomes more robust.

Coordination of quadriceps muscles before and after VL paralysis in rats demonstrates neural regulation of 
joint stresses
Presenting Author: Cristiano Alessandro
Authors: Cristiano Alessandro¹, Filipe Barroso², Matthew Tresch³
¹University of Milano-Bicocca, ²Spanish Research Council (CSIC), ³Northwestern University

How does the central nervous system (CNS) coordinate redundant muscles during behavior? According to one 
common proposal, muscle coordination reflects simplification of task performance by the CNS, so that muscles 
with similar contributions to task variables are controlled together. Here we demonstrate that the coordination 
between quadriceps muscles in rats better reflects regulation of stresses and strains within the knee. We 
analyzed co-variation patterns in quadriceps muscle activity during locomotion in rats (Alessandro et al. 2020). 
The three vastii (vastus medialis VM; vastus lateralis VL; and vastus intermedius VI) produce knee extension and 
so have identical contributions to task performance. A coordination strategy solely driven by simplification of task 
performance would therefore predict a similar correlation between the activity of any pair of vasti muscles. Instead, 
we found that the correlation between VM and VL was stronger than their correlation with VI. This coordination 
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strategy supports the control of internal joint stresses: since VM and VL produce opposing mediolateral forces 
on the patella, their strong positive correlation minimizes the net mediolateral patellar force. To confirm this 
interpretation, we chronically paralyzed VL in order to unbalance the mediolateral forces on the patella, producing a 
medial loading on the patellofemoral joint. While both VM and VI have the same task action as VL, a compensatory 
strategy based on increasing the activity of VM would further increase medial joint loading. Instead, the CNS 
compensated for this perturbation by gradually increasing the activity of VI and rectus femoris (RF) over five 
weeks of adaptation. Since VI and RF have minimal effect on mediolateral patellar forces, this strategy supports 
the neural regulation of internal joint stresses and strains. In addition, this finding further suggests that VI can be 
controlled independently from the other vasti muscles. What neural mechanisms regulate internal joint loading? 
We investigated the role of joint sensory afferents on VM-VL co-variation and on the adaptation after VL paralysis. 
The temporary inhibition of joint sensory afferents by injection of lidocaine into the knee capsule did not cause 
significant changes in quadriceps muscle activity, both before and at any time point after VL paralysis. We therefore 
found no evidence for fast feedback loops mediated by these afferents. Furthermore, this inhibition did not alter the 
correlation between VM and VL, suggesting that the covariation between these muscles is either specified centrally 
or involves other sensory modalities. However, lidocaine injections reduced the correlation between VI and both 
VL and VM, suggesting the existence of multiple mechanisms involved in coordinating vastii muscle activations. 
Additional work is needed to investigate whether joint sensory afferents mediate long-term adaptation to joint 
stresses and strains.

De-noising EMG using dynamical systems models of multi-muscle activity
Presenting Author: Lahiru Wimalasena
Authors: Lahiru Wimalasena¹, Jonas Braun², Mohammad Reza Keshtkaran¹, Cristiano Alessandro³, Juan 
Álvaro Gallego³, Matthew Tresch³, Lee Miller³, Chethan Pandarinath¹
¹Emory University/ Georgia Tech, ²École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, ³Northwestern University

Executing movements often requires the production of precisely coordinated, time-varying activation patterns 
for muscles that may be distributed across the body. Understanding the strategies by which the nervous system 
selects and generates these patterns remains a central goal of motor neuroscience. Critical to this effort is 
obtaining estimates of the neural commands to muscles and evaluating how they are related both to task demands 
and to neural activity in motor related brain areas. However, a key barrier in this evaluation is our ability to interpret 
noisy electromyographic (EMG) recordings. Standard processing (i.e., rectification and smoothing) treats all high-
frequency EMG features as noise and so can omit critical information about dynamic changes in motor commands. 
Although this is a reasonable approach, determining the appropriate degree of smoothing is challenging and 
often performed arbitrarily. Less smoothing might lead to more variable signals that are difficult to interpret, while 
more smoothing may suppress higher frequency features that are relevant to behavior. Moreover, applying a fixed 
degree of smoothing may not be appropriate as muscle activation can occur at a variety of timescales during the 
execution of a task. Here we present a novel approach, dynamically-estimated EMG (deEMG), which leverages 
advances in deep generative modeling using artificial neural networks to de-noise single-trial activity from groups 
of muscles. As EMG signals are posited to be the output of an underlying dynamical system, accurately modeling 
these dynamics using artificial neural networks might provide a better estimate of muscle activation. We applied 
deEMG to recordings in two model systems: (1) rat hindlimb during locomotion and (2) monkey forearm during an 
isometric force-control task. In both systems, we find that deEMG enables more accurate single trial behavioral 
predictions than EMG processed by standard filtering techniques. We also find that deEMG functions adaptively 
to dynamically adjust its frequency response characteristics according to the time course of different phases of 
behavior, removing the need to define a single fixed cut-off frequency for the entire behavior. Furthermore, deEMG 
revealed the presence of 10-50 Hz oscillations shared across muscles during isometric force production that were 
difficult to see using traditional approaches. This precise correspondence between deEMG and behavior at higher 
frequencies challenges the traditional model of muscles as low-pass filters. Finally, deEMG corresponded closely 
to simultaneously recorded activity in the motor cortex, suggesting that deEMG preserves correlations to both 
descending motor commands and behavior. These results show that deEMG reveals subtle features in muscle 
activity that may otherwise be overlooked, and that it may allow new insights into motor control by elucidating 
relationships between muscle, brain, and spinal cord activity with high temporal precision.
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A new view on the spinal network mechanisms underlying rhythmic movements
Presenting Author: Rune Berg
Authors: Rune Berg¹, Henrik Lindén¹
¹University of Copenhagen

Most of the investigations on spinal rhythm generation are based on motor nerve recordings and single neuron 
recordings. Since flexor/extensor-muscles alternate during movements, it is often assumed that the generation is 
accomplished by neuronal modules that alternate in opposition, which single neuron recordings seem to support. 
However, here we argue that when many neurons are monitored simultaneously a different picture emerges. 
We recorded hundreds of neurons from the lumbar spinal cord of turtles during rhythmic scratching and found 
that, rather than alternating, the neuronal population is performing a “rotation”, i.e. cycling continuously through 
all phases. Rotational dynamics are observed across trials as well as behaviors. Since such rotation is difficult 
to explain with existing models of alternating neuronal groups, we propose a new theory that accounts for the 
rotational dynamics. Using a simplified network model, we show that in spinal networks with recurrent excitatory 
and inhibitory connectivity, there is no need for pacemaker activity or modular structures. Tonic input to the 
network controls the rhythm and pattern depending on the task. The model also reproduces other experimental 
observations and provides a mechanism for multifunctionality.

15:30 – 16:00 2021 EARLY CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION

Modeling human sensorimotor control for better control of surgical robots
Ilana Nisky, Ben Gurion University of the Negev
During everyday interaction with the external world, for example during surgery, our brain graciously deals with 
a task that control engineers find very challenging – closed-loop control of movement and contact forces with 
outdated and noisy information that arrives from multiple sensors. Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery 
(RAMIS), where a surgeon manipulates a pair of joysticks that teleoperate instruments inside a patient’s body, 
requires precise control of movement, object and tissue manipulation, and perception. Despite many advantages 
for both the patient and the surgeon, the full potential of RAMIS and other teleoperation applications is yet to be 
realized. Two of the major progress-impeding gaps, the lack of touch feedback, and limited knowledge of how 
to measure skill and optimize training, could be bridged by applying models of human sensorimotor control. We 
use behavioral studies to investigate how the sensorimotor system integrates information across time, space, and 
modalities, for movement, object manipulation, and perception, and how the system changes following adaptation 
and skill acquisition. I will present our recent results on integration of tactile and kinesthetic information during 
interaction with virtual objects, and about the acquisition of RAMIS skill in dry-lab tasks and interaction with real 
objects.
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16:30 – 17:00 PANEL II DISCUSSION –  
PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR TO DISCUSSION SESSION

Motor control beyond reach: Challenges and insights from complex manual skills
Chairs: Dagmar Sternad1 & Andrea d’Avella⁵
Presenters: Dagmar Sternad¹, Marta Russo¹, Antonella Maselli², Christian Rutz³, Aude Billard⁴, Andrea 
d’Avella⁵
Confirmed Discussants: Dagmar Sternad and Andrea d’Avella
¹Northeastern University, Policlinico Tor Vergata, ²Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, ³University of St. Andrews, ⁴Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Lausanne (EPFL), ⁵University of Messina

Functional interaction with objects - tool use - is essential in daily living and is regarded as the foundation for 
our evolutionary advantage. Surprisingly, however, how humans control objects or tools is still little understood. 
Manipulation of objects presents considerable additional control challenges beyond those in unconstrained 
reaching and pointing. This is readily highlighted in robotics where contact instability still presents a significant 
hurdle for robot manipulation and robot-human collaboration. Beyond interaction, the control of complex objects 
invariably requires more than a simplified end effector, two hands and the whole body, bringing the issue of 
redundancy front and center. This panel will focus on complex actions and interactions with complex objects that 
are still largely unchartered territory in motor neuroscience to date. Two speakers will feature novel methodological 
approaches on complex manual skills in humans; one speaker will present the challenges from the perspective 
of synthesis, i.e., the generation of dexterous robot manipulation; one speaker will showcase the unusually 
sophisticated tool behavior in New Caledonian crows that proved wrong the widely-held assumption that tool use 
is unique to humans. Together, the panel will raise questions on neural, mechanical, and genetic contributions 
necessary to achieve such intricate coordinate feats. Marta Russo will present recent work on whip manipulation. 
Using full-body motion capture, the study examined participants of different skill levels. She will show a three-
pronged strategy to identify control principles in this prodigiously complex action: Analysis of the complex arm 
dynamics, analysis of the whip dynamics, and synthesis in simulation engines testing control elements or primitives. 
Antonella Maselli will present work on throwing of a ball to a target. She will show how spatiotemporal principal 
component decomposition of whole-body kinematics provides a compact way to identify individual strategies. 
Four main throwing styles are extracted that resemble different stages of throwing skill acquisition reported in 
motor development studies. Christian Rutz will introduce a non-primate model system for studying tool behaviors. 
New Caledonian crows exhibit striking dexterity when manufacturing tools from plant materials, when using these 
tools to extract insect prey from deadwood, and when storing tools in small holes. Remarkably, they achieve this 
dexterity with only simple ‘two-pronged grippers’, their bills. Aude Billard will provide a robotics perspective to tool 
manipulation. To understand and model this dexterity, her team examined cohorts of apprentices at watchmaking, 
a craft unique in the precision of control it requires. Her work unveils how two hands work in coordination to 
distribute control variables and achieve better precision than a single hand. Early work in transferring some of this 
ability to robotic hands will also be presented.
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17:00 – 18:00 INDIVIDUAL II

The dynamics of manipulable objects are represented categorically as families or individuals
Presenting Author: Evan Cesanek
Authors: Evan Cesanek¹, Zhaoran Zhang¹, James Ingram¹, Daniel Wolpert¹, J. Randall Flanagan²
¹Columbia University, ²Queen’s University

Many theories about how object properties are encoded in memory have been proposed. These include theories 
concerned with the semantic, perceptual, and functional properties of objects. However, how the mechanical 
properties of objects are encoded remains largely unexplored. This is a critical question because the majority 
of tasks we perform involve object manipulation, where skilled performance requires the ability to predict object 
mechanical properties. Although motor control research has investigated how the brain learns about the dynamics 
of individual objects, it is not known how the dynamics of the myriad objects we interact with are organized in 
memory. Here we tested the hypothesis that the brain organizes objects categorically, into families, based on 
their appearance and mechanical properties. This hypothesis makes the counterintuitive prediction that people 
will fail to learn outlier objects that appear to be members of a family but whose dynamics deviate from that 
family. The alternative hypothesis, that the brain learns non-categorical associative maps linking visual features to 
mechanical parameters, predicts that outlier objects will be learned. Thus, while categorizing objects into families 
allows efficient encoding, it comes at the cost of representational accuracy for individual objects. For this work, 
we developed a 3D robotic interface coupled with stereoscopic VR that allowed us to accurately simulate objects 
of varying size, weight, and appearance, and we designed a novel lifting task that measured participants’ weight 
predictions on every trial. In the basic task, participants began by lifting a set of four objects sharing a common 
density (i.e., a putative family). Once these were learned, an outlier object with a different density was introduced. 
Remarkably, participants completely failed to learn the weight of this outlier object despite experiencing large, 
repeated movement errors; errors that, in the absence of a common-density family, quickly drove learning. We 
then manipulated this basic paradigm to further explore the nature of categorical encoding of objects. First, with 
extreme outliers, an individual memory for the outlier can be formed, effectively kicking the outlier out of the family. 
Second, even when an object is learned as an individual, subsequent learning of an object family reorganizes 
memory, pulling the individual into the family. Third, the boundary at which an outlier is kicked out of a family is not 
fixed, but depends on the history of sensorimotor experience. Fourth, although the categorization boundary varies 
across individuals, outlier objects are represented as either unique individuals or family members, such that they are 
either fully learned or not learned at all. These highly novel findings address, for the first time, how motor-relevant 
properties of multiple objects are represented in memory.

Playing the piano with a robotic third thumb: Assessing constraints of human augmentation
Presenting Author: A. Aldo Faisal
Authors: Ali Shafti¹, Shlomi Haar¹, Renato Mio¹, Pierre Guilleminot¹, A. Aldo Faisal¹
¹Imperial College London

The development of human augmentation is driven by rapid technological advancement while little attention is 
devoted to how humans interact with the technology and learn to control it (Makin et Faisal 2017, Nat. Biomed. 
Eng). Contemporary robotics gives us mechatronic capabilities for augmenting human bodies. How our brains and 
bodies pose limits on such augmentation is an open question. Learning to control a supernumerary (additional) 
robotic limb is a complex process which involves learning to utilize one movement / set muscles activation to 
perform a new movement. Here we examine if individuals’ motor control capabilities can predict their ability to 
control a supernumerary robotic finger. Our robotic 3rd thumb was designed for playing the piano with the required 
force generation and stiffness in mind to play multiple keys in rapid succession, it is attached to the ulnar side of 
the palm and controlled by the foot (Cunningham et Faisal 2018, IEEE BioRob). We demonstrate that a pianist can 
learn to play the piano with 11 fingers within an hour. We then evaluate naïve and experienced piano players in 
their prior motor coordination and their capability in piano playing with the robotic augmentation. The participants 
performed 7 tasks to assess their foot and hand motor control. The tasks measured foot balance, foot up-down 
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control, foot figure-of-eight tracking, piano key positioning, piano timing, piano key-press velocity, and hand 
movement complexity during a toy assembly task. Their accuracies were used as predictors of the scores for 
playing a short piano sequence with the supernumerary finger, which was measured in a second session (https://
bit.ly/3qnqmx3). Though learning to play with the supernumerary finger was slower than without, after around 30 
minutes subjects have reached a learning plateau which was, on average, slightly lower than their score without 
the finger. Interestingly, foot dexterity (and not the piano playing related measures) was the best predictor of the 
performance with the supernumerary robotic finger. Additionally, there were no significant differences between 
pianists and non-pianists in playing with the robotic finger despite pianists having more task-relevant knowledge 
and experience. Our results suggest that the best predictor of the subjects’ performance with augmentation 
technology is the motor control capabilities of the control interface (in this case, the control of foot horizontal and 
vertical movements). Moreover, since knowledge of the task was not the determinant factor in the ability to control 
the augmented finger, it can be argued that specific motor capabilities are more relevant than experience in the 
task. A possible explanation for this is that controlling a supernumerary robotic device entails the creation of a new 
motor program, and each individual performance is closely related to their aptitude for learning new movement 
patterns related to the limb controlling the interface.

Finger enslavement patterns after stroke are qualitatively different from coactivation patterns in the healthy 
hand
Presenting Author: Jing Xu
Authors: Jing Xu¹, Timothy Ma², Sapna Kumar³, Kevin Olds⁴, Jeremy Brown⁴, Jacob Carducci⁴, Alexander 
Forrence⁵, John Krakauer⁴
¹University of Georgia, ²National Institute of Health, ³Moss Rehabilitation Research Institue, ⁴Johns Hopkins University, ⁵Yale University

Finger enslavement after stroke is often viewed as an exaggerated version of the coactivation pattern seen in the 
healthy hand, largely driven by mechanical coupling (Lang et al., 2004). However, it has been shown that finger 
coactivation patterns in the healthy hand can be quite variable (Ingram et al., 2008) and task dependent (Abolins 
et al. 2020). Here we directly compared coactivation patterns in the affected and unaffected hands and assessed 
to what extent the top-down vs. low-level constraints contribute to these patterns. Chronic stroke patients (N=13) 
and healthy participants (N=30) placed their hand in a customized device in a comfortable resting posture. The 
device can record small isometric forces from all 5 fingertips simultaneously in 3D. They controlled a dot in a 
virtual 3D space on a computer screen by exerting isometric forces with one finger (max=10N), when isolating 
a finger joint and keeping other fingers inactive. Movement of the dot along the virtual xyz axes reflected forces 
exerted by MCP ab/adduction, PIP flexion/extension, and MCP flexion/extension, respectively. From the recorded 
force trajectories, we calculated each finger’s Bias and Enslavement. Bias was the log force ratio of -/+ directions 
along xyz axes produced by the instructed finger. This captures the low-level force biases in an active finger. 
Enslavement was the force ratio between any given enslaved finger along the xyz axes and the force produced 
by the instructed finger. We then used linear mixed-effect (LME) models and representational similarity analysis 
(RSA) to analyze the enslavement patterns. We hypothesize that coactivation patterns in a healthy hand would be 
dependent on the instructed finger/target-directions, reflecting a top-down control strategy. In contrast, those in 
the paretic hand would be explained by the same low-level biases regardless the action of the instructed finger. 
If this is true, the large variance in the healthy pattern should be revealed by larger angular distances in RSA 
across different instructed finger/direction, whereas those for the paretic hand would be smaller. The LME results 
confirmed our hypothesis. Enslavement in the healthy hand could not be explained by Bias (p=.74) and was highly 
dependent on both instructed finger and target direction (p<2e-16), while paretic hand Bias was highly predictive 
of its Enslavement (p<2e-16), regardless of the instructed finger and target direction (p>0.09). The paretic hand 
finger enslavement was shewed towards the flexion directions. RAS analysis showed a significantly smaller angular 
distances among enslavement patterns across instructed fingers/directions in the paretic hands than those in the 
non-paretic hand (instructed finger: p<0.003; target direction: p<6.8e-09). We conclude that coactivation in the 
healthy hand is mainly driven by a top-down control strategy, whereas enslavement in the paretic hand reveals a 
low-level flexor bias due to injury in corticospinal tract.
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Evaluating the impact of startle on speech production in individuals with post-stroke aphasia and apraxia.
Presenting Author: Zoe Swann
Authors: Zoe Swann¹, Claire Honeycutt¹
¹Arizona State University

Application of startling acoustic stimuli during upper extremity movement in individuals with severe-to-moderate 
stroke increases muscle recruitment (faster, higher activity, and more frequent initiation) leading to increased 
reaching distances. These motor improvements have led to the exploration of startle as a therapeutic tool to 
enhance post-stroke arm movement. Startle-evoked arm movement has been explored extensively in the literature, 
and startle was recently shown to release pre-planned speech. Still, given that post-stroke speech disorders, such 
as aphasia (linguistic) and apraxia (motor), are highly cortical tasks, it seems less likely startle would be able to 
enhance speech post-stroke. The objective of this study was to determine if startle exposure can affect acoustic 
speech parameters during word repetition in individuals with post-stroke aphasia and apraxia. We compared 
acoustic speech metrics for startled vs. non-startled speech. Like upper extremity, we hypothesized that speech 
would be initiated faster, with higher activity (pitch and intensity), and with more frequent, appropriate speech 
production after startle exposure. We exposed 15 individuals with post-stroke aphasia and apraxia to startling, 105 
dB white noise bursts during repetition of 6 words. We quantified speech onsets as the latency between cue and 
word onsets. Intensity and pitch averages for each word were extracted and normalized using Praat software. We 
defined errors as omissions, distortions, or additions, and calculated percent incidence of each startled vs. non-
startled sound. Startled-speech onsets were 258 ± 350 ms faster compared to non-startled (p = 0.3). Onsets of 
startled speech were delayed in 60% of subjects by large inhales not seen during non-startled speech. Inhalations 
may result from hypermetric startle responses, which also interrupt startle-evoked arm movements. Startled speech 
was louder (Δ1.2 dB ± 0.6, p=0.001), but not higher in pitch (p=0.3). Contrary to our hypotheses, startle trials had 
errors 60% of the time vs. 35% in non-startle trials (p = 0.02). Still, preliminary data suggest startled words have 6% 
higher rate (p=0.09) of difficult sounds requiring sustained activity (e.g. “f”, “w”)-- sounds which were not achievable 
in non-startled speech. In conclusion, exposing individuals with post-stroke aphasia and apraxia to startle results 
in faster and louder speech. For startled speech, accuracy decreased but was accompanied by higher incidence 
of novel (to the subject) sounds that could not be produced without startle. This is analogous to results in upper 
extremity showing higher probability of muscle activity onset in severe subjects unable to voluntarily activate their 
arm muscles. The ability to make louder, sustained, and novel sounds implies startle may give subjects more 
lip, tongue, vocal fold, and airway control. Future work should determine if these changes can be harnessed to 
enhance voluntary post-stroke speech.

Thursday April 22, 2021

13:00 – 14:00 DATA BLITZ III

Contextual inference underlies the learning of sensorimotor repertoires
Presenting Author: James Heald
Authors: James Heald¹, Máté Lengyel², Daniel Wolpert¹
¹Columbia University, ²Cambridge University

Humans spend a lifetime learning, storing and refining a repertoire of motor memories. For example, through 
experience, we become proficient at manipulating a large range of objects with distinct dynamical properties. This 
ability relies on motor adaptation driven by sensory cues, such as the visual appearance of objects, as well as 
proprioceptive feedback during interaction. However, it is unknown what principle underlies how our continuous 
stream of sensori-motor experience is segmented into separate memories and how we adapt and use this growing 
repertoire. Here we develop a principled theory of motor learning based on the key insight that memory creation, 
expression, and updating are all controlled by a single computation--contextual inference. In the COIN (COntextual 
INference) model, the environment consists of a (potentially) infinite number of discrete contexts that transition 
according to a Markov process. Each context has a state that evolves as a linear dynamical system independent of 
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the other states. The current context leads to the emission of a sensory cue (sensory input that does not depend 
on action, such as the visual appearance of a scene) and state feedback (the sensory consequences of motor 
commands). Crucially, contexts are not labeled and hence a major challenge for the learner is to continually infer 
which context they are in based on the sequence of sensory cues and state feedback signals observed so far. 
As the COIN model uses principled Bayesian inference to estimate the current context, it fuses information from 
multiple sources: prior expectations about the current context (based on the history of contexts inferred so far) and 
the probability that the current state feedback and sensory cues could have been generated by each context. The 
result of contextual inference is a posterior distribution expressing the probability that each known context, or a yet-
unknown novel context, is active. In turn, in each moment, this continuously evolving posterior controls how much 
existing memories associated with each known context should be expressed and updated, or whether it is time 
to create a new memory. Unlike dominant theories of single-context learning, our theory accounts for key features 
of motor learning that had no unified explanation: spontaneous recovery, savings, anterograde interference, how 
environmental consistency affects learning rates, the distinction between explicit and implicit learning and the 
ability of a working memory task to evoke the memory of a previous context. Critically, our model predicts novel 
phenomena--evoked recovery and context-dependent single-trial learning--which we confirm experimentally. These 
results suggest that contextual inference, rather than classical single-context mechanisms, is the key principle 
underlying how a diverse set of experiences is reflected in our motor behavior.

Implicit visuomotor adaptation without movement
Presenting Author: Olivia Kim
Authors: Olivia Kim¹, Alexander Forrence², Samuel McDougle²
¹Princeton University, ²Yale University

To compute the sensory prediction errors that drive motor adaptation, the nervous system must compare the 
expected and observed consequences of movement. The expected consequences of movement are thought to 
be computed by a forward model of effector dynamics, which takes a motor command as input and predicts the 
sensory states that should result from that movement [1]. While motor planning signals help the motor system 
separately update competing internal models [2], it is unclear whether the forward model can learn using only a 
motor plan as input. That is, does motor adaptation require actual movements to be made, or is a command and 
an observed sensory event all that is needed? We propose that if motor planning provides sufficient input to the 
forward model, the resulting prediction can be combined with feedback to compute a sensory prediction error 
and support motor adaptation in the absence of movement. To test this, we trained participants on a visuomotor 
adaptation task in which they controlled a visually-displayed cursor using a computer mouse. We displayed 
visual cursor error feedback (a fixed 15 degree visuomotor rotation) on trials where participants executed reaches 
(Execution trials) and on trials where participants planned - but did not execute - reaches (Planning-Only trials). 
To ensure that we only measured implicit learning, participants were instructed to aim directly for the presented 
targets, regardless of cursor feedback [3]. On Planning-Only trials, the visual target appeared but was quickly 
followed by a “No-Go” cue, prompting participants to plan a reach to the target but not execute it. Immediately 
following the “No-Go” cue, an animation showed cursor error feedback, even though no movement was elicited. 
On Execution trials, the same target appeared, but the “No-Go” cue was omitted, prompting participants to 
actually execute a reach that was accompanied by cursor error feedback. Because Planning-Only and Execution 
trials were embedded within triplets of reaching trials with unperturbed feedback, implicit adaptation could be 
measured as the change in reach angle between the first and third trial of each triplet. In line with prior work, we 
observed robust trial-by-trial implicit adaptation opposite the direction of the rotated visual feedback on Execution 
trials. Crucially, we also observed robust implicit adaptation after Planning-Only trials. These data suggest that 
motor planning alone can provide a sufficient input to the adaptation system to generate sensory predictions, 
sensory prediction errors, and concomitant adaptive adjustments - all without the need for overt movement. 
Additionally, these data indicate that movements per se are not always necessary for implicit motor learning: 
salient sensory predictions and unexpected sensory feedback are sufficient. References: [1] Miall & Wolpert Neural 
Networks 1996, [2] Sheahan et al Neuron 2016, [3] Morehead et al J Cog Neuro 2017.
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M1 GABA relates to functional connectivity changes and retention in visuomotor adaptation: A 7T MRS 
study
Presenting Author: Caroline Nettekoven
Authors: Caroline Nettekoven¹, Sinead Brady², William Clarke³, Uzay Emir⁴, Jacob Levenstein², Pierre 
Petitet², Muriel Panouilleres⁵, Velicia Bachtiar⁶, Jacinta O’Shea², Heidi Johansen-Berg², Ned Jenkinson⁷, 
Charlotte Stagg²
¹University of Cambridge, ²Wellcome Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, FMRIB, Nuffield Department of Clinical Neurosciences,, ³Wellcome 
Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, FMRIB, University of Oxford, ⁴School of Health Sciences, Purdue University, ⁵Université Paris-Saclay 
CIAMS, ⁶Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd, ⁷University of Birmingham

Interacting with our ever-changing physical environment requires continual recalibration of the motor system. One 
mechanism for this is motor adaptation. Understanding how motor adaptation is implemented by the human brain, 
how different regions work in concert to adapt, and how this function relates to metabolic use of neurochemicals 
poses an important challenge in neuroscience. In humans, motor sequence learning is related to γ-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) concentration in the primary motor cortex (M1). However, the role of M1 GABA in adaptation - where 
behaviour is thought to be acquired outside M1, but retained within M1 - is unclear. In this within-subject, crossover 
study, we quantified GABA and Glutamate from the hand region of the left human primary motor cortex (M1) 
using 7T-MR Spectroscopy while participants (n=15) performed a visuomotor task with or without an adaptation 
component (control condition vs. rotation condition). In the rotation condition, participants were required to adapt 
their centrifugal shooting movements to a rotation of the visual feedback which increased stepwise by 10 degrees 
after every block of 40 trials in order to drive adaptation throughout the duration of the scanning session. To probe 
retention participants performed a washout behavioural task after each MR session. We collected resting-state 
fMRI data immediately before and after the task. In the rotation condition, participants adapted to the increasing 
rotation, (LME of error in first and last epoch; effect of epoch χ2(1)=55.58 p<0.01). Participants retained the 
adaptive movement in the first block of the washout (one-sample t-test of washout error: t = -9.63 p<0.01). We 
first replicated changes in functional connectivity known to occur in response to adaptation: adaptation increased 
functional connectivity in a cerebellar network. Further, change in network strength correlated with adaptation 
(r=-0.65 p=0.01). We next tested our specific hypothesis regarding a link between M1 GABA, M1-Cerebellar 
connectivity and retention. We found that higher baseline M1 GABA relates to greater retention of adaptation 
(r =-0.62 p=0.02) but does not relate to adaptation-acquisition (r = 0.07 p =0.82). Moreover, M1-Cerebellar 
connectivity change is associated with retention (r=0.68, p=0.01), but not adaptation (r=0.05 p=0.87). Finally, M1 
GABA relates to M1-Cerebellar connectivity change (r =-0.63 p=0.03). A mediation analysis revealed that M1-
Cerebellar connectivity change mediates the relationship between M1 GABA and retention (confidence interval for 
mediation coefficient excludes zero: ab=-23.87; 95%-CI -62.29, -1.8). Our results showed that a) participants are 
able to adapt to a stepwise increasing rotation, b) this adaptation process increases connectivity in a cerebellar 
network and c) retention of the adapted state is associated with baseline M1 GABA. The relationship between M1 
GABA and retention is mediated by M1-Cerebellar connectivity change.

Brain and behavioral evidence for reweighting of vestibular inputs with long-duration spaceflight
Presenting Author: Kathleen Hupfeld
Authors: Kathleen Hupfeld¹, Heather McGregor¹, Vincent Koppelmans², Nichole Beltran³, Igor Kofman³, 
Yiri De Dios³, Roy Riascos⁴, Patti Reuter-Lorenz⁵, Scott Wood⁶, Jacob Bloomberg⁶, Ajitkumar Mulavara⁶, 
Rachael Seidler¹
¹University of Florida, ²University of Utah, ³KBR, ⁴University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, ⁵University of Michigan, ⁶NASA 
Johnson Space Center

Microgravity results in altered vestibular signaling. Animals adapt to this, reflected in post-spaceflight declines 
in vestibularly-mediated behaviors such as balance and eye-head coordination, Readaptation to Earth’s 1G 
environment occurs during the weeks postflight. Here, we examine how a long-duration International Space 
Station mission influences the neural correlates of vestibular processing in humans. We used functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure brain activity in response to pneumatic cheekbone taps (i.e., a validated 
method of vestibular stimulation) versus rest in 15 astronauts before and after spaceflight. We also measured 
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balance, mobility, and performance on a visual orientation task. Data were collected twice pre-flight and four time 
points post-flight (spanning out to six months post-flight). This allowed us to quantify vestibular and behavioral 
changes with spaceflight and to map the time course of readaptation to Earth’s gravity. As expected, vestibular 
stimulation at the pre-flight baseline sessions elicited activation of the parietal opercular area (i.e., vestibular cortex, 
OP2) and deactivation of somatosensory and visual cortices. Pre- to post-flight, we found widespread reductions in 
this somatosensory and visual cortical deactivation during vestibular stimulation, supporting sensory compensation 
and reweighting with spaceflight. These observed brain changes recovered towards baseline values by six months 
post-flight. Further, the observed pre- to post-flight changes in brain activity correlated with changes in standing 
balance; greater pre- to post-flight reductions in deactivation of visual cortices were associated with less post-
flight balance decline. This suggests in-flight sensory reweighting; this reweighting then facilitates more adaptable 
post-flight standing balance when crewmembers are readjusting to normal vestibular inputs. Additionally, shorter 
flight durations correlated with greater pre- to post-flight reductions in cerebellar deactivation (similar to what we 
reported as the overall effect in the somatosensory and visual cortices). Although it seems counterintuitive that 
shorter missions would result in larger brain changes, we suggest that this reflects non-linear adaptation effects 
over time within the cerebellum. Together, these findings provide evidence for sensory reweighting and adaptive 
cortical neuroplasticity within the vestibular system with exposure to a novel microgravity environment. These 
results have implications for better understanding compensation and adaptation to vestibular functional disruption.

Effect of varying levels of sensory prediction error on the internal model prediction and suppression of 
reafferent signals in the deep cerebellar nuclei
Presenting Author: Robyn Mildren
Authors: Robyn Mildren¹, Omid Zobeiri¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

Repetitions of a motor task are characterized by natural variability despite successful execution. Optimal feedback 
control theorizes that the brain does not enforce the precise details of the movement across the time course, 
rather, it uses feedback to optimize achieving the movement goal. This leads to the open question, how are small 
errors in sensory prediction (SPE) encoded during movement in the presence of natural trial-to-trial variability? The 
cerebellum is involved in error-based learning, and the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) constitute a major output of the 
vestibular cerebellum for rapid modulation of postural responses. Notably, while these pathways are essential for 
responding to externally-applied perturbation, they would be counterproductive during self-generated movements. 
Previous studies by our group have shown that DCN activity reflects the output of a forward internal model that 
calculates and suppresses self-generated (reafferent) sensory signals in order to distinguish these from externally-
applied (exafferent) signals. Specifically, DCN neurons demonstrate a marked suppression in sensitivity during 
active head movements, meanwhile, large errors (~50% reduction in velocity) are encoded as if the movement was 
externally-applied. The aim of this study is to determine how varying magnitudes of SPE influence DCN sensitivity. 
One possibility is that SPE will not influence DCN sensitivity until SPE reaches a magnitude that exceeds the range 
of natural movement variability. We recorded the activity of DCN neurons (rostral fastigial) in one rhesus monkey 
during passive and active movements of the whole body, head on body, and body under head. Neurons were 
identified as primarily bimodal in that they encoded both passive vestibular (whole body) and neck proprioceptive 
(body under head) stimulation in opposite directions, and demonstrated reafferent suppression during active 
head on body movement. Next, we introduced different levels of SPE by applying assistive or resistive velocity 
dependent loads unexpectedly during a fraction of active head on body movement trials. The smallest levels of 
error changed head velocity within the band of natural variability, while the largest levels approximately doubled 
(assistive) or halved (resistive) head velocity. Some neurons showed a gradual reduction in reafferent suppression 
(i.e., increase in neural sensitivity) when loads increased in both the assistive and resistive directions. The 
neurons that demonstrated this tended to have higher baseline sensitivities to passive vestibular relative to neck 
proprioceptive signals. These findings suggest that there is a gradual shift in encoding from reafferent to exafferent 
as the error in sensory prediction increases. Taken together, these data provide insight into how the cerebellum 
performs computations on small differences between the internal model’s prediction of head movement and the 
actual head movement.
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Manipulating a whip - learning to control dynamically complex objects
Presenting Author: Moses C. Nah
Authors: Moses C. Nah¹, Reza Sharif Razavian², Aleksei Krotov², Mahdiar Edraki², Marta Russo³, Neville 
Hogan¹, Dagmar Sternad²
¹MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), ²Northeastern University, ³Policlinico Tor Vergata & IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia

One of the paradoxes of human motor neuroscience is that human sensory-motor abilities vastly out-perform 
modern robot technology, despite the slow neuromuscular system. A possible resolution of this paradox is that 
humans rely heavily on prediction based on some form of internal model. Neural and behavioral evidence supports 
the existence of such models, yet the exact nature of the model itself still remains to be clarified. We hypothesize 
that the internal model used for motor control is based on (at least) three distinct classes of motor primitives: 
submovements and oscillations, which provide a basis for unconstrained movements, and mechanical impedance, 
which facilitates physical interaction. Encoding movements with combinations of these motor primitives may be 
an essential simplification required to enable dexterous manipulation of complex objects. To test this hypothesis, 
we examined how humans learn to manipulate one of the most exotic and complex tools which they can handle: 
a whip. In simulation, we tested whether a distant target could be reached with a whip by using a controller 
composed of motor primitives. The motor learning process to reach a distant target with a whip was framed as an 
optimization problem, where the goal was to find an optimal set of parameters that could minimize the distance 
between the tip of the whip and the target. Multiple target locations were tested, with the upper-limb and whip 
modelled as a chain of 54 DOF, yielding a 108-dimensional state-space representation. We discovered that, 
regardless of the target location, this approach was able to manage this daunting complexity, and optimization 
succeeded to identify the optimal movement parameters that could reach a target with a whip. A detailed model 
of the whip dynamics was not needed for this approach, which thereby dramatically simplified the learning 
process. This may be a key simplification which humans use to learn complex motor skills, since only a small 
set of parameters may need to be determined and retained without the need to internalize the detailed dynamic 
properties of the object being manipulated. Experimental studies also observed that humans appear to employ a 
small number of primitive actions to hit a target with a whip. However, there were differences between simulation 
and experiment: in simulation, the task was accomplished with a single submovement planned in joint-space 
coordinates; experimental studies showed two submovements in end-effector coordinates. Nevertheless, these 
investigations support our hypothesis that an internal representation encoded in terms of primitive actions may be a 
key strategy underlying successful mastery of dynamically complex objects.

Back to reality: Differences in learning strategy in a simplified virtual and a real throwing task
Presenting Author: Zhaoran Zhang
Authors: Zhaoran Zhang¹, Dagmar Sternad²
¹Columbia University, ²Northeastern University

Virtual environments have been widely utilized in motor neuroscience and rehabilitation as they afford tight control 
of sensorimotor conditions and readily afford visual and haptic manipulations. However, typically studies have only 
examined performance in the virtual testbeds, without asking how performance in the virtual environment compares 
to behavior in the real world. To test whether performance in the virtual environment is a valid representation of 
corresponding behavioral features in the real world, this study compared throwing movements in a virtual set-up 
with throwing in a real set-up; importantly, the task parameters were precisely matched. Similar to many studies 
on reaching, the movements in the virtual set-up were constrained to single-joint arm movements in the horizontal 
plane, in contrast to the full unconstrained arm and hand movements in the real performance. Nevertheless, 
throwing accuracy and precision was significantly better in the real task; it took three practice days until subjects 
in the virtual task reached similar levels of success rate and error. To gain more insight into the structure of 
the learning process, movement variability was decomposed into deterministic and stochastic contributions. 
Applying the Tolerance-Noise-Covariation decomposition method revealed distinct stages of learning: Tolerance 
was optimized first in both environments, but it was higher in the virtual environment, suggesting that more 
familiarization and exploration was needed in the virtual task. Covariation and Noise showed contributions only 
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late in practice, and only in the real task. The latter two components indicated that subjects reached the stage of 
fine-tuning of deterministic and stochastic aspects of variability in the real and not in the virtual task. Additionally, 
due to fewer constraints in the real task, subjects could modify the geometry of the solution manifold, by shifting 
the release position, and thereby simplify the task. These results demonstrated that while the tasks were precisely 
matched, the virtual environment required more time to be successful, even though the arm movements were 
significantly simpler. These findings highlight that restriction of the arm movements to fewer degrees of freedom 
is not necessarily simplifying the task for the subject. These findings also resonate with the reported problems in 
transfer of therapeutic benefits from virtual to real environments and alert that the use of virtual environments in 
research and rehabilitation needs more caution.

The hot and cold streaks in reinforcement learning
Presenting Author: Mitsuaki Takemi
Authors: Mitsuaki Takemi¹, Risa Saito¹, Midori Kodama², Daichi Nozaki¹
¹The University of Tokyo, ²NTT Service Evolution Laboratories

There is a widespread belief in sports that success breeds success and failure breeds failure. This--the “myth of 
the hot and cold streaks”--has been debated for decades. While studies have shown that the hot streak is a fallacy 
of the human mind (Gilovich et al., 1985; Shaw et al., 1992), some suggested that it is inappropriate to search 
for streaks in rich contexts where the effect can be masked by other effects (Kaplan, 1990; Koehler et al., 2003). 
Here, we hypothesized that the streaks are caused by the reinforcement learning mechanism, in which success 
decreases movement variability and failure increases it (Pekny et al., 2015). The current study tested the existence 
of streaks using an arm-reaching paradigm. Thirty-three healthy young adults participated in the experiment. On 
each trial, participants attempted to reach and pass the target shown 10 cm in front of the start position without 
visual feedback of hand location. Binary feedback (success/failure) was given based on whether the hand path 
overlapped the target. The target size was adjusted individually using the baseline movement variability and 
kept constant for the whole main experiment. The group results showed that the occurrence probability of two 
successive failures was 1.13 ± 0.06 times higher than the square of the failure probability for the whole experiment, 
demonstrating that failure streaks occurred above the chance level. Two successive successes also occurred 
above the chance level. Runs test on individual performances found that 27 participants (82%) had fewer runs 
(more streaks) than expected, of which eight participants had significantly fewer runs (p < 0.05). A model in which 
motor variability consists of constant noise and exploratory action, regulated by recent reward history that increases 
variability with poor performance (Dhawale et al., 2019), successfully accounted for the appearance of streaks. 
These results illustrated that hot and cold streaks emerge from the process of motor exploration, which regulates 
movement variability. Concurrent pupillometry showed that pupil diameter at the time before the movement onset 
was not different between success and failure trials, suggesting that a reduction in task engagement reflected by 
larger pupil diameter was not a confounding factor for performance. Furthermore, both successive successes and 
failures did not occur above the chance level in the follow-up experiment (N = 11) using seven reaching targets 
shown in the range of ±90° from the start position. The results suggested that the emergence of streaks is action-
dependent. In other words, when we missed a target, it would be less likely to fail on the next trial if we aim for 
different targets. Further research is needed to understand the contextual factors that induce hot streaks and that 
suppress cold streaks.
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Train one, gain two: Tool use and syntactic skills improve each other via shared neural patterns in the basal 
ganglia
Presenting Author: Simon Thibault
Authors: Simon Thibault¹, Raphaël Py¹, Angelo Mattia Gervasi¹, Martin Lövden², Véronique Boulenger³, Alice 
Catherine Roy³, Claudio Brozzoli¹
¹Lyon Neuroscience Research Center - INSERM, ²Karolinska Institutet, ³Dynamique du Langage - CNRS

Learning transfer from trained to untrained functions have been reported within the motor and other cognitive 
domains, provided that the involved functions share neuro-cognitive resources. Studies have shown that tool 
use and syntactic processing of language display neural similarities in the basal ganglia (BG) and the left inferior 
frontal gyrus. These lines of research have yet grown apart, and the anatomical overlap between tool use and 
syntax remains anecdotal. Here, we questioned the extent and functional relevance of this potential overlap 
in healthy right-handed participants (20-40yo). Then, we behaviorally assessed cross-domain transfer 1) from 
tool-use learning to syntactic processing and 2) from syntax training to tool-use ability. Using fMRI (n=20), we 
examined object and subject relative clauses comprehension and, as a control, working memory (WM). Additionally, 
participants performed a motor task using a tool or the free hand. We examined the anatomical overlap between 
tool use and syntax activations, together with its functional relevance, through conjunction and representational 
similarity analyses (RSA). In a first behavioral experiment (n=78), we tested cross-domain benefits of motor training 
onto syntax. Motor training consisted of inserting pegs with either the tool or the free hand. In a further experiment 
(n=39), we controlled for motor difficulty as an unspecific factor of transfer, by comparing two groups trained as 
previously (tool or free hand) with a third group undergoing a hand training mimicking tool-use constraints. Finally, 
we tested the transfer in the opposite direction (n=48), by assessing tool-use abilities after training with complex 
syntactic structures (i.e. object relatives), or as a control, with simpler ones (i.e. subject relatives). Tool-use planning 
and syntax networks both involved the left fronto-parietal cortex and BG. Activity overlapped in the left caudate 
and the bilateral pallidum, where RSA showed stronger patterns similarity between object relatives and tool use. 
No overlap was found with hand planning nor between tool-use planning and WM. Behavioral experiments showed 
that performance for most complex syntactic structures significantly improved only after tool use, as compared 
to both free and constrained hand training. Furthermore, we showed these benefits were bi-directional: training 
complex syntax improved tool-use abilities, whereas training simpler syntax did not. Overall, our findings highlight 
the functional overlap between tool-use planning and complex syntactic processing within the BG. Behaviorally, this 
is reflected by bi-directional cross-domain transfer, where tool use benefits to syntax and vice-versa. This network 
might subserve similar functions for tool use and syntactic comprehension, such as handling complex hierarchical 
sequences, either in the motor or linguistic domain. Accordingly, we posit the existence of a supramodal syntactic 
function supported by the BG.
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14:30 – 15:00 PANEL III DISCUSSION – PLEASE WATCH PRE-RECORDED VIDEO PRIOR 
TO DISCUSSION SESSION

Sensorimotor processing for forelimb movement
Chair: Eiman Azim1

Presenters: Eiman Azim¹, Sliman Bensmaia¹, Corinna Darian-Smith², Kazuhiko Seki³
Confirmed Discussant: Chris Versteeg4

¹University of Chicago, ²Stanford University School of Medicine, ³National Institute of Neuroscience, National Center of Neurology and 
Psychiatry, 4Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University

A critical challenge faced by the mammalian motor system is the coordination of dozens of muscles in the forelimbs 
to interact with the world. The precision of forelimb behaviors implies feedback pathways dedicated to the ongoing 
refinement of motor output. The dorsal column nuclei (DCN), located in the brainstem, represent the major conduit 
of somatosensory information from the periphery to supraspinal targets. Of the DCN, the cuneate nuclei are 
tasked with receiving and processing forelimb cutaneous and proprioceptive signals and conveying the resulting 
sensory information to the sensorimotor cortex via cuneolemniscal projections to the thalamus (amongst other 
subcortical targets). The cuneate nuclei also receive a diversity of other inputs, including from the cerebral cortex, 
suggesting top-down modulation of sensory signals. Defining how the nervous system orchestrates behavior 
demands an understanding of how feedback represents and refines movements, and the cuneate nuclei provide 
a fundamental and tractable location for exploring the anatomical and functional logic of feedback control. By 
describing recent progress in our understanding of the cuneate in primates and mice, this panel aims to integrate 
diverse approaches into a more complete description of sensorimotor control. Four speakers were selected for 
their ongoing work exploring how cuneate neurons process different types of sensory information, how these 
signals are modulated by descending pathways during behavior, and how cuneate circuits respond to injury and 
are rewired to restore function. Kazuhiko Seki will present anatomical, electrophysiological, and behavioral findings 
that delineate bottom-up and top-down inputs to the cuneate nucleus of nonhuman primates, providing insight into 
how cutaneous and proprioceptive feedback might be modulated during movement. Sliman Bensmaia will describe 
how tactile responses in primate cuneate imply the convergence and processing of signals from multiple cutaneous 
submodalities, which are then subject to top-down influences. Eiman Azim, will discuss work in mice identifying 
local and descending circuits that modify cutaneous feedback in the cuneate and participate in the execution of 
tactile-guided behaviors. Corinna Darian-Smith will describe how cuneate circuits respond to injury of sensory 
pathways, and how compensatory rewiring can aid functional recovery. Chris Versteeg will then lead a panel 
discussion focused on key themes, including: a) How movement affects the transmission of sensory feedback and 
the implications of this modulation for refining motor output; b) How somatosensory processing in the cuneate 
might relate to other sensory modalities; c) The degree to which different aspects of feedback circuit organization 
are conserved across mammalian species, and what this might teach us about human sensorimotor control.
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15:30 – 16:30 INDIVIDUAL III

Beyond somatotopy: functionally relevant information content distributed across S1 and M1 Homunculus
Presenting Author: Dollyane Muret
Authors: Dollyane Muret¹, Victoria Root², Dani Clode¹, Aurelie Tarall-Jozwiak³, Tamar Makin¹
¹UCL, ²University of Oxford, Wellcome Centre for Integrative Neuroimaging, ³Queen Marys Hospital

Contrary to its motor counterpart, the primary somatosensory cortex (hereafter S1) is considered to be 
highly topographically organised, with relatively high levels of selectivity within each representation along the 
homunculus. While this organising principle appears to be a dominant feature of S1, it may eclipse orthogonal 
organising principles. Recent neuroimaging methodology (MVPA) allows us to identify representational features 
beyond selectivity, e.g. information content, providing new opportunities to characterise the homunculus. Using 
complementary approaches, a recent study in tetraplegic patients revealed the presence of latent activity, evoked 
by movements from the entire body in the motor hand region (Willett et al, 2020). Knowing that the M1 and S1 
hand area share similar representational features (Ejaz et al, 2015), we asked whether body-part information 
content can be identified in S1 beyond the primary area of a given body part. We analysed fMRI activity patterns 
evoked when healthy participants performed i) individual fingers movements, ii) movements of specific face 
parts, or iii) two different actions (squeeze or push an object) with each of 4 body-parts (lips, hand, arm, feet). To 
index information content, we used Representation Similarity Analysis to identify dissimilarities between actions 
and body-parts. Individual regions of interest of S1 showing high univariate selectivity to face, hand and foot 
movements (hereafter primary areas) were independently defined. First, comparing dissimilarities between body-
parts, we identified significant dissimilarity between non-primary body-parts (e.g., between the hand and the mouth 
in the foot area) throughout the homunculus. We also observed significant dissimilarity between sub-body parts 
(e.g., individual fingers) in non-primary areas spatially remote (e.g., face parts in the foot area). Together, these 
results show that body-part information content is widely distributed across the homunculus, allowing for instance 
the foot area to tease apart hand and mouth movements, but also distinguish between different facial movements. 
Finally, we compared dissimilarities between the squeeze and push movements done with each body-part. In line 
with the topographic organisation, the primary body-part of each area (e.g., the feet in the foot area) displayed 
significantly higher dissimilarity between the two actions than non-primary body-parts. However, significant 
dissimilarity between the two actions was observed also remotely (e.g., between squeeze and push movements 
with the hand in the feet area). Altogether, these results show that body-part and action related information 
content is more distributed across S1 homunculus than previously thought. While this does not revoke the general 
topographic organising principle of S1, it reveals a new level of richness regarding its information content that could 
be harnessed for rehabilitation, augmentation or brain-machine interfaces.

Firing rate changes in motor cortex during corrective reaching show repeated patterns of condition-
independent activity coupled with increased neural variability
Presenting Author: Adam Rouse
Authors: Adam Rouse¹
¹University of Kansas Medical Center

While most studies of neurons in primary motor cortex during reaching have focused on their tuning to movement 
parameters like muscle activity or reach direction, it is known that neurons’ firings rates change relative to baseline 
for most movements in addition to being tuned to the particular direction of movement. Additionally, rather than 
a rise and fall in activity time-locked for all neurons, a more complex neural trajectory in the neural space with 
an ordered progression of some neurons leading and others lagging has been observed. These descriptions of 
condition-independent activity and neural trajectories create a challenge for describing the neural encoding of 
movement beyond single movements. It is unclear if and how these neural dynamics in motor cortex influence the 
brain’s ability to integrate new sensory information and timing of corrective movements. To explore these questions, 
we had monkeys (Macaca mulatta) perform precision center-out reaching to small targets. In this precision task, the 
animals often needed to make additional corrective movements after an initial reach if they did not land precisely 
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within the small target. For the trials with subsequent movements after the initial reach, we found the movements 
could be divided into submovements by identifying when multiple speed peaks occurred during a trial. These 
submovements were observed to have similar bell-shaped velocity profiles as a function of time whether they were 
during the initial reach or subsequent corrective movements. The neural recordings showed a consistent, cyclic 
neural trajectory in certain dimensions of the neural space that occurred during the initial reach and was repeated 
when the animal needed to make additional corrective submovements. The timing of peak movement speeds 
was phase-locked with these cyclic neural trajectories and were a better predictor of when speed peaks occurred 
than simply the instantaneous firing rate across the population. The average change in firing rate for many neurons 
was nearly as large for the repeated cycles during the smaller amplitude movements as large ones. Additionally, 
when examining the neural population space, the total firing rate variance across submovements was actually 
larger for corrective submovements than initial submovements and the dimensionality of the neural space was 
higher for corrective submovements than initial submovements. Suggesting that a greater variety of neural patterns 
were observed for the corrective submovements and that global change in firing rate is not simply representing 
movement speed. Some of the neural activity in primary motor cortex thus appears to represent a truly condition-
independent increase of neural activity that subdivides the execution of each submovement. Additionally, a variety 
of neural firing patterns appear to give the brain flexibility to encode the various amplitudes of initial and any 
subsequent submovements that are required for precise reaching.

Cortical responses during overt force production and corresponding covert motor imagery
Presenting Author: Brian Dekleva
Authors: Brian Dekleva¹, Jennifer Collinger¹
¹University of Pittsburgh

Brain-computer interfaces often rely on a subject producing motor imagery without causing actual overt limb 
movement. In situations where the overt movement is physiologically possible--as with human participants who 
retain residual limb function or intact nonhuman primates--it is unclear how specific features of covert (non-
movement-causing) cortical activity differ from those of actual overt control. Motor BCIs can be calibrated using 
overt limb movement and then operated without it, indicating a significant degree of overlap between the two. 
However, BCI use alone cannot entirely address the difference between overt and covert action, as it imposes 
neuron-to-output mappings that do not exist during natural motor imagery or action rehearsal. Here, we aim to 
characterize how specific components of cortical activity differ between overt force production and equivalent 
covert imagery. We recorded intracortical neural responses from both the hand and arm areas of primary motor 
cortex as a human participant with tetraplegia (who retains residual upper arm function) performed an isometric 
wrist extension task, switching between overt force production and covert motor imagery of the same action. 
The participant first alternated between two levels of isometric wrist extension force (10% and 60% MVC), and 
then repeated the experiment using covert motor imagery; he imagined performing the same actions without 
producing external forces. We found that when analyzed independently, the overt and covert conditions contained 
remarkably similar population-wide responses. In both cases, the cortical activity could be decomposed into three 
basic features: a transient response at the onset of force (real or imagined), a sustained response throughout 
force production, and a transient response at the offset of force. However, we found varying degrees of similarity 
between the specific neural dimensions (population-wide correlations) that contributed to these three temporally 
distinct features. The dimensions containing a sustained response throughout force production were roughly 
aligned across the two conditions, indicating that neurons exhibiting tonic responses throughout force production 
tended to be similarly active for both actual and imagined behavior. Conversely, the dimensions containing transient 
responses at the onset and offset of force were nearly orthogonal between conditions. Thus, while both imagined 
and actual force production contained transient responses at force onset and offset, those responses were 
distributed across two unique ensembles of neurons. Together, these findings suggest that cortex might control 
the presence/absence of motor output (action vs. imagery) by altering specific neural dimensions at the onset of an 
otherwise identical dynamic process.
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Probing motor adaptation in an artificial neural network model
Presenting Author: Barbara Feulner
Authors: Barbara Feulner¹, Matthew Perich², Lee Miller³, Raeed Chowdhury⁴, Juan Gallego¹, Claudia 
Clopath¹
¹Imperial College London, ²Mount Sinai, ³Northwestern University, ⁴University of Pittsburgh

Animals, including humans, have a remarkable ability to adapt their movements to changing external conditions. 
Yet, disentangling the underlying neural mechanisms remains challenging. Dorsal premotor (PMd) and primary 
motor (M1) cortex play essential roles in movement planning and execution. Accordingly, adaptation is reflected 
in the neural activity changes within these areas. These changes can be caused by 1) local synaptic plasticity 
or 2) altered input. As experimentally measuring synaptic connectivity or input currents remains challenging, our 
current understanding builds on interpreting extracellular recordings. Recent studies have shown that the patterns 
of coordinated neural activity, or neural covariance, remain stable both in M1 and PMd during motor adaptation. 
This has been associated with stable underlying connectivity. However, we lack ground truth data to verify this 
presumed association; nor do we have estimates of the magnitude of the connectivity changes necessary to 
counteract the perturbations applied experimentally. To investigate whether motor adaptation is mediated by either 
changes in recurrent connectivity or external inputs, we implemented a modular recurrent neural network model 
simulating PMd and M1. The model was trained to produce hand trajectories performed by monkeys during a 
center-out-reach task. Next, we applied a motor perturbation and retrained the model either using recurrent weight 
changes or altered inputs. This allowed us to compare the resulting changes in unit activity and covariance to those 
occurring in neural recordings from PMd and M1 during the same adaptation tasks. Intriguingly, adaptation through 
recurrent weight changes produced surprisingly small changes in unit activity with largely preserved covariance, 
comparable to experimental data. The underlying weight changes were small and highly correlated, which provided 
high robustness against random weight fluctuations. Comparing adaptation through weight changes and altered 
inputs showed that both had a similar effect on unit activity and preserved covariance to a comparable degree. We 
concluded that the behavioral adaptation needed in the tested tasks might be too small. Therefore, we also probed 
the model under larger visuomotor rotations and a visuomotor reassociation task. This led to larger changes 
in neural activity and covariance. Comparing these predictions to experimental recordings, especially for the 
reassociation task, might help to disentangle the two alternative learning hypotheses in the future. In summary, our 
model provides evidence that learning through input changes or local synaptic plasticity can have similar effects on 
neural covariance, making it difficult to differentiate between the two based on neural recordings alone. We propose 
that more challenging behavioral tasks, as well as more sophisticated analysis of inter-region communication, may 
be needed to clearly disentangle the two hypotheses.

16:30 – 17:15 DISTINGUISHED CAREER AWARD PRESENTATION

Corollary discharge and oculomotor proprioception: Two strategies for spatially accurate movement
Michael E Goldberg, Columbia University
In order to link perception and action the brain must have a spatially accurate representation of the visual world, 
so it can generate actions appropriate to the objects it perceives. The only way visual information enters the eye is 
through the retina, which moves constantly between brief fixations. The retinal location of targets for action is not 
useful for calculating movements to acquire those targets. Two strategies have been postulated to calculate the 
accurate location of movement targets: Helmholtz suggested that the brain knows the command to move the eye, 
and therefore can use that motor command to update the sensory representation. This feedback from the motor 
system to the sensory system is now known as corollary discharge. Sherrington suggested that the brain can 
calculate accurate target location if it knows the position of the eye in the world, and the first step in this process 
is to know the position of the eye in the orbit. He postulated that this signal arose from oculomotor proprioceptors. 
The lateral intraparietal area (LIP) is a brain region important in choosing targets for saccadic eye movements, and 
solves the spatial accuracy problem using both Helmholtz’s and Sherrington’s strategies: a rapid, relatively accurate 
corollary discharge mechanism, and a slower, but more accurate proprioceptive mechanism, which is dependent 
upon the sensory representation of eye position in Area 3a of the primary somatosensory cortex.
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Poster Session
The Society for the Neural Control of Movement is pleased to 
present a wide range of current research through the poster 
sessions. The posters have been divided over three sessions, 
each with a dedicated poster session time.

Please note the poster information will be posted for the 
duration of the conference in the virtual platform. Messages 
can be left for poster presenters at anytime through 
the virtual platform booth and the pdf, video and any 
supplemental information can be found in the virtual platform. 

During the dedicated poster sessions, poster presenters will 
be available for face to face conversation via video chat in the 
Gather.town platform. The map within Gather.town has been 
divided so poster presenters will be located in a general area 
for ease of location.

Poster Session 1
Tuesday April 20, 2021 18:30 – 19:45

Poster Session 2
Wednesday April 21, 2021 18:00 – 19:15

Poster Session 3
Thursday April 22, 2021 11:45 – 13:00

PLEASE NOTE, ALL TIMES ARE LISTED IN UTC

Poster numbers are divided first by session, then by theme, 
and finally with a unique number.

Session – Theme – Board Number (Ex. 1-A-1)

Themes
A – Control of Eye & Head Movement

B – Fundamentals of Motor Control

C – Posture and Gait

D – Integrative Control of Movement

E – Disorders of Motor Control

F – Adaptation & Plasticity in Motor Control

G – Theoretical & Computational Motor Control

Poster Session 1

Tuesday April 20, 2021
18:30 – 19:45

A – Control of Eye & Head Movement
1-A-1 Gain adaptation and variability of vestibular 
corticothalamic neurons shape our perception of natural self 
motion stimuli
Presenting Author: Jerome Carriot
Authors: Jerome Carriot¹, Isabelle Mackrous¹, Graham McAllister¹, Hamed 
Hooshangnejad², Kathleen Cullen², Chacron Maurice¹
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins University

1-A-2 The effect of spatial frequency on visual-vestibular 
conflict detection and self-reported simulator sickness
Presenting Author: Savannah Halow
Authors: Savannah Halow¹, Paul MacNeilage¹, Eelke Folmer¹
¹University of Nevada, Reno

1-A-3 Second-order attribute of head motion is encoded at 
single-neuron level in the vestibular nuclei
Presenting Author: Isabelle Mackrous
Authors: Isabelle Mackrous¹, Jerome Carriot¹, Kathleen Cullen², Maurice 
Chacron¹
¹McGill University, ²Johns Hopkins

B – Fundamentals of Motor Control
1-B-4 Conscious detection of “freedom from immediacy” is 
limited
Presenting Author: Punitha Achuthan Kalaiselvi
Authors: Punitha Achuthan Kalaiselvi¹, Max-Philipp Stenner¹
¹Otto-von-Guericke Universität, Magdeburg, Germany

1-B-5 The effect of reward on cortical representations of action 
planning
Presenting Author: Tyler Adkins
Authors: Tyler Adkins¹
¹University of Michigan

1-B-6 The influence of reward prediction error on reach vigor
Presenting Author: Daniel Apuan
Authors: Daniel Apuan¹, Garrick Bruening¹, Alaa Ahmed¹
¹University of Colorado Boulder

1-B-7 Neural population dynamics in premotor, motor and 
somatosensory cortices during locomotion in primates
Presenting Author: Simon Borgognon
Authors: Simon Borgognon¹, Ismael Seanez¹, Nicolo Macellari², Alexandra 
Hickey¹, Matthew Perich³, Rafael Kobayashi², Luke Urban², Christopher 
Hitz², Florian Fallegger², Stéphanie Lacour², Eric Rouiller¹, Tomislav 
Milekovic², Jocelyne Bloch², Gregoire Courtine²
¹University of Fribourg, ²École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), 
³Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
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1-B-8 Artificial partner to investigate the development of 
optimal forms of collaboration in joint action
Presenting Author: Cecilia De Vicariis
Authors: Cecilia De Vicariis¹, Giulia Pusceddu¹, Vinil Chackochan², Vittorio 
Sanguineti¹
¹University of Genoa, ²Bournemouth University

1-B-9 Investigating the role of the posterior parietal cortex in 
hand choice: Insights from fMRI and cTBS
Presenting Author: Aoife Fitzpatrick
Authors: Aoife Fitzpatrick¹, Kenneth Valyear²
¹Italian Institute of Technology, ²Bangor University

1-B-10 Using nonlinear dynamical analysis to show early motor 
learning differences between elite and non-elite athletes
Presenting Author: Sijad Ghani
Authors: Sijad Ghani¹, Lauren Sergio¹
¹York University

1-B-11 Influence of feedback control on the integration of visual 
and proprioceptive errors for motor adaptation
Presenting Author: Anne Hoffmann
Authors: Anne Hoffmann¹, Frédéric Crevecoeur¹
¹Université Catholique de Louvain

1-B-12 GABA content in thalamus correlates with choice 
reaction time in the ipsilateral hand
Presenting Author: Chris Horton
Authors: Chris Horton¹, Mitchell Fisher¹, Ian Greenhouse¹
¹University of Oregon

1-B-13 Early brain responses to visual targets for reaching are 
differentially modulated by reward and repetition of movement
Presenting Author: Brendan Keane
Authors: Brendan Keane¹, Eva-Maria Reuter², Joseph Manzone³, 
Benjamin Miller-Mills¹, Timothy Welsh³, Timothy Carroll¹
¹The University of Queensland, ²Technical University of Munich, ³The 
University of Toronto

1-B-14 Express visuomotor responses appear bilaterally on the 
upper-limb muscles regardless of hand-choice
Presenting Author: Sarah Kearsley
Authors: Sarah Kearsley¹, Aaron Cecala¹, Rebecca Kozak¹, Brian Corneil¹
¹Western University

1-B-15 The ability of musculotendons to undergo eccentric 
contractions is a critical enabler of learning for the control of 
movement
Presenting Author: Ali Marjaninejad
Authors: Ali Marjaninejad¹, Darío Urbina-Meléndez¹, Brian Cohn¹, 
Francisco Valero-Cuevas¹
¹University of Southern California

1-B-16 Savings in human reaching is linked to feedback 
adaptation
Presenting Author: James Mathew
Authors: James Mathew¹, Philippe Lefevre¹, Frederic Crevecoeur¹
¹Universite catholique de louvain

1-B-17 Flexible electrodes for acute in vivo small animal muscle 
recordings.
Presenting Author: Andrea Pack
Authors: Andrea Pack¹, J. Stephen Yan², Bryce Chung¹, Muneeb Zia³, 
Muhannad Bakir³, Matteo Pasquali², Coen P.H. Elemans4, Samuel Sober¹
¹Emory University, ²Rice University, ³Georgia Institute of Technology, 
4University of Southern Denmark

1-B-18 Motor decisions between potential targets are reflected 
in visuospatial attention
Presenting Author: Carolin Schonard
Authors: Carolin Schonard¹, Tobias Heed¹, Christian Seegelke¹
¹Universität Bielefeld

1-B-19 VR Lag - Understanding motion-to-photon latency for 
sensorimotor experiments with popular virtual reality systems
Presenting Author: Matthew Warburton
Authors: Matthew Warburton¹, Mark Mon-Williams¹, Faisal Mushtaq¹, 
Ryan Morehead¹
¹University of Leeds

C – Posture and Gait
1-C-20 Muscle synergies during isometric maintenance of 
upright standing posture under directional pulling forces
Presenting Author: Matteo Bertucco
Authors: Andrea Monte¹, Agnese Pavan¹, Anna Benamati¹, Andrea 
d’Avella², Matteo Bertucco¹
¹University of Verona, ²University of Messina; IRCCS Foundation Santa Lucia 
Rome

1-C-21 The dynamic motor control index is a better marker of 
age-related neuromotor impairments than the number of muscle 
synergies: Toward early detection of walking deficits
Presenting Author: Ashley Collimore
Authors: Ashley Collimore¹, Ashlyn Aiello¹, Ryan Pohlig², Louis Awad¹
¹Boston University, ²University of Delaware

1-C-22 Periodic Median Filter to remove power line interference 
in force plate and bioelectric recordings
Presenting Author: Marc de Lussanet
Authors: Marc de Lussanet¹, Charlotte Le Mouel¹
¹University of Münster

1-C-23 Prefrontal cortical activation patterns during dual-task 
stepping in older women with and without osteoarthritis
Presenting Author: Yang Hu
Authors: Yang Hu¹, Alka Bishnoi¹, Manuel Hernandez¹
¹University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

1-C-24 Learning to stand with unexpected sensorimotor delays
Presenting Author: Brandon Rasman
Authors: Brandon Rasman¹, Patrick Forbes¹, Ryan Peters², Oscar Ortiz³, 
Ian Franks4, J. Timothy Inglis4, Romeo Chua4, Jean-Sébastien Blouin4

¹Erasmus University Medical Centre, ²University of Calgary, ³University of 
New Brunswick, 4University of British Columbia
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1-C-25 Functional Data Analysis: A tool for assessing muscle 
activity during reactive stepping
Presenting Author: Tyler Saumur
Authors: Tyler Saumur¹, Jacqueline Nestico¹, George Mochizuki², Stephen 
Perry³, Avril Mansfield4, Sunita Mathur¹
¹University of Toronto, ²York University, ³Wilfrid Laurier University, 4Toronto 
Rehabilitation Institute

1-C-26 Does brain activity during imagined walking correlate 
with walk speed in young and older adults?
Presenting Author: Valay Shah
Authors: Valay Shah¹, Tyler Fettrow¹, Daniel Ferris¹, David Clark¹, Chris 
Hass¹, Patricia Reuter-Lorenz¹, Todd Manini¹, Rachael Seidler¹
¹University of Florida

1-C-27 Energetic costs of performing negative work and 
swinging the leg trade off against walking passively on a split-
belt treadmill.
Presenting Author: Surabhi Simha
Authors: Surabhi Simha¹, Julia Butterfield², Steven Collins², J. Maxwell 
Donelan³
¹Emory University, ²Stanford University, ³Simon Fraser University

1-C-28 Replicating physiological characteristics of standing 
balance with a reinforcement learning controller
Presenting Author: Jiyu Wang
Authors: Jiyu Wang¹, Calvin Kuo¹, Jean-Sébastien Blouin¹
¹University of British Columbia

1-C-29 Movement variability constrains locomotor use-
dependent learning
Presenting Author: Jonathan Wood
Authors: Jonathan Wood¹, Susanne Morton¹, Hyosub Kim¹
¹University of Delaware

1-C-30 Do human-human physical hand interactions 
assist walking balance by mechanical support or haptic 
communication?
Presenting Author: Mengnan Wu
Authors: Mengnan Wu¹, Luke Drnach², Sistania Bong³, Yun Seong Song4, 
Lena Ting4

¹Emory University, ²Georgia Institute of Technology, ³Rimidi, 4Missouri 
University of Science and Technology, 4Emory University and Georgia 
Institute of Technology

D – Integrative Control of Movement
1-D-31 Same action, different meaning: neural substrates of 
semantic goal representation
Presenting Author: Shahar Aberbach
Authors: Shahar Aberbach¹, Batel Buaron¹, Liad Mudrik¹, Roy Mukamel¹
¹Sagol School of Neuroscience and School of Psychological Sciences, Tel-Aviv 
University

1-D-32 Active exploration of the input-output properties of a 
novel tool improves system identification
Presenting Author: Carlo Campagnoli
Authors: Carlo Campagnoli¹, Jordan Taylor¹
¹Princeton University

1-D-33 Multisensory benefits when grasping under visual 
uncertainty
Presenting Author: Ivan Camponogara
Authors: Ivan Camponogara¹, Robert Volcic¹
¹New York University Abu Dhabi

1-D-34 Effort modulates the response to reward in reaching 
movements
Presenting Author: Robert Courter
Authors: Robert Courter¹, Alaa Ahmed¹
¹University of Colorado Boulder

1-D-35 A deep learning approach to decode reach-to-grasp 
movements from posterior parietal cortex of macaque
Presenting Author: Matteo Filippini
Authors: Matteo Filippini¹, Luca Talevi¹, Davide Borra¹, Patrizia Fattori¹
¹University of Bologna

1-D-36 Differences in vertical perception between frontal and 
sagittal planes
Presenting Author: Dimitri Keriven Serpollet
Authors: Dimitri Keriven Serpollet¹, David Hartnagel², Stéphane Buffat³, 
Nicolas Vayatis¹, Ioannis Bargiotas¹, Perre-Paul Vidal¹
¹Université de Paris, ²Institut de Recherche Biomédicale des Armées, 
³Renault-PSA groupes

1-D-37 Motor learning and sensorimotor integration in young 
adults with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Presenting Author: Heather McCracken
Authors: Heather McCracken¹, Bernadette Murphy¹, Ushani 
Ambalavanar¹, Mahboobeh Zabihhosseinian¹, Paul Yielder¹
¹Ontario Tech University

1-D-38 Comparative reliability of corticospinal excitability 
estimates for the vastus lateralis during isometric knee 
extensions and squats
Presenting Author: Felix Proessl
Authors: Felix Proessl¹, Meaghan Beckner¹, Aaron Sinnott¹, Shawn 
Eagle¹, Alice LaGoy², William Conkright¹, Maria Canino¹, Alaska Beck¹, 
Adam Sterczala¹, Pranav Midhe Ramkumar¹, Brandon Sciavolino¹, Chris 
Connaboy¹, Fabio Ferrarelli¹, Anne Germain¹, Bradley Nindl¹, Shawn 
Flanagan¹
¹University of Pittsburgh, ²University of Pittsburgh Medical School

1-D-39 Repetition effects in action selection: Dissociating 
hemispheric from effector specificity
Presenting Author: Christian Seegelke
Authors: Christian Seegelke¹, Tobias Heed¹
¹Bielefeld University

1-D-40 Strategies of octopus arm control in the absence of 
visual feedback
Presenting Author: Dominic Sivitilli
Authors: Dominic Sivitilli¹, Willem Weertman², Erica Busch³, Joseph 
Ullmann¹, Joshua Smith¹, David Gire¹
¹University of Washington, ²Alaska Pacific University, ³Yale University
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E – Disorders of Motor Control
1-E-41 Horizontal saccade velocity trajectories in mild TBI
Presenting Author: John Anderson
Authors: John Anderson¹
¹Minneapolis VA Health Care System - University of Minnesota

1-E-42 Age-related differences in shoulder muscle activity and 
coordination reveal less directional specificity in older adults
Presenting Author: Emma Baillargeon
Authors: Emma Baillargeon¹, Daniel Ludvig¹, Amee Seitz², Constantine 
Nicolozakes¹, Margaret Coats-Thomas¹, Eric Perreault¹
¹Northwestern University, Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, ²Northwestern University

1-E-43 Why is performance in a tracking task in individuals with 
Parkinson’s disease not that bad?
Presenting Author: Jason Friedman
Authors: Jason Friedman¹, Lior Noy², Simon Israeli-Korn³
¹Tel Aviv University, ²Ono Academic College, ³Maccabi Healthcare Services

1-E-45 Motor adaptation processes decline with age, but not 
with Parkinson’s disease
Presenting Author: Pauline Hermans
Authors: Pauline Hermans¹, Sanne Broeder¹, Britt Vandendoorent¹, Alice 
Nieuwboer¹, Jean-Jacques Orban de Xivry¹
¹KU Leuven

1-E-46 Novel phenotypic test to characterize vestibular 
dysfunction in rodents
Presenting Author: Natasha Hughes
Authors: Natasha Hughes¹, Dale Roberts¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

1-E-47 Proprioceptive dysfunction after chemotherapy is linked 
to self-reported movement dysfunction
Presenting Author: Allison Wang
Authors: Allison Wang¹, Stephen Housley², Timothy Cope², Ann Marie 
Flores¹, Eric Perreault¹
¹Northwestern University, ²Georgia Institute of Technology

1-E-48 A blended experimental and computational approach 
reveals abnormal contribution of muscle tone to joint hyper-
resistance in children with spastic cerebral palsy
Presenting Author: Jente Willaert
Authors: Jente Willaert¹, Kaat Desloovere¹, Anja Van Campenhout¹, Lena 
Ting¹, Friedl De Groote¹
¹KU Leuven

1-E-49 Determining sensory feedback during shoulder 
abduction in hemiparetic stroke: A pilot study.
Presenting Author: Yuan Yang
Authors: Yuan Yang¹, Runfeng Tian¹, Julius Dewald²
¹Unversity of Oklahoma, ² Northwestern University

F – Adaptation & Plasticity in Motor Control
1-F-50 Adaptation as a competition between two distinct 
sensorimotor learning systems
Presenting Author: Scott Albert
Authors: Scott Albert¹, Jihoon Jang¹, Adrian Haith¹, Gonzalo Lerner², 
Valeria Della-Maggiore², John Krakauer¹, Reza Shadmehr¹
¹Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, ²Universidad de Buenos Aires

1-F-51 The effect of tactile augmentation on manipulation and 
grip force control during force field adaptation
Presenting Author: Chen Avraham
Authors: Chen Avraham¹, Ferdinando Mussa-Ivaldi², Ilana Nisky¹
¹Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, ²Northwestern University and the 
Shirley Ryan AbilityLab

1-F-52 How the consequence of movement error affects 
sensorimotor learning
Presenting Author: Amanda Bakkum
Authors: Amanda Bakkum¹, Daniel Marigold¹
¹Simon Fraser University

1-F-53 The age-related deterioration in dual-task performance 
is accompanied by a failure to upregulate brain activity
Presenting Author: Margot Bootsma
Authors: Margot Bootsma¹, Tibor Hortobágyi¹, Simone Caljouw¹
¹University Medical Centre Groningen

1-F-54 Sensitivity to error during visuomotor adaptation is 
similarly modulated by abrupt, gradual and random perturbation 
schedules
Presenting Author: Susan Coltman
Authors: Susan Coltman¹, Robert van Beers², W. Pieter Medendorp³, Paul 
Gribble¹
¹Western University, ²Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, ³Radboud University

1-F-55 The necessity of a performance asymptote for 
overlearning to enhance retention
Presenting Author: Elisa De La Fontaine
Authors: Elisa De La Fontaine¹, Raphael Hamel¹, Jean-Francois Lepage¹, 
Pierre-Michel Bernier¹
¹Université de Sherbrooke

1-F-56 Using online collection of hand tracking data in virtual 
reality: A proof of concept study with visuomotor adaptation of 
grip aperture
Presenting Author: Peter Holland
Authors: Peter Holland¹, Diar Abdlkarim¹, Mohamed Maaroufi¹, Joseph 
Galea¹
¹University of Birmingham

1-F-57 The dynamics of memory consolidation in visuomotor 
adaptation: Memory stabilization prevents decay
Presenting Author: Gonzalo Lerner
Authors: Gonzalo Lerner¹, Pedro Caffaro¹, Agustin Solano¹, Florencia 
Jacobacci¹, Valeria Della-Maggiore¹
¹Departamento de Fisiología y Biofísica, Facultad de Medicina, Instituto de 
Fisiología y Biofísica 
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1-F-58 The role of effort in motor learning
Presenting Author: Rachel Marbaker
Authors: Rachel Marbaker¹, Alaa Ahmed1

¹University of Colorado Boulder

1-F-59 Training induced plasticity in sensory feedback following 
incomplete spinal cord injury
Presenting Author: Shea McMurtry
Authors: Shea McMurtry¹, Adam De Boef¹, Lynnette Montgomery², Dena 
Howland², Richard Nichols¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology, ²University of Louisville

1-F-60 Dissecting brain networks involved in sensory function 
using passive movements
Presenting Author: Manasa Parthasharathy
Authors: Manasa Parthasharathy¹, Jean-Jacques Orban de Xivry¹, Dante 
Mantini¹
¹Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KU Leuven)

1-F-61 Generalization of motor learning in psychological space
Presenting Author: Eugene Poh
Authors: Eugene Poh¹, Naser Al-Fawakhiri¹, Rachel Tam¹, Jordan Taylor¹, 
Samuel McDougle²
¹Princeton University, ²Yale University

1-F-62 Direct measures of implicit learning hit ceiling within 1-4 
trials of training regardless of feedback
Presenting Author: Jennifer Ruttle
Authors: Jennifer Ruttle¹, Bernard ‘t Hart¹, Denise Henriques¹
¹York University

1-F-63 Gradual exposure to Coriolis forces induces adaptive 
changes in sensorimotor control but not in the representation of 
peripersonal space
Presenting Author: Fabrice Sarlegna
Authors: Fabrice Sarlegna¹, Nicolas Leclere¹, Yann Coello², Christophe 
Bourdin¹
¹ISM - UMR CNRS 7287, ²Univ. Lille, CNRS, UMR 9193 - SCALab - Sciences 
Cognitives et Sciences Affectives, F-59000 Lille, Fr

1-F-64 Thigh musculature motor unit characteristics associated 
with anterior cruciate ligament injury and arthrogenic muscle 
inhibition
Presenting Author: Nathan Schilaty
Authors: Nathan Schilaty¹, April McPherson², Takashi Nagai¹, Nathaniel 
Bates¹
¹Mayo Clinic, ²United States Olympic & Paralympic Committee

1-F-65 Preliminary evidence for short-term retention of 
increased paretic propulsion after intermittent exosuit assistance 
in people post-stroke with moderate propulsion deficit
Presenting Author: Krithika Swaminathan
Authors: Krithika Swaminathan¹, Franchino Porciuncula¹, Fouzia Raza¹, 
Sungwoo Park¹, Louis Awad², Conor Walsh¹
¹Harvard University, ²Boston University

1-F-66 Sensorimotor and cognitive changes as a result of long 
duration spaceflight
Presenting Author: Grant Tays
Authors: Grant Tays¹, Kathleen Hupfeld¹, Heather McGregor¹, Ana 
Salazar¹, Yiri De Dios², Nichole Beltran², Patricia Reuter-Lorenz³, Igor 
Kofman², Scott Wood4, Jacob Bloomberg4, Ajitkumar Mulavara², Rachael 
Seidler¹
¹University of Florida, ²KBR, ³University of Michigan, 4NASA

1-F-67 Isolating explicit aiming from sensorimotor adaptation
Presenting Author: Max Townsend
Authors: Max O Townsend¹, Mark Mon-Williams¹, Faisal Mushtaq¹, Ryan 
Morehead¹
¹University of Leeds

1-F-68 Reflex gains reflect evidence accumulation and changes 
of mind
Presenting Author: Yvonne Visser
Authors: Yvonne Visser¹, Pieter Medendorp¹, Luc Selen¹
¹Radboud University, Donders Institute

1-F-69 Implicit adaptation is attenuated by temporal 
inconsistencies in sensory prediction errors
Presenting Author: Tianhe Wang
Authors: Tianhe Wang¹, Guy Avraham¹, Jonathan Tsay¹, Richard Ivry¹
¹University of California, Berkeley

1-F-70 Precision of perceived hand position decreases during 
motor adaptation: Initial results
Presenting Author: Matthias Will
Authors: Matthias Will¹, Max-Philipp Stenner²
¹Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg, ²Otto-von-Guericke-Universität

1-F-81 Interhemispheric parietal-frontal connectivity predicts 
the ability to acquire a non-dominant hand precision skill
Presenting Author: Benjamin Philip
Authors: Benjamin Philip¹, Mark McAvoy¹, Scott Frey²
¹Washington University, ²University of Missouri

G – Theoretical & Computational Motor Control
1-G-71 Low-dimensional neural manifolds describing natural 
behaviors
Presenting Author: Ege Altan
Authors: Ege Altan¹, Sara Solla¹, Lee Miller¹, Eric Perreault¹
¹Northwestern University

1-G-72 Tongue motor control: deriving articulator trajectories 
and muscle activation patterns from an optimization principle
Presenting Author: Pierre Baraduc
Authors: Pierre Baraduc¹, Tsiky Rakotomalala¹, Pascal Perrier¹
¹Université Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, Grenoble INP, GIPSA-lab

1-G-73 A model for the self-organization of spinal circuitry 
through learning
Presenting Author: Jonas Enander
Authors: Jonas Enander¹, Henrik Jörntell¹, Gerald Loeb²
¹Lund University, ²University of Southern California
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1-G-74 Predictive attenuation of touch and tactile gating are 
distinct perceptual phenomena
Presenting Author: Konstantina Kilteni
Authors: Konstantina Kilteni¹, H. Henrik Ehrsson¹
¹Karolinska Institutet

1-G-75 Spatio-temporal modularity in choreographed and 
improvised dance across skill level and task
Presenting Author: Amalaswintha Leh
Authors: Amalaswintha Leh¹, Dominik Endres², Mathias Hegele¹
¹Justus-Liebig University Giessen, ²Philipps University Marburg

1-G-76 Multilateration is a fundamental computation for 
localizing touch
Presenting Author: Luke Miller
Authors: Luke Miller¹, Cécile Fabio², Robert van Beers³, Alessandro Farnè², 
W. Pieter Medendorp¹
¹Radboud University, ²INSERM U1028, ³Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

1-G-77 Manipulating a whip - learning to control dynamically 
complex objects
Presenting Author: Moses C. Nah
Authors: Moses C. Nah¹, Reza Sharif Razavian², Aleksei Krotov², Mahdiar 
Edraki², Marta Russo³, Neville Hogan¹, Dagmar Sternad²
¹MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), ²Northeastern University, 
³Policlinico Tor Vergata & IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia

1-G-78 Building a generalizable brain-computer interface via 
fast exploration of Kalman parameter space
Presenting Author: Sudarshan Sekhar
Authors: Sudarshan Sekhar¹, Emily Oby¹, Nicole McClain¹, Aaron Batista¹, 
Patrick Loughlin¹
¹University of Pittsburgh

1-G-79 Effect of reward and effort on the opportunity cost of 
time and movement vigor
Presenting Author: Shruthi Sukumar
Authors: Shruthi Sukumar¹, Reza Shadmehr², Alaa Ahmed¹
¹University of Colorado Boulder, ²Johns Hopkins University

1-G-80 Contextual cues can form separate motor memories in a 
novel action-outcome association task
Presenting Author: Carlos Velázquez
Authors: Carlos Velázquez¹, Jordan Taylor¹
¹Princeton University

Poster Session 2

Wednesday April 21, 2021
18:00 – 19:15

A – Control of Eye & Head Movement
2-A-1 Population coding of naturalistic self-motion in 
vestibular nucleus
Presenting Author: Mohammad Mohammadi
Authors: Mohammad Mohammadi¹, Isabelle Mackrous¹, Graham 
McAllister¹, Jerome Carriot¹, Kathleen Cullen², Maurice Chacron¹
¹McGill Universtiy, ²Johns Hopkins University

2-A-2 Dynamic contrast sensitivity during human locomotion: 
The effect of locomotor phase and retinal image velocity
Presenting Author: Bharath Shankar
Authors: Bharath Shankar¹, Brian Szekely¹, Paul MacNeilage¹
¹University of Nevada Reno

2-A-3 Biomimetic stimulation improves accuracy of prosthesis-
evoked vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) responses
Presenting Author: Kantapon Wiboonsaksakul
Authors: Kantapon Wiboonsaksakul¹, Dale Roberts¹, Charles Della 
Santina¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

B – Fundamentals of Motor Control
2-B-4 Overcoming a virtual surgery by learning new muscle 
synergies: Effect of practice duration
Presenting Author: Denise Berger
Authors: Denise Berger¹, Daniele Borzelli¹, Andrea d’Avella¹
¹IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia

2-B-5 Mechanisms of network interactions for flexible cortico-
basal ganglia-mediated action control
Presenting Author: Petra Fischer
Authors: Petra Fischer¹
¹University of Oxford

2-B-6 Sensorimotor predictions lead to sensation-specific 
tactile suppression
Presenting Author: Elena Fuehrer
Authors: Elena Fuehrer¹, Dimitris Voudouris¹, Alexandra Lezkan¹, Knut 
Drewing¹, Katja Fiehler¹
¹Justus Liebig University Giessen

2-B-7 The influence of cardiovascular activation on reach-to-
grasp movements in virtual reality
Presenting Author: Mariusz Furmanek
Authors: Mariusz Furmanek¹, Mathew Yarossi¹, Andrea Smith¹, Kyle 
Lockwood¹, Sarah Ostadabbas¹, Karen Quigley¹, Lisa Feldman Barrett¹, 
Eugene Tunik¹
¹Northeastern University
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2-B-8 Grasp planning for object manipulation without 
simulation of the object manipulation action
Presenting Author: Oliver Herbort
Authors: Oliver Herbort¹, Wladimir Kirsch¹, Wilfried Kunde¹
¹University of Würzburg

2-B-9 Learning weight-color associations during object 
manipulation. The role of task complexity and explicit learning
Presenting Author: Joachim Hermsdörfer
Authors: Yu-wen Fang¹, Joachim Hermsdörfer¹
¹Technical University of Munich

2-B-10 Disentangling inhibition of discrete and continuous 
movements on the basis of behavioral latencies and midfrontal 
neural dynamics
Presenting Author: Mario Hervault
Authors: Mario Hervault¹, Raoul Huys¹, Jean-Christophe Buisson¹, Pier-
Giorgio Zanone¹
¹CNRS

2-B-11 Unexpected “freezing behavior” in freely moving rats 
by optical stimulation of the midbrain locomotor region causes 
decrease in firing rate of spinal neurons
Presenting Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Authors: Jaspreet Kaur¹, Nicolas Bertram¹, Rune Berg¹
¹University of Copenahgen

2-B-12 On the perception of movement vigor
Presenting Author: Ombeline Labaune
Authors: Ombeline Labaune¹, Thomas Deroche¹, Carole Castanier¹, 
Bastien Berret¹
¹Université Paris-Saclay

2-B-13 Revealing cell types in vivo via dimensionality reduction 
and graph clustering of spike waveforms
Presenting Author: Kenji Lee
Authors: Kenji Lee¹, Hymavathy Balasubramanian², Alexandra Tsolias³, 
Stephanie Anakwe¹, Maria Medalla³, Krishna Shenoy4, Chandramouli 
Chandrasekaran¹
¹Boston University, ²Technische Universitat, ³Boston University School of 
Medicine, 4Stanford University

2-B-14 Proprioceptive intermuscular feedback: A comparison 
of femoral nerve stimulation and quadriceps muscle stimulation 
onto soleus motor output
Presenting Author: Mark Lyle
Authors: Mark Lyle¹, Cristian Cuadra¹, Steven Wolf¹
¹Emory University

2-B-15 Motor planning of sequences produced with different 
speeds: Evidence from EEG pattern decoding
Presenting Author: Myrto Mantziara
Authors: Myrto Mantziara¹, Peter Holland², Ciara Egan¹, Joseph Galea², 
Katja Kornysheva¹
¹Bangor University, ²University of Birmingham

2-B-16 Developing a novel, cost-effective and location-
independent approach to investigate upper limb kinematics: 
Remote monitoring of an unrestricted reaching task via 
smartphone application
Presenting Author: Eros Quarta
Authors: Vincenzo Sorgente¹, Giulio Vichi¹, Stefano Grasso¹, Riccardo 
Bravi¹, Erez James Cohen¹, Eros Quarta¹, Diego Minciacchi¹
¹University of Florence

2-B-17 New tools and refinements to interpret the role of spinal 
interneurons in motor modularity
Presenting Author: Trevor Smith
Authors: Trevor Smith¹, TaeGyo Kim¹, Terence Sanger², Simon Giszter¹
¹Drexel University, ²University of California, Irvine

2-B-18 Voluntary control of pelvic frontal rotations in belly 
dance experts
Presenting Author: Anne Tournillon
Authors: Anne Tournillon¹, Isabelle Siegler¹
¹Université Paris-Saclay

2-B-19 Humans do not directly control force during motion
Presenting Author: Aaron West
Authors: Aaron West¹, Meghan Huber², James Hermus¹, Neville Hogan¹
¹Year, ²University of Massachusetts Amherst

C – Posture and Gait
2-C-20 Neuromuscular coactivity, efficiency and complexity 
are differently affected by cognitive and mechanical constraints 
during beam walking
Presenting Author: Andréia Costa
Authors: Andréia Costa¹, Andrew Sawers², Tibor Hortobágyi¹, Renato 
Moraes³
¹University Medical Center Groningen, ²College of Applied Health Sciences - 
The University of Illinois at Chicago, ³School of Physical Education and Sport 
of Ribeirão Preto - University of São Paulo

2-C-21 Impact of general anesthesia on gait and posture control
Presenting Author: Clement Dubost
Authors: Pierre Humbert¹, Julien Audiffren², Pierre-Paul Vidal¹
¹Borelli Center, ²Friburg University

2-C-22 Association of brain functional connectivity and regional 
gray matter volumes with mobility measurements in young and 
older adults
Presenting Author: Tyler Fettrow
Authors: Tyler Fettrow¹, Valay Shah¹, Daniel Ferris¹, David Clark¹, Chris 
Hass¹, Patricia Reuter-Lorenz², Todd Manini¹, Rachael Seidler¹
¹University of Florida, ²University of Michigan

2-C-23 Vestibular contributions to walking vary with the 
stabilization demands of the gait pattern
Presenting Author: Patrick Forbes
Authors: Patrick Forbes¹, Rina Magnani², Jaap van Dieen³, Sjoerd Bruijn³
¹Erasmus University Medical Centre, ²State University of Goias, ³Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam
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2-C-24 Characterizing the nervous systems control of human leg 
external forces
Presenting Author: Pawel Kudzia
Authors: Pawel Kudzia¹, Steve Robinovitch¹, Max Donelan¹
¹Simon Fraser University

2-C-25 Removing artificial jumps from kinematic recordings 
with multiple cameras
Presenting Author: Charlotte Le Mouel
Authors: Charlotte Le Mouel¹, Marc de Lussanet¹
¹University of Münster

2-C-26 Changes in gait kinematics induced by applied stiffness 
using a hip exoskeleton
Presenting Author: Jongwoo Lee
Authors: Jongwoo Lee¹, Meghan Huber², Neville Hogan¹
¹MIT, ²University of Massachusetts Amherst

2-C-27 Modulation of corticospinal drive during locomotor 
adaptation is task-specific
Presenting Author: Sumire Sato
Authors: Sumire Sato¹, Julia Choi²
¹University of Massachusetts Amherst, ²University of Florida

2-C-28 Frequency-dependent force direction elucidates neural 
control of balance
Presenting Author: Kaymie Shiozawa
Authors: Kaymie Shiozawa¹, Jongwoo Lee¹, Marta Russo², Dagmar 
Sternad³, Neville Hogan¹
¹MIT, ²Policlinico Tor Vergata & IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia, 
³Northeastern University

2-C-29 Navigation of unexpected obstacles while fatigued: 
Considerations for workers in physically--demanding professions.
Presenting Author: Nicole Stoehr
Authors: Nicole Stoehr¹, Joshua Vicente¹, Maria Ayala¹, Sean Rogers¹, 
Jacob Hinkel-Lipsker¹
¹California State University of Northridge

2-C-30 Binocular rivalry dynamics during locomotion
Presenting Author: Brian Szekely
Authors: Brian Szekely¹, Robert Keys², Paul MacNeilage¹, David Alais²
¹University of Nevada, Reno, ²The University of Sydney

D – Integrative Control of Movement
2-D-31 Effect of gait variability on prefrontal cortical activation 
during normal walking among community dwelling older women
Presenting Author: Alka Bishnoi
Authors: Alka Bishnoi¹, Yang Hu¹, Rachneet Kaur¹, Manuel Hernandez¹
¹University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

2-D-32 Persisting impact of multitasking on the reaction time in 
simulated car driving: Beyond the PRP effect
Presenting Author: Otmar Bock
Authors: Otmar Bock¹, Robert Stojan², Melanie Mack², Claudia Voelcker-
Rehage³
¹German Sport University, ²University of Münster, ³Institute for Sport Science

2-D-33 Expected intensity of action outcome is embedded in 
action kinematics
Presenting Author: Batel Buaron
Authors: Batel Buaron¹, Daniel Reznik², Roy Mukamel¹
¹Tel Aviv University, ²Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain 
Sciences

2-D-34 Does time matter? Quick performance changes during a 
short series of trials in a cognitive-motor integration task
Presenting Author: Marc Dalecki
Authors: Marc Dalecki¹, Michelle Veillon-Bradshaw¹
¹Louisiana State University

2-D-35 The timing of catching: Visual and kinesthetic 
information in experts and novices
Presenting Author: Marc de Lussanet
Authors: Marc de Lussanet¹, Lena Hagenfeld¹, Kim Boström¹, Heiko 
Wagner¹
¹University of Münster

2-D-37 Reduced descending modulation of spinal reflexes in 
neurotypical older adults
Presenting Author: Alejandro Lopez
Authors: Alejandro Lopez¹, Jiang Xu², Lena Ting¹, Michael Borich¹, Trisha 
Kesar¹
¹Emory University, ²Tongji Hospital

2-D-38 Action costs rapidly and automatically interfere with 
reward-based decision-making in a reaching task
Presenting Author: Emeline Pierrieau
Authors: Emeline Pierrieau¹, Jean-François Lepage¹, Pierre-Michel Bernier¹
¹Université de Sherbrooke

2-D-39 Dissociating the impact of movement time and energy 
costs on decision-making and action planning in humans
Presenting Author: Clara Saleri Lunazzi
Authors: Clara Saleri Lunazzi¹, Amélie Reynaud¹, David Thura¹
¹Inserm

2-D-40 tDCS facilitates the retention of typing skill in healthy 
young adults
Presenting Author: Marta Sevilla-Sanchez
Authors: Marta Sevilla-Sanchez¹, Miguel Fernandez-del-Olmo², Tibor 
Hortobágyi³
¹La Coruña University, ²Rey Juan Carlos University, ³University Medical 
Center Groningen

2-D-41 An investigation of distributed bimanual coordination
Presenting Author: Gabrielle Van der Gaag
Authors: Gabrielle Van der Gaag¹, Weiwei Zhou¹, Wilsaan Joiner¹
¹University of California Davis
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E – Disorders of Motor Control
2-E-42 Electrode placements and deep brain connectivity on a 
single image for children with motor disorders
Presenting Author: Sumiko Abe
Authors: Sumiko Abe¹, Hernandez-Martin Estefania¹, Terence Sanger¹
¹University of California Irvine

2-E-43 3D kinematic measures of motor impairment and activity 
in sub-acute stroke participants
Presenting Author: Inbar Avni
Authors: Inbar Avni¹, Ahmet Arac², John Krakauer³, Lior Shmuelof¹
¹Ben-Gurion University, ²David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA, ³Johns 
Hopkins University

2-E-44 Activity of motor cortex during locomotion after 
inactivation or lesion in the ventrolateral thalamus
Presenting Author: Irina Beloozerova
Authors: Irina Beloozerova¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology

2-E-45 Quantifying the impact of lacunar stroke in 
proprioception: A novel active proprioceptive task
Presenting Author: Erick Carranza
Authors: Erick Carranza¹, Elvira Pirondini¹
¹University of Pittsburgh

2-E-46 Internal globus pallidus oscillations at low frequency in 
children with secondary dystonia
Presenting Author: Estefania Hernandez-Martin
Authors: Estefania Hernandez-Martin¹, Terence Sanger¹
¹University of California, Irvine

2-E-47 Activity-dependent modulation of interhemispheric 
inhibition reveals individual differences in upper limb motor 
behavior in chronic stroke survivors
Presenting Author: Jasmine Mirdamadi
Authors: Jasmine Mirdamadi¹, Karla Arevalo-Alas¹, Liana Kam¹, Michael 
Borich¹
¹Emory University

2-E-48 Sex-related differences in rule-based visuomotor 
performance during concussion recovery
Presenting Author: Nicole Smeha
Authors: Nicole Smeha¹, Ravneet Kalkat¹, Loriann Hynes¹, Lauren Sergio¹
¹York University

2-E-81 Dopamine genetic risk score predicts impulse control 
behaviours in Parkinson’s disease
Presenting Author: Alison Hall
Authors: Alison Hall¹, Samuel Weaver¹, Lindsey Compton¹, Winston 
Byblow², Ned Jenkinson¹, Hayley MacDonald¹
¹University of Birmingham, ²University of Auckland

F – Adaptation & Plasticity in Motor Control
2-F-49 Task complexity and variability in grasp strategy 
influence reach peak velocity and sensorimotor neural activation 
during prosthesis use
Presenting Author: Bennett Alterman
Authors: Bennett Alterman¹, Saif Ali¹, Emily Keeton¹, Perry Lee², William 
Hendrix³, John Johnson¹, Katrina Binkley¹, Lewis Wheaton¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology, ²Hanger Clinic, ³Kenney Orthopedics

2-F-50 Neural excursions from low-dimensional manifold 
structure in cognitive and sensorimotor brain networks explains 
intersubject variation in human motor learning
Presenting Author: Corson Areshenkoff
Authors: Corson Areshenkoff¹, Dan Gale¹, Dominic Standage², Randy 
Flanagan¹, Jason Gallivan¹
¹Queens University, ²University of Birmingham

2-F-51 Revisiting sensitivity of implicit visuomotor adaptation to 
errors of varying magnitude
Presenting Author: Guy Avraham
Authors: Guy Avraham¹, Sarvenaz Pakzad¹, Richard Ivry¹
¹University of California, Berkeley

2-F-52 Overcoming a virtual surgery by learning new muscle 
synergies: Effect of multiple practice sessions and inter-individual 
differences
Presenting Author: Daniele Borzelli
Authors: Daniele Borzelli¹, Paolo De Pasquale¹, Denise Berger², Andrea 
d’Avella¹
¹University of Messina, ²University of Rome Tor Vergata

2-F-53 Investigating de novo learning online: Learning of a 
mirror reversal task is fast and generalizes across the workspace 
and hands
Presenting Author: Raphael Gastrock
Authors: Raphael Gastrock¹, Marius ‘t Hart¹, Denise Henriques¹
¹York University

2-F-54 Manipulating the behavioral state of the grasping 
network during parietal rTMS increases motor excitability and 
skilled grasp control
Presenting Author: Elana Goldenkoff
Authors: Elana Goldenkoff¹, Danielle Destiny¹, Katherine Michon¹, Taraz 
Lee¹, Michael Vesia¹
¹University of Michigan

2-F-55 Anterograde interference emerges along a gradient as a 
function of task similarity
Presenting Author: Raphael Hamel
Authors: Raphael Hamel¹, Jean-Francois Lepage¹, Pierre-Michel Bernier¹
¹Université de Sherbrooke

2-F-56 Freely chosen cadence is dependent on pedalling history
Presenting Author: Ernst Hansen
Authors: Ernst Hansen¹, Rene Lindegren¹
¹Aalborg University
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2-F-57 Neural and behavioral dissociation in development 
of coordination and control using a prosthesis simulator with 
vibrotactile feedback
Presenting Author: John Johnson
Authors: John Johnson¹, Lewis Wheaton¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology

2-F-58 Finger somatotopy is preserved after tetraplegia but 
deteriorates over time
Presenting Author: Sanne Kikkert
Authors: Sanne Kikkert¹, Dario Pfyffer², Michaela Verling¹, Patrick Freund², 
Nicole Wenderoth¹
¹ETH Zürich, ²University of Zürich

2-F-59 Perceptual target shifts do not account for the limited 
extent of auditory-motor adaptation in speech production
Presenting Author: Elise LeBovidge
Authors: Elise LeBovidge¹, Ludo Max¹
¹University of Washington

2-F-60 Forcefield adaptation by observing: How long do the 
effects of observation last?
Presenting Author: Natalia Mangos
Authors: Natalia Mangos¹, Christopher Forgaard¹, Paul Gribble¹
¹Western University

2-F-61 Generalization of fast and slow processes of motor 
adaptation in reaching
Presenting Author: Judith Rudolph
Authors: Judith Rudolph¹, Luc Selen¹, W Pieter Medendorp¹
¹Donders Institute for Brain Cognition and Behavior

2-F-62 Separation of multiple motor memories through implicit 
and explicit processes
Presenting Author: Yuval Shaine
Authors: Yuval Shaine¹, Gefen Dawidowicz¹, Firas Mawase¹
¹Technion - Israel Institute of Technology

2-F-63 Unexpectedness enhances anterior cingulate responses 
to seated locomotor perturbations
Presenting Author: Seyed Yahya Shirazi
Authors: Seyed Yahya Shirazi¹, Helen Huang¹
¹University of Central Florida

2-F-64 Strategy learning and implicit motor adaptation converge 
on cortical beta power
Presenting Author: Max-Philipp Stenner
Authors: Jana Klimpke¹, Dorothea Henkel¹, Hans-Jochen Heinze¹, Max-
Philipp Stenner¹
¹Otto-von-Guerick-University Magdeburg

2-F-65 Improvements in hip extensor rate of torque 
development influence hip and knee extensor feed-forward 
control: A neuromuscular training study
Presenting Author: Rachel Straub
Authors: Rachel Straub¹, Kristen Stearns-Reider², Christopher Powers¹
¹University of Southern California, ²University of California, Los Angeles

2-F-66 Aiming evokes explicit motor adaptation
Presenting Author: Bernard ‘t Hart
Authors: Bernard ‘t Hart¹, Urooj Taqvi¹, Raphael Gastrock¹, Jennifer 
Ruttle¹, Shanaathanan Modchalingam¹, Denise Henriques¹
¹York University

2-F-67 A unified model of the sensory constraints on implicit 
adaptation
Presenting Author: Jonathan Tsay
Authors: Jonathan Tsay¹, Hyosub Kim², Richard Ivry¹
¹University of California Berkeley, ²University of Delaware

2-F-68 Residual errors in visuomotor adaptation persist despite 
extended motor planning periods
Presenting Author: Matthew Weightman
Authors: Matthew Weightman¹, John-Stuart Brittain¹, Ned Jenkinson¹
¹University of Birmingham

2-F-69 Human reaching movement adapts to environmental 
noise
Presenting Author: Tianyao Zhu
Authors: Tianyao Zhu¹, Jason Gallivan¹, Daniel Wolpert², J Flanagan¹
¹Centre for Neuroscience Studies, Queen’s University, ²Zuckerman Mind 
Brain Behavior Institute, Columbia University

G – Theoretical & Computation Motor Control
2-G-70 Humans control complex objects by composing dynamic 
primitives
Presenting Author: Salah Bazzi
Authors: Salah Bazzi¹, Stephan Stansfield², Dagmar Sternad¹, Neville 
Hogan²
¹Northeastern University, ²Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2-G-71 Conservation of direction-dependent neural trajectories 
in primate motor cortex regardless of movement features
Presenting Author: Andrea Colins Rodriguez
Authors: Andrea Colins Rodriguez¹, Mark Humphries¹
¹University of Nottingham

2-G-72 The relationship between local field potentials and 
neural population activity is region-specific and frequency-
dependent
Presenting Author: Cecilia Gallego-Carracedo
Authors: Cecilia Gallego-Carracedo¹, Matthew Perich², Raeed 
Chowdhury³, Lee Miller4, Juan Gallego5

¹Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), ²Icahn School of Medicine at 
Mount Sinai, ³University of Pittsburgh, 4Northwestern University, 5Imperial 
College London

2-G-73 State-space model reflects contextual interference effect 
in force field adaptation
Presenting Author: Michael Herzog
Authors: Michael Herzog¹, Anne Focke¹, Philipp Maurus², Benjamin 
Thürer¹, Thorsten Stein¹
¹Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, ²University of Calgary
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2-G-74 Stabilizing brain-computer interfaces with nonlinear 
manifold alignment
Presenting Author: Brianna Karpowicz
Authors: Brianna Karpowicz¹, Yahia Ali¹, Lahiru Wimalasena¹, Mohammad 
Reza Keshtkaran¹, Andrew Sedler², Ali Farschian³, Josie Walner³, Xuan 
Ma³, Ben Semel³, Kevin Bodkin³, Lee Miller³, Chethan Pandarinath¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology & Emory University, ²Georgia Institute of 
Technology, ³Northwestern University

2-G-75 Manipulating a bullwhip: exploiting wave physics 
facilitates motor control
Presenting Author: Aleksei Krotov
Authors: Aleksei Krotov¹, Marta Russo², Mahdiar Edraki¹, Reza Sharif 
Razavian¹, Moses Nah³, Neville Hogan³, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University, ²Policlinico Tor Vergata & IRCCS Fondazione Santa 
Lucia, ³Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2-G-76 Effect of resistance on endpoint jerk decomposition in a 
constrained arm movement task
Presenting Author: Jozsef Laczko
Authors: Mariann Mravcsik¹, Lilla Botzheim¹, Jozsef Laczko², Davide 
Piovesan³
¹University of Pecs, ²Wigner Research Centre for Physics and University of 
Pecs, ³Gannon University

2-G-77 Force variability is not motor noise
Presenting Author: Akira Nagamori
Authors: Akira Nagamori¹, Christopher Laine², Gerald Loeb², Francisco 
Valero-Cuevas²
¹The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, ²University of Southern California

2-G-78 Transition of control objectives in the manipulation of 
complex objects
Presenting Author: Mohsen Sadeghi
Authors: Mohsen Sadeghi¹, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University

2-G-79 A unified mathematical model for locomotor adaptation 
capturing both fast and slow time-scales
Presenting Author: Manoj Srinivasan
Authors: Nidhi Seethapathi¹, Manoj Srinivasan¹
¹The Ohio State University

2-G-80 Musculoskeletal anatomy of the forearm and hand is 
imbedded in the spatial organization of the motoneuron pools
Presenting Author: Rachel Taitano
Authors: Rachel Taitano¹, Sergiy Yakovenko¹, Valeriya Gritsenko¹
¹West Virginia University

Poster Session 3

Thursday April 22, 2021
11:45 – 13:00

A – Control of Eye & Head Movement
3-A-1 Signals from parietal area 5 to superior colliculus for 
coordination of gaze with strides
Presenting Author: Irina Beloozerova
Authors: Wijitha Nilaweera¹, Irina Beloozerova²
¹Des Moines Area Community College, ²Georgia Institute of Technology

3-A-2 The effect of vergence eye movements and target 
deceleration on speed perception
Presenting Author: Yusei Yoshimura
Authors: Yusei Yoshimura¹, Tomohiro Kizuka¹, Seiji Ono¹
¹University of Tsukuba

3-A-3 Importance of location information in remembering the 
weight of multiple objects
Presenting Author: Zhaoran Zhang
Authors: Zhaoran Zhang¹, Evan Cesanek¹, James Ingram¹, J Randall 
Flanagan², Daniel Wolpert¹
¹Columbia University, ²Queen’s University

B – Fundamentals of Motor Control
3-B-4 A new view on the spinal network mechanisms 
underlying rhythmic movements
Presenting Author: Rune Berg
Authors: Rune Berg¹, Rune Berg¹
¹University of Copenhagen

3-B-5 A Hessian-based decomposition characterizes how 
performance in complex motor skills depends on individual 
strategy and variability
Presenting Author: Andrea d’Avella
Authors: Paolo Tommasino¹, Antonella Maselli¹, Domenico Campolo², 
Francesco Lacquaniti³, Andrea d’Avella4

¹IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia, ²Nanyang Technological University, 
³University of Rome Tor Vergata, 4Fondazione Santa Lucia

3-B-6 Online adjustments in control policy in human reaching 
movements reflect dynamical changes in target structure
Presenting Author: Antoine De Comite
Authors: Antoine De Comite¹, Frédéric Crevecoeur¹, Philippe Lefèvre¹
¹Universite catholique de Louvain

3-B-7 Mirror-system-like excitability to kinaesthetic stimuli in 
the human motor cortex
Presenting Author: Marc de Lussanet
Authors: Marc de Lussanet¹, Volker Zschorlich², Frank Behrendt³
¹University of Münster, ²University of Rostock, ³Reha Rheinfelden
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3-B-8 Modulation of auditory cortical response to self-
generated sound by walking during split-belt treadmill adaptation
Presenting Author: Nozomi Endo
Authors: Nozomi Endo¹, Tatsuya Kato¹, Naotsugu Kaneko¹, Tetsuya 
Ogawa², Katsumi Watanabe³, Kimitaka Nakazawa¹
¹The University of Tokyo, ²Japan Women’s University, ³Waseda University

3-B-9 Effects of environmental intervention on learning in a 
novel motor skill task
Presenting Author: Keya Ghonasgi
Authors: Keya Ghonasgi¹, Reuth Mirsky¹, Bharath Masetty¹, Sanmit 
Narvekar¹, Adrian Haith², Peter Stone¹, Ashish Deshpande¹
¹The University of Texas at Austin, ²Johns Hopkins University

3-B-10 Age-related modifications of muscle synergies and their 
temporal activations during overground walking
Presenting Author: Xiaoyu Guo
Authors: Xiaoyu Guo¹, Borong He², Yat Sing Kelvin Lau², Pak Kwan Chan³, 
Jodie Jingping Xie², Roy Tsz Hei Cheung4, Gladys Lai Ying Cheing³, Rosa 
Ho Man Chan¹, Vincent Chi Kwan Cheung²
¹City University of Hong Kong, ²The Chinese University of Hong Kong, ³The 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 4Western Sydney University

3-B-11 Comparison of the responses induced by motor point and 
peripheral nerve stimulation
Presenting Author: Naotsugu Kaneko
Authors: Naotsugu Kaneko¹, Kai Fok², Kimitaka Nakazawa¹, Kei Masani²
¹University of Tokyo, ²University of Toronto

3-B-12 Association between cosine tuning and endpoint force in 
the lower limb
Presenting Author: Keisuke Kubota
Authors: Keisuke Kubota¹, Moeka Yokoyama¹, Keisuke Hirata², Hiroki 
Hanawa³, Tsutomu Fujino³, Naohiko Kanemura4

¹Graduate School of Saitama Prefectural University, ²Tokyo Kasei University, 
³University of Human Arts and Sciences, 4Saitama Prefectural University

3-B-13 Modulation of somatosensory signal transmission in the 
primate cuneate nucleus during voluntary hand movement
Presenting Author: Shinji Kubota
Authors: Shinji Kubota¹, Chika Sasaki¹, Tomomichi Oya¹, Kazuhiko Seki¹
¹National Institute of Neuroscience, National Center of Neurology and 
Psychiatry

3-B-14 The property of the implicit visuomotor control to visual 
motion stimuli
Presenting Author: Kosuke Numasawa
Authors: Kosuke Numasawa¹, Tomohiro Kizuka¹, Seiji Ono¹
¹University of Tsukuba

3-B-15 High-density silicon probes reveal signatures of neural 
circuit organization in motor cortical dynamics
Presenting Author: Daniel O’Shea
Authors: Daniel O’Shea¹, Eric Trautmann², Xulu Sun¹, Saurabh Vyas², 
Krishna Shenoy¹
¹Stanford University, ²Columbia University

3-B-16 Proactive inhibitory control alters the planned movement 
for interceptive reaches
Presenting Author: John Pickavance
Authors: John Pickavance¹, Mark Mon-Williams¹, Ryan Morehead¹, Faisal 
Mushtaq¹
¹University of Leeds

3-B-17 Proprioceptive accuracy responses to trial-by-trial 
changes in speed, direction, and length of movement
Presenting Author: Duncan Tulimieri
Authors: Duncan Tulimieri¹, Anna Faunce¹, Jennifer Semrau¹
¹University of Delaware

3-B-18 Does failure induce strategy changes in a pressure 
application task?
Presenting Author: Katinka van der Kooij
Authors: Katinka van der Kooij¹, Joshua Cashaback¹
¹Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

3-B-20 Temporal modulation of somatosensory processing 
during reaching
Presenting Author: Dimitris Voudouris
Authors: Dimitris Voudouris¹, Katja Fiehler¹
¹Justus Liebig University

3-B-21 Neocortical control and integration of movement order 
and timing during sequence planning and execution
Presenting Author: Rhys Yewbrey
Authors: Rhys Yewbrey¹, Myrto Mantziara¹, Katja Kornysheva¹
¹Bangor University

C – Posture and Gait
3-C-22 Association of motor cortical representation and hip 
muscle activation during gait initiation in older adults
Presenting Author: Jo Armour Smith
Authors: Jo Armour Smith¹, Matt Moazzam¹, Sydney To², Beth Fisher³
¹Chapman University, ²UCLA, ³University of Southern California

3-C-23 Greater cortical beta-power evoked during reactive 
balance recovery may indicate reduced automaticity of balance 
correcting muscle activity
Presenting Author: Scott Boebinger
Authors: Scott Boebinger¹, Aiden Payne¹, Nina Ghosn¹, Lena Ting¹
¹Georgia Tech and Emory University

3-C-24 Visual-motor control during dynamic single-limb 
balance tasks in female athletes after anterior cruciate ligament 
reconstruction
Presenting Author: Riccardo Bravi
Authors: Riccardo Bravi¹, Vincenzo Sorgente¹, Stefano Grasso¹, Federico 
Germondari¹, Erez Cohen¹, Eros Quarta¹, Diego Minciacchi¹
¹University of Florence
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3-C-25 Body dynamics influence decision-making
Presenting Author: Eric Grießbach
Authors: Eric Grießbach¹, Philipp Raßbach², Oliver Herbort², Rouwen 
Cañal-Bruland¹
¹Friedrich Schiller University Jena, ²Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg

3-C-26 Spatiotemporal gait asymmetry is not a driving factor of 
greater metabolic cost in models with unilateral muscle weakness
Presenting Author: Russell Johnson
Authors: Russell Johnson¹, James Finley¹
¹University of Southern California

3-C-27 Nonhuman primate postural responses to platform 
perturbations resemble those of humans
Presenting Author: Olivia Leavitt
Authors: Olivia Leavitt¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins University

3-C-28 The foot trajectory in the frontal plane when crossing 
over an obstacle with a non-horizontal top edge
Presenting Author: Yuka Miura
Authors: Yuka Miura¹, Masahiro Shinya¹
¹Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Hiroshima University

3-C-29 Motor module generalizability between unperturbed and 
perturbed walking after stroke
Presenting Author: Ryan Novotny
Authors: Ryan Novotny¹, Chang Liu¹, James Finley¹
¹University of Southern California

3-C-30 Minimization of mechanical work reveals scaling of 
optimal gait asymmetry with speed ratio during split-belt walking
Presenting Author: Pouria Nozari P
Authors: Pouria Nozari P¹, James Finley¹
¹University of Southern California

3-C-31 Lower cognitive set shifting ability is associated with 
stiffer balance recovery behavior and larger perturbation-evoked 
cortical responses
Presenting Author: Aiden Payne
Authors: Aiden Payne¹, Jacqueline Palmer¹, Lena Ting¹
¹Emory University

3-C-32 Preliminary investigation of cortical activity during 
stabilized and destabilized gait
Presenting Author: Maryam Rohafza
Authors: Maryam Rohafza¹, Jo Armour Smith¹, Rahul Soangra¹, Niklas 
Ignasiak¹
¹Chapman University

D – Integrative Control of Movement
3-D-34 Proprioceptive motor style and different plane couplings 
of upper and lower body movements during locomotion
Presenting Author: Ioannis Bargiotas
Authors: Ioannis Bargiotas¹, Juan Mantilla², Danping Wang³, Pierre-Paul 
Vidal²
¹Ecole Normale Superieure Paris Saclay, ²Université de Paris, ³Univesité de 
Paris

3-D-35 Reaching trajectories reflect initial decision certainty 
when integrating multiple sources of information
Presenting Author: Rose De Kock
Authors: Rose De Kock¹, Weiwei Zhou¹, Wilsaan Joiner¹
¹University of California, Davis

3-D-36 A virtual reality system for studying learning of complex 
motor tasks
Presenting Author: Paolo De Pasquale
Authors: Paolo De Pasquale¹, Marta Russo², Antonella Maselli³, Daniele 
Borzelli¹, Francesco Lacquaniti4, Andrea d’Avella¹
¹University of Messina, ²Polyclinic Tor Vergata, ³CNR, 4University of Rome Tor 
Vergata

3-D-37 Effects of kinematic variability on hitting a target with a 
bull whip
Presenting Author: Mahdiar Edraki
Authors: Mahdiar Edraki¹, Reza Sharif Razavian¹, Aleksei Krotov¹, Marta 
Russo², Moses Nah³, Neville Hogan³, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University, ²Policlinico Tor Vergata & IRCCS Fondazione Santa 
Lucia, ³Massachusetts Institute of Technology

3-D-38 Electrical stimulation of the wrist biases human hand 
choice
Presenting Author: Kento Hirayama
Authors: Kento Hirayama¹, Takayuki Koga¹, Toru Takahashi¹, Rieko Osu¹
¹Waseda University

3-D-39 Variations in neuromuscular coupling and perceptions of 
control during precision grasp with altered visual feedback
Presenting Author: Raviraj Nataraj
Authors: Raviraj Nataraj¹, Edward LaGrassa Jr.¹, Sean Sanford¹, Mingxiao 
Liu¹
¹Stevens Institute of Technology

3-D-40 Modulation of vestibular-sensitive neurons in deep 
mesencephalic nucleus to locomotion in walking monkeys
Presenting Author: Ruihan Wei
Authors: Ruihan Wei¹, Erez Gugig¹, Oliver Stanley¹, Kathleen Cullen¹
¹Johns Hopkins University
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E – Disorders of Motor Control
3-E-41 The fatigue caused by functional electrical stimulation 
of deltoid muscle does not reduce its effect on the glenohumeral 
distance
Presenting Author: Rawan AlGhawi
Authors: Rawan AlGhawi¹, Ariel Thomas¹, Cheryl Brandmeir¹, Yu-Jen 
Chang¹, Sergiy Yakovenko¹, Valeriya Gritsenko¹
¹West Virginia University

3-E-42 Post-stroke upper-limb training to recover reciprocal 
activations
Presenting Author: Ana Bengoetxea
Authors: Amaia Miguel¹, Nerea Irastorza-Landa², Andrea Sarasola-Sanz², 
Preeya Khanna³, Jose Carmena³, Joseph McIntyre4, Ander Ramos-
Murguialday5, Mirian Garrues-Irisarri¹, Ana Bengoetxea6

¹Universidad del Pais Vasco (UPV/EHU), ²TECNALIA, Basque Research 
and Technology Alliance (BRTA), ³University of California, Berkeley, 
4IKERBASQUE, Basque Foundation for Science, 5University of Tübingen, 
6Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB)

3-E-43 Impact of essential tremor on saccadic adaptation
Presenting Author: Florence Blondiaux
Authors: Florence Blondiaux¹, Louisien Lebrun¹, Bernard Hanseeuw¹, 
Frédéric Crevecoeur¹
¹UCLouvain

3-E-44 Predictive impairments compromises motor skills in 
children with autism spectrum disorder
Presenting Author: Sabrina Bond
Authors: Sabrina Bond¹, Se-Woong Park², Marta Russo³, Annie 
Cardinaux4, Pawan Sinha4, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University, ²University of Texas at San Antonio, ³Policlinico Tor 
Vergata University, 4Massachusetts Institute of Technology

3-E-45 Causal effects of cerebral palsy on energy expenditure in 
children
Presenting Author: Pavreet Gill
Authors: Pavreet Gill¹, J Maxwell Donelan¹, Katherine Steele², Michael 
Schwartz³
¹Simon Fraser University, ²University of Washington, ³University of Minnesota

3-E-46 Subthreshold vibration influences the temporal structure 
of standing in persons with transtibial amputations
Presenting Author: Zachary Meade
Authors: Jenny Kent¹, Zachary Meade², Aaron Likens³, Nicholas Stergiou³, 
Manuel Hernandez²
¹Northwestern University, ²University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
³University of Nebraska at Omaha

3-E-47 Dissociating sensorimotor recovery and compensation 
during exoskeleton training following stroke
Presenting Author: Nadir Nibras
Authors: Nadir Nibras¹, Chang Liu¹, Denis Mottet², Chunji Wang¹, 
David Reinkensmeyer³, Olivier Remy-Neris4, Isabelle Laffont², Nicolas 
Schweighofer¹
¹University of Southern California, ²Université de Montpellier, ³University of 
California Irvine, 4Université de Brest

3-E-48 Exposure to startle changes muscle synergy expression 
during voluntary movement in individuals with stroke
Presenting Author: Marziye Rahimi
Authors: Marziye Rahimi¹, Yoon No Hong², Jinsook Roh², Claire 
Honeycutt¹
¹Arizona State University, ²University of Houston

3-E-49 Neuronal activity of globus pallidus correlates with 
effectivity of deep brain stimulation in cervical dystonia
Presenting Author: Alexey Sedov
Authors: Alexey Sedov¹, Anna Gamaleya², Ulia Semenova¹, Valentin 
Popov², Alexey Tomskiy², Hyder Jinnah³, Aasef Shaikh4

¹Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, ²N.N. 
Burdenko National Scientific and Practical Center for Neurosurgery, ³Emory 
University, 4University Hospitals and Case Western Reserve University

F – Adaptation & Plasticity in Motor Control
3-F-50 Harnessing built-in somatosensory signals for optimal 
motor control of an extra robotic finger
Presenting Author: Elena Amoruso
Authors: Elena Amoruso¹, Lucy Dowdall¹, Mathew Kollamkulam¹, Obioha 
Ukaegbu², Tammy Ng², Harriet Dampsey-Jones¹, Dani Clode¹, Tamar 
Makin¹
¹University College London, ²NHS

3-F-51 Re-optimization processes for forearm-weight increase 
in reach-to-grasp movement
Presenting Author: Luna Ando
Authors: Luna Ando¹, Yoshihiro Itaguchi¹
¹Shizuoka University

3-F-52 The acute effects of strength and skill training on the 
neural circuits of the contralateral limb
Presenting Author: Antonio Capozio
Authors: Antonio Capozio¹, Samit Chakrabarty¹, Sarah Astill¹
¹University of Leeds

3-F-53 Improvements in balance control in yoga may depend on 
method of virtual instruction in novice practitioners
Presenting Author: Andrew Cho
Authors: Andrew Cho¹, Pranavi Depur¹, Belle Ponce de Leon¹, Nicole 
Stoehr¹, Jacob Hinkel-Lipsker¹
¹California State University, Northridge

3-F-54 Analysis of cognitive and muscular fatigue during last-
moment reach correction
Presenting Author: Florencia Garro
Authors: Florencia Garro¹, Veronica Rapicano², Federico Barban¹, Dante 
Mantini³, Vittorio Sanguineti4, Marianna Semprini²
¹Italian Institute of Technology - University of Genoa, ²Italian Institute of 
Technology, ³KU Leuven, Belgium - IRCCS San Camillo Hospital, Venice, 
4University of Genoa
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3-F-55 Cortical preparatory activity reflects visuomotor 
retention deficits after punishment feedback during motor 
learning
Presenting Author: Christopher Hill
Authors: Christopher Hill¹, Alberto Del Arco², Dwight Waddell²
¹Northern Illinois University, ²University of Mississippi

3-F-56 Robust but specific enhancement of somatosensory-
motor skills through an active haptic training in expert pianists
Presenting Author: Masato Hirano
Authors: Masato Hirano¹, Shinichi Furuya¹
¹Sony Computer Science Laboratories, Inc.

3-F-57 Reach-to-grasp movement in a viscosity force field
Presenting Author: Yoshihiro Itaguchi
Authors: Yoshihiro Itaguchi¹
¹Shizuoka University

3-F-58 Auditory and somatosensory memory and speech motor 
learning
Presenting Author: Takayuki Ito
Authors: Takayuki Ito¹, Jiachuan Bai¹, David Ostry²
¹GIPSA lab - CNRS, ²McGill University

3-F-59 Motor control and adaptation in a novel redundant motor 
task manipulating a tool with both hands
Presenting Author: Toshiki Kobayashi
Authors: Toshiki Kobayashi¹, Daichi Nozaki¹
¹The University of Tokyo

3-F-60 The effect of time: Overcoming residual errors in 
visuomotor adaptation
Presenting Author: Lisa Langsdorf
Authors: Jana Maresch¹, Mathias Hegele², Samuel McDougle³, Raphael 
Schween4

¹Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, ²Justus Liebig University Giessen, ³Yale 
University, 4Philipps-University

3-F-61 Proportional myoelectric control: Can we adapt to 
overcome limitations of cheap sensors?
Presenting Author: Julia Manczurowsky
Authors: Julia Manczurowsky¹, Kali Shumock¹, Mansi Badadhe¹, Heidi 
Cheerman¹, Christopher Hasson¹
¹Northeastern University

3-F-63 Consolidation of motor memories after training with 
increased motor variability depends on congruence between 
imposed variability and pre-existing coordination strategy
Presenting Author: Rajiv Ranganathan
Authors: Mattia Pagano¹, Gaia Stochino¹, Maura Casadio¹, Rajiv 
Ranganathan²
¹University of Genoa, ²Michigan State University

3-F-64 Neuromechanical adaptation of the lower body to 
simulated hypogravity
Presenting Author: Chase Rock
Authors: Chase Rock¹, Kristy Yun¹, Angela Luo¹, Young-Hui Chang¹
¹Georgia Institute of Technology

3-F-65 The effect of time-dependent force perturbations on the 
learning of a surgical pattern-cutting task
Presenting Author: Yarden Sharon
Authors: Yarden Sharon¹, Daniel Naftalovich², Lidor Bahar¹, Yael Refaely³, 
Ilana Nisky¹
¹Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, ²California Institute of Technology and 
University of Southern California, ³Soroka Medical Center

3-F-66 Difference in event-related desynchronization between 
bimanual motor imagery and unimanual motor imagery
Presenting Author: Kazuya Umeno
Authors: Kazuya Umeno¹, Yoshihiro Itaguchi¹
¹Shizuoka University

3-F-67 Integration of artificial motor feedback in self-motion 
estimation
Presenting Author: Milou van Helvert
Authors: Milou van Helvert¹, Luc Selen¹, Robert van Beers¹, Pieter 
Medendorp¹
¹Radboud University, Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour

3-F-68 Auditory feedback variability in speech is actively 
regulated but does not affect subsequent auditory-motor learning
Presenting Author: Hantao Wang
Authors: Hantao Wang¹, Ludo Max¹
¹University of Washington

3-F-69 Unconscious bias on the explicit component of human 
motor learning
Presenting Author: Chiharu Yamada
Authors: Chiharu Yamada¹, Yoshihiro Itaguchi², Claudia Rodriguez-
Aranda³
¹Waseda University, ²Keio University, ³UiT The Arctic University of Norway

G – Theoretical & Computational Motor Control
3-G-70 Improved estimation of trial-by-trial adaptation rate 
using stochastic signal processing
Presenting Author: Dan Blustein
Authors: Dan Blustein¹, Ahmed Shehata², Erin Kuylenstierna¹, Kevin 
Englehart³, Jon Sensinger³
¹Rhodes College, ²University of Alberta, ³University of New Brunswick

3-G-71 A mesoscopic characterization of sequential movement-
related states in premotor and motor cortices: A machine learning 
approach
Presenting Author: Michael DePass
Authors: Michael DePass¹, Ali Falaki², Stephan Quessy², Numa Dancause², 
Ignasi Cos¹
¹University of Barcelona, ²University of Montreal

3-G-72 The time course of neural population activity is 
constrained
Presenting Author: Erinn Grigsby
Authors: Alan Degenhart¹, Erinn Grigsby², Emily Oby², Asma Motiwala³, 
Nicole McClain², Patrick Marino², Aaron Batista², Byron Yu³
¹Allen Institute for Brain Science, ²University of Pittsburgh, ³Carnegie Mellon 
University
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3-G-73 Learning to simultaneously control multiple end-
effectors by isometric force and electromyographic activity in the 
muscle-to-force null space
Presenting Author: Sergio Gurgone
Authors: Sergio Gurgone¹, Daniele Borzelli¹, Paolo De Pasquale¹, Denise 
Berger², Andrea D’Avella¹
¹University of Messina, ²Laboratory of Neuromotor Physiology, IRCCS Santa 
Lucia Foundation

3-G-74 Cognitive control of motor synergies
Presenting Author: Lijia Liu
Authors: Lijia Liu¹, Dana Ballard¹
¹University of Texas at Austin

3-G-75 Complex transformation from feedback response to 
feedforward motor command
Presenting Author: Yuto Makino
Authors: Yuto Makino¹, Toshiki Kobayashi¹, Daichi Nozaki¹
¹The University of Tokyo

3-G-76 Muscle spindle gamma drive and spinal reflex gain 
cause dissociable kinematic outcomes in neuromechanical 
simulations of the knee-jerk reflex
Presenting Author: Giovanni Martino
Authors: Giovanni Martino¹, Friedl De Groote², Lena Ting¹
¹Emory University, ²Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

3-G-77 Visual information is insufficient to interact with 
complex dynamic objects
Presenting Author: Rashida Nayeem
Authors: Rashida Nayeem¹, Salah Bazzi¹, Reza Sharif Razavian¹, Mohsen 
Sadeghi¹, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University

3-G-78 Control of complex objects: Impedance control around an 
optimal reference trajectory
Presenting Author: Reza Sharif Razavian
Authors: Reza Sharif Razavian¹, Salah Bazzi¹, Mohsen Sadeghi¹, Rashida 
Nayeem¹, Dagmar Sternad¹
¹Northeastern University

3-G-79 Natural statistics of gravitational and inertial head 
acceleration in humans: Implications for modeling spatial 
orientation
Presenting Author: Christian Sinnott
Authors: Christian Sinnott¹, Peter Hausamann², Paul MacNeilage¹
¹University of Nevada - Reno, ²Technische Universität München
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Name Poster Numbers

Kobayashi, Toshiki 3-F-59, 3-G-75

Kofman, Igor 1-F-66

Koga, Takayuki 3-D-38

Kollamkulam, 
Mathew

3-F-50

Kornysheva, Katja 2-B-15, 3-B-21

Kozak, Rebecca A 1-B-14

Krakauer, John W 1-F-50, 2-E-43

Krotov, Aleksei D 1-G-77, 2-G-75, 
3-D-37

Kubota, Keisuke 3-B-12

Kubota, Shinji 3-B-13

Kudzia, Pawel 2-C-24

Kunde, Wilfried 2-B-8

Kuo, Calvin 1-C-28

Kuylenstierna, Erin 3-G-70

Labaune, Ombeline 2-B-12

Lacour, Stéphanie 1-B-7

Lacquaniti, 
Francesco

3-B-5, 3-D-36

Laczko, Jozsef 2-G-76

Laffont, Isabelle 3-E-47

LaGoy, Alice D 1-D-38

LaGrassa Jr., 
Edward H

3-D-39

Laine,  
Christopher M

2-G-77

Langsdorf, Lisa 3-F-60

Lau, Yat Sing Kelvin 3-B-10

Le Mouel, Charlotte 1-C-22, 2-C-25

Leavitt, Olivia M 3-C-27

LeBovidge, Elise A 2-F-59

Lebrun, Louisien 3-E-43

Leclere, Nicolas 1-F-63

Lee, Jongwoo 2-C-26, 2-C-28

Lee, Kenji 2-B-13

Lee, Perry J 2-F-49

Lee, Taraz G 1-B-5, 2-F-54

Lefevre, Philippe 1-B-16, 3-B-6

Leh, Amalaswintha 1-G-75

Leh, Liv A 1-G-75

Lepage, Jean-
François

1-F-55, 2-D-38, 
2-F-55

Lerner, Gonzalo 1-F-50, 1-F-57

Lezkan, Alexandra 2-B-6

Likens, Aaron 3-E-46

Lindegren, Rene 2-F-56

Liu, Chang 3-C-29, 3-E-47

Liu, Lijia 3-G-74

Liu, Mingxiao 3-D-39

Lockwood, Kyle 2-B-7

Loeb, Gerald E 1-G-73, 2-G-77

Lopez, Alejandro J 2-D-37

Name Poster Numbers

Loughlin, Patrick J 1-G-78

Ludvig, Daniel 1-E-42

Luo, Angela 3-F-64

Lyle, Mark A 2-B-14

Ma, Xuan 2-G-74

Maaroufi, Mohamed 1-F-56

MacDonald, Hayley 2-E-81

Macellari, Nicolo 1-B-7

Mack, Melanie 2-D-32

Mackrous, Isabelle 1-A-1, 1-A-3, 2-A-1

MacNeilage, Paul R 1-A-2, 2-A-2, 2-C-
30, 3-G-79

Magnani, Rina M 2-C-23

Makin, Tamar R 3-F-50

Makino, Yuto 3-G-75

Manczurowsky, 
Julia

3-F-61

Mangos, Natalia 2-F-60

Manini, Todd M 1-C-26, 2-C-22

Mansfield, Avril 1-C-25

Mantilla, Juan 3-D-34

Mantini, Dante 1-F-60, 3-F-54

Mantziara, Myrto 2-B-15, 3-B-21

Manzone, Joseph 1-B-13

Marbaker, Rachel M 1-F-58

Maresch, Jana 3-F-60

Marigold, Daniel S 1-F-52

Marino, Patrick J 3-G-72

Marjaninejad, Ali 1-B-15

Martino, Giovanni 3-G-76

Masani, Kei 3-B-11

Maselli, Antonella 3-B-5, 3-D-36

Masetty, Bharath 3-B-9

Mathew, James 1-B-16

Mathur, Sunita 1-C-25

Maurice, Chacron 1-A-1

Maurus, Philipp 2-G-73

Mawase, Firas 2-F-62

Max, Ludo 2-F-59, 3-F-68

McAllister, Graham 1-A-1, 2-A-1

McAvoy, Mark P 1-F-81

McClain, Nicole T 1-G-78, 3-G-72

McCracken, 
Heather S

1-D-37

McDougle,  
Samuel D

1-F-61, 3-F-60

McGregor,  
Heather R

1-F-66

McIntyre, Joseph 3-E-42

McMurtry, Shea 1-F-59

McPherson, April L 1-F-64

Meade, Zachary 3-E-46

Medalla, Maria 2-B-13
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Medendorp, W. 
Pieter

1-F-54, 1-F-68, 
1-G-76, 2-F-61, 
3-F-67

Michon, Katherine J 2-F-54

Midhe Ramkumar, 
Pranav P

1-D-38

Miguel, Amaia 3-E-42

Milekovic, Tomislav 1-B-7

Miller, Lee E 1-G-71, 2-G-72, 
2-G-74

Miller, Luke E 1-G-76

Miller-Mills, 
Benjamin

1-B-13

Minciacchi, Diego 2-B-16, 3-C-24

Mirdamadi, 
Jasmine L

2-E-47

Mirsky, Reuth 3-B-9

Miura, Yuka 3-C-28

Moazzam, Matt A 3-C-22

Mochizuki, George 1-C-25

Modchalingam, 
Shanaathanan

2-F-66

Mohammadi, 
Mohammad

2-A-1

Mon-Williams, 
Mark

1-B-19, 1-F-67, 
3-B-16

Monte, Andrea 1-C-20

Montgomery, 
Lynnette

1-F-59

Moraes, Renato 2-C-20

Morehead, Ryan 1-B-19, 1-F-67, 
3-B-16

Morton, Susanne 1-C-29

Motiwala, Asma 3-G-72

Mottet, Denis 3-E-47

Mravcsik, Mariann 2-G-76

Mudrik, Liad 1-D-31

Mukamel, Roy 1-D-31, 2-D-33

Mulavara, 
Ajitkumar P

1-F-66

Murphy,  
Bernadette A

1-D-37

Mushtaq, Faisal 1-B-19, 1-F-67, 
3-B-16

Mussa-Ivaldi, 
Ferdinando

1-F-51

Naftalovich, Daniel 3-F-65

Nagai, Takashi 1-F-64

Nagamori, Akira 2-G-77

Nah, Moses C 1-G-77, 2-G-75, 
3-D-37

Nakazawa, 
Kimitaka

3-B-11, 3-B-8

Narvekar, Sanmit 3-B-9

Nataraj, Raviraj 3-D-39

Name Poster Numbers

Nayeem, Rashida T 3-G-77, 3-G-78

Nestico, Jacqueline 1-C-25

Ng, Tammy 3-F-50

Nibras, Nadir 3-E-47

Nichols, Richard 1-F-59

Nicolozakes, 
Constantine P

1-E-42

Nieuwboer, Alice 1-E-45

Nilaweera,  
Wijitha U

3-A-1

Nindl, Bradley C 1-D-38

Nisky, Ilana 1-F-51, 3-F-65

Novotny, Ryan E 3-C-29, 3-C-29

Noy, Lior 1-E-43

Nozaki, Daichi 3-F-59, 3-G-75

Nozari P, Pouria 3-C-30

Numasawa, Kosuke 3-B-14

O’Shea, Daniel J 3-B-15

Oby, Emily R 1-G-78, 3-G-72

Ogawa, Tetsuya 3-B-8

Ono, Seiji 3-A-2, 3-B-14

Orban de Xivry, 
Jean-Jacques

1-E-45, 1-F-60

Ortiz, Oscar 1-C-24

Ostadabbas, Sarah 2-B-7

Ostry, David J 3-F-58

Osu, Rieko 3-D-38

Oya, Tomomichi 3-B-13

Pack, Andrea R 1-B-17

Pagano, Mattia 3-F-63

Pakzad, Sarvenaz S 2-F-51

Palmer, Jacqueline 
A

3-C-31

Pandarinath, 
Chethan

2-G-74

Park, Se-Woong 3-E-44

Park, Sungwoo 1-F-65

Parthasharathy, 
Manasa

1-F-60

Pasquali, Matteo 1-B-17

Pavan, Agnese 1-C-20

Payne, Aiden M 3-C-23, 3-C-31

Perich, Matthew G 1-B-7, 2-G-72

Perreault, Eric 1-E-42, 1-E-47, 
1-G-71

Perrier, Pascal 1-G-72

Perry, Stephen D 1-C-25

Peters, Ryan M 1-C-24

Pfyffer, Dario 2-F-58

Philip, Benjamin A 1-F-81

Pickavance, John P 3-B-16, 3-B-16

Pierrieau, Emeline 2-D-38

Piovesan, Davide 2-G-76

Name Poster Numbers

Pirondini, Elvira 2-E-45

Poh, Eugene 1-F-61

Pohlig, Ryan T 1-C-21

Ponce de Leon, 
Belle P

3-F-53

Popov, Valentin 3-E-49

Porciuncula, 
Franchino

1-F-65

Powers, 
Christopher M

2-F-65

Proessl, Felix 1-D-38

Pusceddu, Giulia 1-B-8

Quarta, Eros 2-B-16, 3-C-24

Quessy, Stephan 3-G-71

Quigley, Karen S 2-B-7

Rahimi, Marziye 3-E-48

Rakotomalala, Tsiky 1-G-72

Ramos-
Murguialday, Ander

3-E-42

Ranganathan, Rajiv 3-F-63

Rapicano, Veronica 3-F-54

Rasman, Brandon G 1-C-24

Raza, Fouzia 1-F-65

Razavian, Reza 3-G-78

Raßbach, Philipp 3-C-25

Refaely, Yael 3-F-65

Reinkensmeyer, 
David

3-E-47

Remy-Neris, Olivier 3-E-47

Reuter, Eva-Maria 1-B-13

Reuter-Lorenz, 
Patricia

1-C-26, 1-F-66, 
2-C-22

Reynaud, Amélie J 2-D-39

Reznik, Daniel 2-D-33

Roberts, Dale C 1-E-46, 2-A-3

Robinovitch, Steve 2-C-24

Rock, Chase G 3-F-64

Rodriguez-Aranda, 
Claudia

3-F-69

Rogers, Sean M 2-C-29

Roh, Jinsook 3-E-48

Rohafza, Maryam 3-C-32

Rouiller, Eric M 1-B-7

Rudolph, Judith L 2-F-61

Russo, Marta 1-G-77, 2-C-28, 
2-G-75, 3-D-36, 
3-D-37, 3-E-44

Ruttle, Jennifer E 1-F-62, 2-F-66

Sadeghi, Mohsen 2-G-78, 3-G-77, 
3-G-78

Salazar, Ana 1-F-66

Saleri Lunazzi, 
Clara

2-D-39

Sanford, Sean P 3-D-39

Name Poster Numbers

Sanger, Terence 2-B-17, 2-E-42, 
2-E-46

Sanguineti, Vittorio 1-B-8, 3-F-54

Sarasola-Sanz, 
Andrea

3-E-42

Sarlegna, Fabrice R 1-F-63

Sasaki, Chika 3-B-13

Sato, Sumire 2-C-27

Saumur, Tyler M 1-C-25

Sawers, Andrew 2-C-20

Schilaty, Nathan D 1-F-64

Schonard, Carolin 1-B-18

Schwartz,  
Michael H

3-E-45

Schween, Raphael 3-F-60

Schweighofer, 
Nicolas

3-E-47

Sciavolino,  
Brandon M

1-D-38

Seanez, Ismael 1-B-7

Sedler, Andrew R 2-G-74

Sedov, Alexey 3-E-49

Seegelke, Christian 1-B-18, 1-D-39

Seethapathi, Nidhi 2-G-79

Seidler, Rachael D 1-C-26, 1-F-66, 
2-C-22

Seitz, Amee L 1-E-42

Sekhar, Sudarshan 1-G-78

Seki, Kazuhiko 3-B-13

Selen, Luc P 1-F-68, 2-F-61, 
3-F-67

Semel, Ben 2-G-74

Semenova, Ulia 3-E-49

Semprini, Marianna 3-F-54

Semrau, Jennifer A 3-B-17

Sensinger, Jon 3-G-70

Sergio, Lauren E 1-B-10, 2-E-48

Sevilla-Sanchez, 
Marta

2-D-40

Shadmehr, Reza 1-F-50, 1-G-79

Shah, Valay A 1-C-26, 2-C-22

Shaikh, Aasef G 3-E-49

Shaine, Yuval 2-F-62

Shankar, Bharath 2-A-2

Sharif Razavian, 
Reza

1-G-77, 2-G-75, 
3-D-37, 3-G-77, 
3-G-78

Sharon, Yarden 3-F-65

Shehata, Ahmed 3-G-70

Shenoy, Krishna V 2-B-13, 3-B-15

Shinya, Masahiro 3-C-28

Shiozawa, Kaymie 2-C-28

Shirazi, Seyed 
Yahya

2-F-63
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Shmuelof, Lior 2-E-43

Shumock, Kali 3-F-61

Siegler, Isabelle 2-B-18

Simha, Surabhi 1-C-27

Sinha, Pawan 3-E-44

Sinnott, Aaron M 1-D-38

Sinnott, Christian B 3-G-79

Sivitilli, Dominic M 1-D-40

Smeha, Nicole 2-E-48

Smith, Andrea 2-B-7

Smith, Joshua R 1-D-40

Smith, Trevor S 2-B-17

Soangra, Rahul 3-C-32

Sober, Samuel J 1-B-17

Solano, Agustin 1-F-57

Solla, Sara A 1-G-71

Song, Yun Seong 1-C-30

Sorgente, Vincenzo 2-B-16, 3-C-24

Srinivasan, Manoj 2-G-79

Standage, Dominic 2-F-50

Stanley, Oliver 3-D-40

Stansfield, Stephan 2-G-70

Stearns-Reider, 
Kristen M

2-F-65

Steele, Katherine M 3-E-45

Stein, Thorsten 2-G-73

Stenner, Max-
Philipp

1-B-4, 1-F-70, 
2-F-64

Sterczala, Adam J 1-D-38

Stergiou, Nicholas 3-E-46

Sternad, Dagmar 1-G-77, 2-C-28, 
2-G-70, 2-G-75, 
2-G-78, 3-D-37, 
3-E-44, 3-G-77, 
3-G-78

Stochino, Gaia 3-F-63

Stoehr, Nicole 2-C-29, 3-F-53

Stojan, Robert 2-D-32

Stone, Peter 3-B-9

Straub, Rachel K 2-F-65

Sukumar, Shruthi 1-G-79

Sun, Xulu 3-B-15

Swaminathan, 
Krithika

1-F-65

Szekely, Brian 2-A-2, 2-C-30

Taitano, Rachel 2-G-80

Takahashi, Toru 3-D-38

Talevi, Luca 1-D-35

Tam, Rachel 1-F-61

Taqvi, Urooj 2-F-66

Taylor, Jordan 1-D-32, 1-F-61, 
1-G-80

Tays, Grant 1-F-66

Name Poster Numbers

Thomas, Ariel B 3-E-41

Thura, David 2-D-39

Thürer, Benjamin 2-G-73

Tian, Runfeng 1-E-49

Ting, Lena 1-C-30, 1-E-48, 
2-D-37, 3-C-23, 
3-C-31, 3-G-76

To, Sydney 3-C-22

Tommasino, Paolo 3-B-5

Tomskiy, Alexey 3-E-49

Tournillon, Anne 2-B-18

Townsend, Max B 1-F-67

Trautmann, Eric M 3-B-15

Tsay, Jonathan S 1-F-69, 2-F-67

Tsolias, Alexandra 2-B-13

Tulimieri, Duncan T 3-B-17

Tunik, Eugene 2-B-7

Ukaegbu, Obioha 3-F-50

Ullmann, Joseph 1-D-40

Umeno, Kazuya 3-F-66

Urban, Luke 1-B-7

Urbina-Meléndez, 
Darío

1-B-15

Valero-Cuevas, 
Francisco J

1-B-15, 2-G-77

Valyear, Kenneth F 1-B-9

van Beers, Robert J 1-F-54, 1-G-76, 
3-F-67

Van Campenhout, 
Anja

1-E-48

Van der Gaag, 
Gabrielle L

2-D-41

van der Kooij, 
Katinka

3-B-18

van Dieen, Jaap H 2-C-23

van Helvert, Milou 3-F-67

Vandendoorent, 
Britt

1-E-45

Vayatis, Nicolas 1-D-36

Veillon-Bradshaw, 
Michelle

2-D-34

Velazquez, Carlos A 1-G-80

Verling, Michaela 2-F-58

Vesia, Michael 2-F-54

Vicente, Joshua 2-C-29

Vichi, Giulio 2-B-16

Vidal, Pierre-Paul 1-D-36, 2-C-21, 
3-D-34

Visser, Yvonne F 1-F-68

Voelcker-Rehage, 
Claudia

2-D-32

Volcic, Robert 1-D-33

Voudouris, Dimitris 2-B-6, 3-B-20

Vyas, Saurabh 3-B-15

Name Poster Numbers

Waddell, Dwight E 3-F-55

Wagner, Heiko 2-D-35

Walner, Josie 2-G-74

Walsh, Conor J 1-F-65

Wang, Allison B 1-E-47

Wang, Chunji 3-E-47

Wang, Danping 3-D-34

Wang, Hantao 3-F-68

Wang, Jiyu 1-C-28

Wang, Tianhe 1-F-69

Warburton, 
Matthew

1-B-19

Watanabe, Katsumi 3-B-8

Weaver, Samuel R 2-E-81

Weertman, Willem 1-D-40

Wei, Ruihan 3-D-40

Weightman, 
Matthew

2-F-68

Welsh, Timothy N 1-B-13

Wenderoth, Nicole 2-F-58

West, Aaron M 2-B-19

Wheaton, Lewis A 2-F-49, 2-F-57

Wiboonsaksakul, 
Kantapon

2-A-3

Will, Matthias 1-F-70

Willaert, Jente 1-E-48

Wimalasena, 
Lahiru N

2-G-74

Wolf, Steven L 2-B-14

Wolpert, Daniel 2-F-69, 3-A-3

Wood, Jonathan 1-C-29

Wood, Scott J 1-F-66

Wu, Mengnan 1-C-30

Xie, Jodie Jingping 3-B-10

Xu, Jiang 2-D-37

Yakovenko, Sergiy 2-G-80, 3-E-41

Yamada, Chiharu 3-F-69

Yan, J. Stephen 1-B-17

Yang, Yuan 1-E-49

Yarossi, Mathew 2-B-7

Yewbrey, Rhys 3-B-21

Yielder, Paul C 1-D-37

Yokoyama, Moeka 3-B-12

Yoshimura, Yusei 3-A-2

Yu, Byron M 3-G-72

Yun, Kristy 3-F-64

Zabihhosseinian, 
Mahboobeh

1-D-37

Zanone, Pier-
Giorgio 

2-B-10

Zhang, Zhaoran 3-A-3

Zhou, Weiwei 2-D-41, 3-D-35

Zhu, Tianyao 2-F-69

Name Poster Numbers

Zia, Muneeb 1-B-17

Zschorlich, Volker 3-B-7
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Annual Meeting
Valamar Lacroma  
Dubrovnik Hotel
Dubrovnik, Croatia

Abstracts Open 
October 25, 2021
Oral Submissions Close 
December 6, 2021
Poster Submissions Close 
February 21, 2022
Early Bird Registration 
March 14, 2022

Dubrovnik, Croatia is a UNESCO World Heritage protected 
city and is surrounded by 1,940 meters of unique medieval 
ramparts preserved in their original form. With a slogan 
of Full.Of.Life, the city of Dubrovnik has something for 
everyone from history to activities and abundant culture.  
An unrivalled scientific program matched with the beauty  
and diversity of Dubrovnik, makes for a meeting that 
shouldn’t be missed.
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Address an important question in neurological conditions that
use NM4R methods

Generate preliminary data to support competitive extramural
grant applications

And/or further develop new methods that will enhance or
replace current NM4R methods

NM4R provides pilot grant funding for new projects that:

We aim to increase rehabilitation researchers’ access to
neuromodulation strategies and support rigorous clinical
research in an effort to translate research into evidence-

based rehabilitation interventions.

Our Mission

NM4R offers free introductory and advanced workshops,
webinars, and conferences for researchers interested in non-

invasive brain stimulation and operant conditioning of brain and
spinal networks and other neuromodulation strategies integrated

with rehabilitation principles.

Educational and Collaborative Opportunities

Research Support

View Pilot Project Grant Awardees at
https://chp.musc.edu/research/nc-nm4r

under "Funding Opportunities"

College of Health Professions
Medical University of South Carolina

77 President Street,  MSC 700 Charleston,
SC 29425

ncnm4r@musc.edu

NC NM4R is funded by the National
Institutes of Health’s Eunice Kennedy
Shriver National Institute of Child and

Human Development (NICHD), the
NCCIH, the NIDCD, and the NINDS.
Together these resources enhance

and strengthen the medical
rehabilitation research landscape

nationwide.
NIH grant: P2C HD086844

http://www.ncm-society.org
https://chp.musc.edu/research/nc-nm4r
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Address an important question in neurological conditions that
use NM4R methods

Generate preliminary data to support competitive extramural
grant applications

And/or further develop new methods that will enhance or
replace current NM4R methods

NM4R provides pilot grant funding for new projects that:

We aim to increase rehabilitation researchers’ access to
neuromodulation strategies and support rigorous clinical
research in an effort to translate research into evidence-

based rehabilitation interventions.

Our Mission

NM4R offers free introductory and advanced workshops,
webinars, and conferences for researchers interested in non-

invasive brain stimulation and operant conditioning of brain and
spinal networks and other neuromodulation strategies integrated

with rehabilitation principles.

Educational and Collaborative Opportunities

Research Support

View Pilot Project Grant Awardees at
https://chp.musc.edu/research/nc-nm4r

under "Funding Opportunities"

College of Health Professions
Medical University of South Carolina

77 President Street,  MSC 700 Charleston,
SC 29425

ncnm4r@musc.edu

NC NM4R is funded by the National
Institutes of Health’s Eunice Kennedy
Shriver National Institute of Child and

Human Development (NICHD), the
NCCIH, the NIDCD, and the NINDS.
Together these resources enhance

and strengthen the medical
rehabilitation research landscape

nationwide.
NIH grant: P2C HD086844

NCM Sponsors and 
Exhibitors
NCM receives support from a number of companies 
providing services to our community. This sponsor support 
funds our Scholarship Program and allows us to support the 
attendance at the conference for many students.

The 2021 Annual Conference is being supported by the 
following sponsoring companies, some of whom have 
exhibits at the conference. Please show your appreciation for 
their support by learning about their products and services, 
and for those with exhibits, make time to visit with them 
while you are at the conference. Please note, some of the 
exhibiting companies have demo workshops available for 
delegates to participate in.

CORTEXPLORE GmbH
www.cortexplore.com 

CORTEXPLORE is an international company that develops 
and distributes high-end solutions for targeting the brain 
in invasive and non-invasive procedures. The company?s 
technology thereby enables users to plan and simulate 
surgeries virtually, and to perform complex procedures 
with neuronavigation guidance in Mixed-Reality. Typical 
applications are guided implantations for electrophysiological 
studies, injections for optogenetic applications, and the 
positioning of TMS coils for brain stimulations. As an 
academic start-up, CORTEXPLORE?s aim is to provide a 
highly accurate and inexpensive solution that significantly 
simplifies the workflow of labs.

Email: office@cortexplore.com  
Twitter: @cortexplore

Join our demo on April 21, 2021 at 13:00 UTC!

Kinarm
www.kinarm.com 

Kinarm Labs are interactive robotic platforms providing 
unparalleled flexibility to conduct research on brain function 
and dysfunction. Built by neuroscientists for neuroscientists, 
Kinarms allow you to create your own task programs 
to test the behaviour paradigm of interest to you. We 
provide support for integrated (e.g. Kinarm Gaze-Tracker, 
force-torque sensors or force plates) and non-integrated 
peripherals (e.g. EEG, TMS) for worry-free experimentation. 
Kinarm Standard Tests allow clinician-scientists to detect and 
quantify the sensory, motor and cognitive impact of a diverse 
range neurological injuries and diseases such as stroke, CP, 
Parkinson’s and MS - all in a short <1h assessment.

Email: info@kinarm.com  
Twitter: @KinarmLab

Medical Rehabilitation Research Resource 
Network
https://ncmrr.org

The Medical Rehabilitation Research Resource Network 
(MR3) is a consortium of six centers nationwide providing 
expertise, technology, and resources to support clinical and 
translational research in medical rehabilitation across a wide 
range of disciplines and disease focus areas.

Email: mcleodmi@musc.edu 
Twitter: @MR3Network

National Center of Neuromodulation for 
Rehabilitation
https://chp.musc.edu/research/nc-nm4r 

We aim to increase rehabilitation researchers’ access to 
neuromodulation strategies and support rigorous clinical 
research in an effort to translate research into evidence-
based rehabilitation interventions.

Email: ncnm4r@musc.edu 
Twitter: @NCNM4R  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NCNM4R 
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Ripple Neuro
www.rippleneuro.com 

Discover Excellence in Neuroscience. Ripple Neuro creates 
neural interfaces and medical devices to advance research 
and improve the lives of underserved patient populations 
through thoughtful application of technology and design.

Email: landan@rppl.com  
Twitter: @NeuroRipple 

Join our demo on April 19, 2021 at 16:00 UTC for a 
chance to win a prize!

Sutter Instrument
www.sutter.com 

Quality. Precision. Reliability. For over 45 years, Sutter 
Instrument has set the highest standards for performance 
and innovation. New products include dPatch, a digital 
integrated patch clamp amplifier system with onboard D/A 
conversion and data acquisition, and powerful SutterPatch 
software built on the foundations of Igor Pro. Advances 
have also been made in the Lambda 421 Optical Beam 
Combiner that combines separate light sources with different 
spectra into a single common output beam, the TRIO 3-axis 
micromanipulator, and the BOB, an open-design upright 
microscope ideal for slice electrophysiology, wide field 
imaging, 2-photon retinal imaging and photostimulation

Email: alex@sutter.com  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sutterinstrument 

Tucker-Davis Technologies
www.tdt.com 

Tucker-Davis Technologies provides a fully integrative 
software and hardware solution for all motor control 
experiments, including closed-loop electrical and optogenetic 
stimulation. The TDT Synapse software easily programs the 
Subject Interface for simultaneous recording and stimulation, 
and our new switching headstage rapidly stimulates and 
records on the same electrode. With TDT, integrate your 
closed-loop cortical, peripheral nerve, and muscle ephys 
paradigms on one system.

Email: sales@tdt.com  
Twitter: @tdtneuro

Join our demo on April 21, 2021 at 19:15 UTC!
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Scholarship Award 
Winners
New investigators and faculty are essential for the future of 
any field of scientific inquiry. NCM has historically encouraged 
conference participation by graduate students and post-
doctoral fellows. The scholarship program is designed 
to provide partial support for them to participate in the 
conference and is open to student and post-doc members in 
good standing. Our scholarship program is funded through 
the support of our sponsors. 

Samuele Contemori
University of Queensland, Brisbane

Samuele conducted research 
about neurological musculoskeletal 
impairments on upper limb 
sensorimotor control, together with 
investigations of sport/rehab exercise biomechanics. He 
is now focusing on top-down modulations of express 
visuomotor responses that are proposed to be conveyed via 
a subcortical pathway involving the superior colliculus and its 
downstream reticulo-spinal circuit. 

Nofar Engelhard
Rutgers University

My name is Nofar Engelhard. I did 
my master degree in the Hebrew 
University in Israel, where I investigated 
sensorimotor processes in monkeys. 
My main interest is to understand how the nervous system 
controls movement and how sensory information, whether 
exteroceptive or interoceptive, is integrated to modulate 
motor performance. 

Kathleen Hupfeld
University of Florida

Kathleen Hupfeld is a PhD candidate 
working with Dr. Rachael Seidler at the 
University of Florida. Her research uses 
multimodal neuroimaging and brain 
stimulation to study how the neural control of movement 
changes with spaceflight and with aging. Her doctoral work 
has been supported by both an NSF graduate research 
fellowship and an NIA F99/K00 fellowship. 

Kahori Kita
Johns Hopkins University

Kahori Kita is a postdoctoral researcher 
in the BLAM lab co-directed by John 
Krakauer and Adrian Haith at Johns 
Hopkins University. Her research 
interests are to understand motor control and learning 
processes of both healthy individuals and patients and to 
apply these insights into assessments and rehabilitation of 
neurological diseases. 

Caroline Nettekoven
Oxford/Cambridge University

Caroline Nettekoven obtained her 
PhD at the University of Oxford under 
the mentorship of Professor Charlotte 
Stagg and Dr Ned Jenkinson. Her 
research focusses on cortico-cerebellar interactions and 
neurochemical changes in the context of error-based 
learning. She is currently a postdoctoral researcher in the 
Brain Mapping Unit at the University of Cambridge. 

http://www.ncm-society.org
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Jacqueline Palmer
Emory University

Dr. Palmer completed dual clinical and 
research doctoral training, earning 
her Doctor of Physical Therapy and 
PhD in Biomechanics and Movement 
Sciences. She is currently a postdoctoral fellow at Emory 
University, where her primary research interests involve 
the neuromechanical control of whole-body behaviors and 
factors that influence brain function, balance, and mobility in 
aging and age-related neuropathology. 

Ehsan Sedaghat-Nejad
Johns Hopkins University

Ehsan is a Biomedical Engineering 
Ph.D. candidate studying systems 
neuroscience in Prof. Reza Shadmehr’s 
lab at Johns Hopkins University. 
He works on behavioral and neural correlates of motor 
adaptation and vigor in healthy individuals and non-human 
primates. Ehsan has published more than 15 peer-reviewed 
journal articles and 1 patent.

Simon Thibault
INSERM, Lyon Neuroscience Research 
Center

Simon Thibault is soon defending 
his PhD thesis in Neuroscience and 
Cognition under Dr. Brozzoli and Dr. 
Roy’s supervision at the Lyon Neuroscience Research Center 
(France). His research focuses on shared neuro-functional 
resources devoted to motor and linguistic processes, by 
mainly studying behavioral and neural similarities between 
syntax and tool-use.

Jessica Vidmark
University of California Irvine

Jessica Vidmark is a 3rd year 
Biomedical Engineering Ph.D. student 
in the Sanger Lab at University of 
California, Irvine. Jessica uses deep 
brain stimulation electrodes to study neural connectivity 
in motor areas, with the ultimate goal to provide the most 
effective treatment possible for children with movement 
disorders.

Omid Zobeiri
McGill University

Omid Zobeiri earned his BSc in electrical 
engineering and MSc in biomedical 
engineering at the Sharif University of 
Technology (Iran). He then travelled to 
Montreal, Canada, to start his PhD at McGIll University in Dr 
Kathleen Cullen’s lab. During his PhD, he has been studying 
how vestibular signals are integrated with other sensory and 
motor information during voluntary behaviours in human and 
animal models.

http://www.ncm-society.org
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